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 There have been prevailing gender differences in negative mental health outcomes 

for U.S. female service members (FSMs) returning from combat deployments with rates 

of depression and post-traumatic stress nearly twice that of their male peers.   

 This descriptive, correlational, cross-sectional design used a convenience sample 

of 150 active duty FSMs who were 6-12 months post-deployment from Iraq and stationed 

at Fort Campbell, Kentucky.  Data were collected using a total of five instruments:        

(1) Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory-Post-deployment Stressors Subscale;      

(2) Patient Health Questionnaire-Depression, Anxiety, and Alcohol Abuse Modules;     

(3) Posttraumatic Stress Checklist-Military Version; (4) Interpersonal Relationships 

Inventory-Short Form; and (5) Health and Social History.  Descriptive statistics, 

Pearson‟s correlations, and hierarchical linear regression were used to analyze the data 

and answer the research questions. 
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 During preliminary exploratory data analyses and statistical assumption testing, 

significant between group differences were found between the officer and enlisted FSMs 

on four variables:  annual household income, stressful life events, education, and prior 

exposure to violence (physical assault, sexual assault, or domestic violence).  

Additionally, significant differences emerged in bivariate correlations between the 

predictor and outcome variables when the 13 officer FSMs were separated out from the 

original sample during statistical analyses. These findings suggested these were two 

distinct populations; therefore, the sample was divided into two groups based on rank.  

For the officer FSMs, there were no significant bivariate correlations between social 

support, social conflict, or post-deployment stressful life events and any of the mental 

health outcomes although a one-tailed analysis was conducted due to low sample size    

(n = 13). In contrast, the two-tailed analysis of the enlisted FSMs (n = 137) showed 

significant positive bivariate correlations (p < .01) between social conflict and stressful 

life events and the outcome variables depression, PTSD, and anxiety symptom severity.  

Furthermore, the analysis demonstrated a significant inverse correlation between social 

support and the outcome variables depression, PTSD, and anxiety symptom severity. 

 Hierarchical linear regression of the enlisted FSM group showed that depression 

symptom severity was best explained by the presence of comorbid PTSD symptoms       

(β = .766, t = 12.672, p = .000) and the absence of social support (β = -.141, t = -.2.687,  

p = .008).  The presence of social conflict was excluded in the final model, and stressful 

life events were not found to be significant (β = .006, t = .101, p = .920) in explaining 

depression symptom severity.  Overall, comorbid PTSD symptom severity and the 
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absence of social support accounted for 71% of the variance in depression symptom 

severity in this group of enlisted FSMs.  

 Greater PTSD symptom severity in the post-deployment period was best 

explained by greater comorbid depression symptom severity (β = .612, t = 9.464,             

p < .001), the presence of social conflict (β = .154, t = 2.763, p = .007), and greater 

stressful life events (β = .612, t = 9.464, p < .001).  The absence of social support            

(β = -.007, t = -.128, p = ns) did not significantly contribute to the model for PTSD 

symptom severity.  Comorbid depression symptom severity, stressful life events, and the 

presence of social conflict, which were entered in three steps, accounted for 74% of the 

variance in PTSD symptom severity (R
2
 = .741, p < .001) reported by this group of 

enlisted FSMs.   

 And finally, greater anxiety symptom severity was best explained by greater 

comorbid depression symptom severity (β = .182, t = 3.625, p = .000), the presence of 

social conflict (β = .187, t = 3.074, p = .003), and the absence of social support (β = -.117, 

t = -1.968, p = .051).  The presence of social conflict had a stronger relationship with 

anxiety symptom severity than the absence of social support in the final model.  In 

addition, the presence of more stressful life events did not significantly contribute to the 

overall variance in anxiety symptom severity (β = .058, t = 1.046, p = .297).  Comorbid 

depression symptom severity, the absence of social support, and the presence of social 

conflict accounted for 68% (R
2
 = .678, p < .001) of the variance in anxiety symptoms 

reported by this group of enlisted FSMs.  The implications and recommendations based 
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on these findings span strategic planning for the military, nursing practice, and future 

research. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginning of the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, nearly 1.7 

million Soldiers, Sailors, Marines, and Airmen have deployed to the combat area of 

operations (Burnam, Tanielian, & Jaycox, 2009). Findings from the Millennium Cohort 

Study, an ongoing longitudinal health outcomes study of over 13,000 service members, 

showed that female service members (FSMs) of lower rank and a history of alcohol abuse 

and divorce were at a nearly two fold higher risk of developing new onset symptoms of 

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) than their male peers (Smith et al., 2008).  

Likewise, several studies of women who have served in Vietnam, Operation Desert 

Storm/Desert Shield, peace-keeping missions, and the current conflicts in Iraq and 

Afghanistan demonstrated that female gender remains a significant predictor for higher 

rates of depression and anxiety (Black et al., 2004; Ren, Skinner, Lee, & Kazis, 1999; 

Slusarcick, Ursano, Dinneen, & Fullerton, 1999). 

Deployment to a combat theater of operations, subsequent war zone experiences, 

and post-deployment life stressors may precipitate social, cognitive and emotional 

challenges that can affect a service member‟s ability to effectively cope with her 

experiences.  In a recent study by the Department of Veterans Affairs, over half (56%) of 

the 754 Iraq-Afghanistan War veterans reported some level of difficulty with social 

functioning, productivity, community involvement, and self-care domains.  One-third 

reported a recent divorce (Sayers, Farrow, Ross, & Oslin, 2009). The extent to which the 

combat experience changes the service member‟s life determines the amount of effort 
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required to adjust to daily life stressors in the post-deployment setting.  She is faced with 

coping with uncertainties and frustrations that may develop and redefining herself as the 

person she has become as a result of her deployment experiences.  Furthermore, 

unprecedented repeat deployments of active duty, Reserve, and National Guard service 

members, as well as shorter time between deployments, have placed extraordinary 

burdens on service members‟ social support networks.  Most importantly, relationships 

with immediate family members are sometimes permanently affected because of 

compromised intimate relationships with spouses and children, long separations, gender 

shifts in role responsibilities, financial concerns, and changes in community support over 

time (Paulson & Krippner, 2007).  These factors could ultimately shape the quantity and 

quality of social support that is provided by the FSM‟s social network.  

A meta-analysis performed by Brewin, Andrews, and Valentine (2000) of the risk 

factors for PTSD in trauma-exposed adults, both military and civilian, demonstrated that 

lack of post-trauma social support was the strongest predictor of PTSD symptom 

development (ES = =.40, p < .001) and revealed that lower levels of perceived social 

support were significantly associated with greater PTSD symptoms.  Likewise, studies 

have revealed that post-trauma stressful life events predispose individuals to higher rates 

of PTSD and depression (Fontana & Rosenheck, 1994; King, King, Foy, Keane, & 

Fairbank, 1999; Lapierre, Schwegler, & LaBauve, 2007; Maes, Mylle, Delmeire, & 

Janca, 2001; Turner & Avison, 1989; Vogt, Pless, King, & King, 2005). However, no 

studies were found to date that examined the unique influence of social conflict on mental 

health in the post-deployment period.  This study was conceived because of the need to 
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better understand the characteristics of the social support systems of FSMs and to 

improve their mental health through the future development of interventions that 

distinctively address their gender-specific needs and facilitate resilience during post-

deployment reintegration. 

 

Purpose 

Because of prevailing gender differences in negative mental health outcomes for 

U.S. FSMs returning from combat deployments, the purpose of this descriptive, cross-

sectional, correlational study was to explore the influence that social support, social 

conflict, and stressful life events had on mental health (PTSD, depression, anxiety, and 

alcohol abuse symptoms) in FSMs following deployment to the Iraq Theater of 

Operations.     

 

Background and Significance 

In 1967, the U.S. lifted the 2% limit on female representation within the military.  

Since that time, the number of women in uniform has grown significantly and now, 

women represent approximately 15% of the active force (Department of Defense [DoD], 

2007).  Once limited in their chosen military occupational specialties, enacted legislation 

has lifted the ban on gender exclusion in 95% of the specialties, and now women work in 

all but direct combat infantry, Special Operations, armor, and artillery units, and some 

smaller Navy ships (Manning, 2004; Murdoch, Bradley, Mather et al., 2006).  As a result, 

a historically unprecedented number of women have deployed to combat zones in support 
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of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) in 

Afghanistan since 2001.  To date in the current conflicts, 160,500 women have deployed 

to Iraq and Afghanistan; 115 have been killed and 609 wounded in the combined 

conflicts, greater than 50% of which were from hostile fire and blast injuries (DoD, 

2008).  Furthermore, research illustrated that women who experienced major trauma had 

earlier psychological morbidity, namely depression and PTSD, a longer duration of 

symptoms, and worse quality of life outcomes than men exposed to the same levels of 

trauma (Breslau et al., 1998; Holbrook & Hoyt, 2004).    As a result of the mounting 

evidence of gender-specific physical and mental health outcomes related to combat 

deployments, a unique interest in women's military experiences and their gender-specific 

mental health needs have risen to the forefront of national interest.  Evidence of this 

growing interest is demonstrated by the passage of gender-specific mental health care 

policy that is directed toward the identification, treatment, and resource allocation for 

women‟s mental health by the Department of Defense and the Department of Veterans 

Affairs (Nayback-Beebe, 2009, September).  

According to the National Comorbidity Survey Replication (NCS-R) Study, 

approximately 5.2% of women and 1.8% of men (n = 5692) in the general population of 

the United States met criteria for PTSD (Kessler et al., 2004; NCS-R, 2007). In 

comparison, it has been estimated that 14% of the men and women who served in 

OEF/OIF currently have PTSD (Schell & Marshall, 2008). Moreover, the Department of 

Veterans Affairs estimates that between 8 and 10 % of active-duty and retired military 

women suffer from symptoms of PTSD, a rate nearly twice as high as that among men 
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(Scharnberg, 2005).  In 2008, the Millennium Cohort Study reported greater odds of 

developing new onset symptoms of PTSD in cohort service members who were female, 

lower rank, divorced, or abused alcohol (Smith et al., 2008). Furthermore, women 

typically experienced a longer duration of symptoms with the median time to PTSD 

remission of 48 months versus 12 months in men (Breslau et al., 1998).  Overall, studies 

have shown that female veterans with PTSD demonstrated a higher burden of medical 

illness over those with depression alone, worse quality of life outcomes, and earlier 

psychologic morbidity than men exposed to the same levels of trauma (Frayne et al., 

2004, Holbrook & Hoyt, 2004).   

According to the 2006 Centers for Disease Control [CDC] Behavioral Risk Factor 

Surveillance System results, the overall lifetime incidence of depression in the United 

States was approximately 15.7% and the overall lifetime incidence of anxiety was 

approximately 11.3% (CDC, 2006a).  In any 2-week period, the CDC (2006b) estimated 

that 5.4% of Americans age 12 years and older experienced diagnosable depression; rates 

were higher in 40-59 year olds, women, non-Hispanic black persons, and people living 

below the poverty level. Furthermore females, over males, were more likely to be 

diagnosed with depression: 20.2% vs. 8.2%; and anxiety: 14.3% vs. 8.2%, respectively 

(2006b). In addition, approximately 80% of individuals with depression reported that 

their symptoms interfered with their ability to work, maintain a home, and be socially 

active (Pratt & Brody, 2008). In a U.S. population study by Merikangas et al. (2007), 

comorbid mental and physical health conditions resulted in significant role disability for 

adults. In comparison, the 1998 Department of Defense Survey of Health Related 
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Behaviors among Military Personnel found that 19% of Army Soldiers surveyed screened 

positive for depressive symptoms, with those afflicted tending to be the youngest troops 

(Chapman, 2008).  Additionally, it has been estimated that nearly half of those in the 

general population with PTSD and 70-95% of combat veterans with PTSD also meet 

diagnostic criteria for major depressive disorder which complicates treatment efforts 

(Kessler, Sonnega, Bromet, Hughes, & Nelson, 1995; Orsillo et al., 1996). 

In 2001, a report from the Institute of Medicine (IOM) confirmed that gender is a 

critical determinant in the development of certain physical and mental illnesses.  For 

example, women predominate in the rates of depression, anxiety, somatic complaints, and 

associated comorbidities.  Members of the IOM committee hypothesized that there may 

be gender distinctions in the inheritance of several predisposing susceptibility traits, with 

environmental effects that modify the specific clinical manifestations of these disorders 

in a unique way for both genders. Examples of gender-specific environmental risk factors 

that disproportionately affected women included gender-based violence, socioeconomic 

disadvantage, low or subordinate social status and rank, and the unremitting 

responsibility for the care of others (World Health Organization [WHO], 2008).  Women 

in the military are in a unique position to be exposed to a number of these stressors and 

consequently, may be placed at a higher risk for developing negative mental health 

outcomes.  

One potential explanation for women‟s higher risk for developing PTSD and 

depressive symptoms also may involve differences in both levels and benefits of support 

received by men and women in response to trauma (Andrews, Brewin, & Rose, 2003).   
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Brewin and colleagues (2000) found that, in both military and civilian samples, lack of 

post-trauma social support was the strongest predictor of PTSD symptoms, and in 

trauma-exposed adults, lower levels of perceived social support were significantly 

associated with greater PTSD symptoms.  Fontana and Rosenheck (2008) confirmed 

these findings in their study of returning Persian Gulf veterans and OIF/OEF Soldiers; 

those service members with greater social support and social integration demonstrated 

relative adaptive advantages over those with less of these social assets. Path analysis of 

risk factors associated with combat exposure and PTSD in a sample of male and female 

Vietnam veterans showed that hardiness and social support variables operated primarily 

as moderating variables between combat exposure and PTSD (Taft, Stern, King, & King, 

1999).  Furthermore, stressful life events during the redeployment and reintegration 

period may further undermine the FSM‟s ability to cope with her deployment experiences 

and can influence the degree of social support and social conflict provided by her social 

network.  

However, Rook (1984; 1998) hypothesized that potential sources of support may 

actually be more demanding than helpful for women due to the nature of women‟s roles 

within society and subsequent role strain and role overload.  Also, he proposed that 

women may be more adversely affected by social conflict that arises from within their 

social networks.   Social conflict, termed “social strain” by Rook (2001) in the literature, 

actually may have a more potent effect on health and health behaviors than social support 

because it violates a person‟s expectations of the support that family and friends are 

supposed to provide (Rook & Pietromonaco, 1987).  This was referred to as the 
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“negativity effect."  Rook further hypothesized that a deficit in social relationships in the 

lives of women may actually be an active attempt to distance themselves from sources of 

interpersonal conflict within their lives. Results of a subsequent study by August, Rook, 

and Newsome (2007) that examined the emotional health of older adults suggested that 

negative social exchanges and stressful life experiences jointly affected emotional 

distress. 

Knowledge gained from this study expanded the current body of literature that 

addressed the unique mental health needs of FSMs returning from combat deployment.   

This study contributed to the understanding of the extent to which the absence or 

presence of social support, social conflict, and stressful life events either facilitated or 

hindered optimal mental health during the post-deployment period and shaped FSMs‟ 

mental health in the context of their post-deployment experience.  Furthermore, the 

findings from this study may help determine the direction for future gender-specific, 

mental health interventions for FSMs returning from combat deployments, their families, 

and other members of their social support networks.  Moreover, this study had significant 

relevance to military nursing and expanded the military scientific knowledge regarding 

one of the Army Medical Department‟s focused areas of interest, Military Deployment 

Health.   

Statement of the Problem 

Deployment to a combat theater of operations and subsequent war zone 

experiences precipitate social, cognitive, and emotional challenges that may affect service 
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members‟ abilities to effectively cope with their experiences.  There are many 

interrelated factors that must be considered to fully understand the FSMs‟ mental health 

during the post-deployment period.  The literature clearly demonstrates that females have 

a greater predisposition than males toward developing PTSD, depression, anxiety, 

somatic complaints, and other mental health-related physical comorbidities.  

Furthermore, each service member, whether male or female, grapples with the meaning 

of their deployment and the effect it had on their lives and the lives of those within their 

social network.  There are family and community responses that are often unpredictable 

and can support or undermine the service member‟s readjustment process.   

While research findings published to date provide overwhelming evidence for the 

mitigating effect of social support in the development of poor mental health outcomes in 

service members returning from deployment, research was not found that examined the 

unique contribution of social conflict to mental health during the post-deployment period.  

Because the social networks of women are larger, and women are often called upon to be 

the support providers within our society, the increased interpersonal stress and the 

presence of social conflict emanating from members of their social networks might be 

more influential than the presence of social support for FSMs during the post-deployment 

period.  Without thoroughly understanding all the factors that contribute to the mental 

health of FSMs during the post-deployment period, identification of their mental health 

needs and the direction for future gender-specific mental health outcomes cannot be fully 

realized. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions were examined in this study: 
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1.  What was the nature (strength and direction) of the relationship between social 

support, social conflict and stressful life events and mental health symptoms (PTSD, 

depression, anxiety, and alcohol abuse) in FSMs after deployment to Iraq? 

2. Was the degree of social support or the degree of social conflict more highly 

associated with negative mental health symptoms (greater PTSD symptoms, greater 

depression symptoms, greater anxiety symptoms, and greater alcohol abuse symptoms) in 

FSMs after deployment to Iraq? 

 

Conceptual Framework 

Vaux’s Social Support/Social Network Theory 

The study of social support and the influence of social interactions on physical 

and emotional health were first described by French sociologist Emile Durkheim (1951).  

His study of suicides across social classes, religions, cultures, and gender led him to 

conclude that an individual‟s social environment could have a significant effect on their 

health-promoting and health-damaging behaviors.  In contrast to the traditional medical 

model, which denigrated any connection between disease states and psychosocial factors, 

Cobb (1976) and Cassell (1976) published seminal papers on the interactions between 

social support and health in the mid 1970s.  Although Cobb (1976) more precisely 

outlined the definition of social support and how it fostered adjustment to stressful life 

events, Cassell (1976) pointed out the biological basis for how social support and social 

networks modify an individual‟s biological resistance to disease from the deleterious 

effects of stress. Cassel (1976) proposed that social support is a key psychosocial 

protective factor for individuals that reduce their vulnerability to the harmful effects of 
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stress on health either through “buffering” or “main-effect” mechanisms.  Psychological 

appraisals of stressors through individual coping resources are an important pathway 

through which social support influences health and influences an individual‟s tendency 

toward actively seeking out socially supportive resources (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; 

Urchino, 2004). 

All of these theorists provided the foundation for the theoretical framework used 

in this study:  Vaux‟s theory of social support (Vaux, 1988), depicted through a model 

developed by Berkman and Glass (2000), hypothesized the mechanisms through which 

social support and social networks have direct or “main-effects” on an individual‟s 

physical, mental and social health.   

Vaux described social support as a meta-construct that is comprised of at least 

three subordinate concepts: support network resources, supportive behaviors, and 

appraisals of support.  These three conceptual elements are linked in a dynamic, complex, 

transactional process between individuals and their support networks. Vaux defined 

support network resources as that subset of the larger social network that individuals 

routinely seek out to attain goals and manage demands.  Social networks provide 

fundamental human needs such as companionship, intimacy, and reassurances of one‟s 

worth.  They also provide an individual the opportunity to access supportive behaviors 

such as information or tangible aid to identify and solve health-related problems.  Support 

appraisals are the subjective, evaluative assessments performed by individuals regarding 

their supportive relationships and the supportive behavior that occurs within them (Vaux, 

1988).     
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Conceptual Model of Social Support/Social Networks to Health 

In their model, Berkman and Glass (2000) demonstrated the direct effects that 

social support and social networks, as described by Vaux, have on the individual‟s 

physical, mental, and social health.  Furthermore, they proposed that social support and 

social networks influence health through an indirect or “buffering” mechanism.  Through 

this pathway, social support and social networks minimized or prevented the stress 

appraisal response by bolstering the individuals perceived ability to cope, providing 

resources, or altering their appraisal of the situation as stressful (Cohen & Wills, 1985).  

This type of support potentially assists an individual in problem-solving, problem 

appraisal, or adopting appropriate health behaviors that indirectly diminishes the person‟s 

neuroendocrine system response to the stressor.  

For comprehensiveness, Figure 1, which is based on the model by Berkman and 

Glass (2000), has been included in its entirety and represents the complete model for the 

relationship of social support and social networks to physical, mental and social health.  

For the purpose of this study, only certain concepts and pathways were studied.  The 

darkened, double-lined boxes represent the main concepts that were the primary focus of 

inquiry in this study of FSMs and the influence of social support, social conflict, and 

stressful life events on their mental health in the post-deployment period.  Included 

within the proposed model are the main concepts, which are underlined; the study 

variables, which follow in parentheses; and the study instruments used to operationalize 

the study variables, which appear in italicized text.  The arrows represent the nature of 

the relationship between the concepts, unidirectional or reciprocal, according to Berkman 
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and Glass (2000).  The solid arrows indicate direct effects while the dot-dash arrows 

indicate indirect effects.  For this study, only direct effects through pathways 1 and 2 

were studied.   

   Although the original model does not include a separate concept for 

demographic, health, and social variables, these personal characteristics were added to 

the model.  The review of literature on mental health symptoms demonstrated that a 

variety of demographic and pre-deployment variables can have an influence on the 

development of negative mental health outcomes for service members returning from 

deployment.  Demographic characteristics such as female gender; lower socioeconomic 

status and military rank; a personal or family history of mental illness; and social factors 

such as marital status or a history of physical or sexual assault, were shown to influence 

the expression of poor mental health outcomes (Brewin et al., 2000).  

Social support and social networks represent the starting point of the linkages 

toward health outcomes.  Pathway 1 represents the direct effect that social support and 

social networks have on physical, mental, and social health.  By meeting basic human 

needs for companionship, intimacy, a sense of belonging, and reassurance of one‟s worth, 

social support and social networks can enhance well-being regardless of the stressor 

(Berkman & Glass, 2000).    Pathway 1 is bi-directional because individuals must have 

adequate physical and emotional health to reciprocate support and maintain relationships. 

For example, if a FSM with severe depression feels too emotionally withdrawn to return 

phone calls with members of her social network, this could impede the reciprocity 

required to maintain that social network.   
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Pathway 2 suggests how social support and social networks can influence the 

frequency and exposure to stressors, such as in the case of post-deployment stressful life 

events.  For example, a socially supportive supervisor might limit additional workload 

placed on an employee that is experiencing a family crisis.  Also, a member of one‟s 

social network might provide job leads and financial assistance for someone who has lost 

their job and is financially stressed. Likewise, if an individual experienced a job loss, and 

as a result, their spouse is unsupportive, this would increase their stressor level.    

Therefore, it is believed that these efforts from one‟s social network could reduce or 

increase the frequency and exposure to additional stress and ultimately influence mental, 

physical, and social health. 
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FIGURE 1. 
Conceptual Framework (Adapted from Berkman & Glass, 2000) 
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support and social networks on the mental health of only FSMs, this framework was 

viewed from a feminist standpoint. 

Feminist Standpoint 

  Too often, prior research on service members attempted to compare and contrast 

outcomes based on gender demography.  Research often assumes a “single society” with 

respect to men and women, in which generalizations are made about all participants; even 

though both subjectively and literally, men and women inhabit different social worlds 

and realities (Millman & Kanter, 1987).  For this reason, women were identified as 

potential participants in this study to avoid any gendered bias or comparisons in the 

interpretation of the research findings.  Also, it is important to solely present the findings 

of FSMs‟ unique experiences with social support and social conflict in the post-

deployment period.   

Over generations, feminist thinking has taken a range of different approaches to 

understand the root of gender inequality in the realm of research, politics, power 

relations, and sexuality with a primary focus on the promotion of women's rights and 

interests.  Feminist standpoint theory, as theorized by Nancy Hartsock (1987), is rooted in 

Marxist ideology and is based on the premise that group location within hierarchical 

power relations produces shared experiences for individuals in those groups.  These 

common challenges can foster group knowledge or „standpoint,‟ that can in turn, 

influence a group‟s action (Collins, 1998). Hartsock argued that because the position of 

women within society is structurally different from that of men, their lived realities and 

their knowledge as a subordinated group are profoundly different (Hartsock, 1987).  
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Marxist ideology contends that material forces, namely the production and reproduction 

of social life, determines the consciousness of one‟s existence and thereby defines them 

as individuals (Marx & Engels, 1932/1996). 

Utilizing a Marxist epistemology to frame her argument, Hartsock (1987) 

emphasized that a feminist standpoint is not simply an interested position; but rather, 

recognizes that there are relationships between human beings, and between human beings 

and the natural world, that are invisible and must be explored.  Within a Marxist feminist 

standpoint perspective, Hartsock (1987) politically and epistemologically explicated the 

following contentions: 

1) material life (class position in Marxist theory) not only structures but 
limits one‟s understanding of social relations; 2) if material life is 
structured in a fundamentally opposing way for two groups, one can 
expect systems of domination to emerge that are both partial and perverse; 
3) the vision of the ruling class (or gender) structures the material relations 
in which all participants are forced to participate, and therefore cannot be 
dismissed as simply false; 4) in consequence, the vision available to the 
oppressed group must be struggled for and represents an achievement; 5) 
as an engaged vision, the adoption of a standpoint exposes the real 
relations among human beings as inhuman. (p. 159-160) 
 

   While keeping these contentions in mind, an argument can be formulated for 

using a feminist standpoint to examine how social support and social conflict shape a 

FSM‟s experience in the post-deployment setting.  The military organization socializes its 

recruits to acceptable physical standards and value inculcation from the first day of basic 

training (Gutmann, 2000).  This is when men and women, as individuals, are recreated 

into service members (Soldiers, Airmen, Marines, Seamen) with similar beliefs, thoughts, 

and values instilled under the purview of a military war-fighting ethos.  However, the 

military is an “institutionalized arena” in which the masculine identity is valued over the 
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feminine and women must fill work roles that have been defined historically by 

hegemonic patriarchy (Herbert, 1998).  There are still combat arms military occupational 

specialties, such as infantry and armor, that woman are not allowed to enter.  The two 

broad rationales for these exclusions have been that women are either not physically or 

emotionally capable of handling these combat roles or that war is fundamentally a “man‟s 

world” (Herbert, 1998).  Persistent beliefs and biases about appropriate gender roles are 

rooted in hegemonic Western cultural values that contribute to sex segregation within the 

workplace and the ongoing practice of discrimination (Reskin & Hartmann, 1986). 

 William‟s (1991) examination of female Marines uncovered how they frequently 

find themselves in situations of personal and professional conflict arising from their 

gendered-identities.  Through daily degradation rituals, ridicule, and denial of access to 

male-sanctioned activities such as combat, they are exposed to the message that they are 

not men, and therefore are less valued as Marines.  Everyday gendered interactions bring 

reinforced gender expectations and preconceived notions about an individual‟s abilities 

within the family, the work process, organizational culture, and institutions (Lorber, 

1994).  Lorber (1994) argued that gender is an institution that is embedded in every social 

process, organization, and institution, and that gender difference has been used as a 

primary means to justify sexual stratification. Since women are essentially barred from 

those occupations most valued within the military, they experience more limited access to 

positions that offer the fastest rank promotion and the highest rank positions.  

Subsequently, they lack control of, and receipt of, economic rewards through an inability 

to serve at the highest strategic leadership levels (Meyer, 1996).  A further explication of 
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the class differences inherent between male and FSMs and the incumbent influence this 

has on mental health will be described subsequently in the review of literature.   

Within the realm of examining social conflict from a feminist standpoint, Jaggar   

(1983) contended that while the Marxist notion of capitalism oppresses women as 

workers, patriarchy oppresses women as women.  Consequently women, regardless of 

their work role, are alienated in ways that men are not.  Jaggar‟s explanation of women‟s 

oppression was organized under headings of alienation: arising in sexuality, motherhood, 

and intellectuality.  In Jaggar‟s examination of alienation from sexuality, women become 

alienated when they have no final or total say about their bodies, such as when their 

bodies are suddenly appropriated through sexual humor, sexual harassment, or sexual 

assault.   

This appears relevant in the military environment when considering several 

examples of alienation from sexuality.  First, a 2008 Pentagon report based on data from 

the Defense Manpower Data Center estimated that one in three FSMs experienced sexual 

assault while in the military (Associated Press, 2008).  A second example arises from a 

study of FSMs who were exposed to sexually-related stress, and as a result, had a four 

times greater chance of developing symptoms of PTSD than those exposed to duty-

related stress alone (Fontana & Rosenheck, 1998). And finally in a sociological study of 

females in the Marine Corps, Williams (1991) found that female Marines were exposed 

to the message they were not very “good” women for their choice of becoming Marines, 

because male stereotypes about promiscuity and lesbianism persisted within the 

organization towards them.   
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Jaggar‟s second classification of oppression, motherhood, stemmed from the 

pressures of child-rearing.  Often, FSMs are forced to leave their children behind in the 

care of their spouses or other family members when deploying.  A study by Vogt, King, 

and King (2004) showed that FSMs reported feelings of guilt related to the experience of 

maternal separation during deployment.  Moreover, preliminary study findings presented 

at the 2007 APA National Conference by Pierce and Vinokur found that work-family 

conflict in Air Force FSMs post-deployment was an independent and significant predictor 

of PTSD, above and beyond combat exposure.  Additionally women, who typically 

assume more responsibility for the daily child-rearing and household responsibilities than 

men, often choose occupations that are compatible with those responsibilities (Reskin & 

Hartmann, 1986) which could ultimately limit their future promotion opportunities.   

Jaggar‟s third classification of female oppression was from women‟s own 

intellectual capacities because women often feel reticent to publicly express their ideas 

for fear that their thoughts are not worth expressing or will be dismissed as irrational or 

emotional.  Mitchell (1998), a former infantry officer who testified before the 1992 

President‟s Commission on the Assignment of Women in the Armed Forces, argued 

against women serving in the military because they are not as strong emotionally and are 

more likely to suffer emotional distress.  Furthermore, he argued that women tended to be 

more rights-oriented and pacifistic, which eroded discipline, the spirit of combat 

aggressiveness, and a willingness to kill or be killed for one‟s country.  This is just one 

example of the attitudes that some male military officers possess about women serving in 
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uniform.  Jaggar proposed that these three forms of alienation: alienation from sexuality, 

motherhood, and intellectual capabilities, created social conflict in the lives of women.   

The feminist standpoint discourse does not emerge without criticism.  Feminist 

post-modernists caution about a single standpoint that universalizes claims for reason, 

language, progress, and the subject/self.  They argue there is no “one true story” about the 

world from a feminist standpoint because women‟s experiences of patriarchal oppression 

differ by race, class, and culture (Harding, 1987).  However by assigning relevance to the 

female experiences, exploring common themes that connect their diverse experiences and 

drawing attention to the structural determinants of those experiences, feminist science can 

move forward in identifying and deconstructing sources of enacted and institutionalized 

domination (Harding, 1987). 

In summary, the model by Berkman and Glass (2000), influenced by Vaux‟s 

Theory of Social Support and Social Networks, was used to demonstrate the linkages 

between social support and social conflict and mental health symptoms in FSMs after 

deployment.  The first pathway consists of a direct linkage between social support/social 

conflict and mental health while the second pathway includes the influence of stressful 

life events in the linkage to mental health symptoms.  The model was modified to explain 

the added influence that demographic, health, and social variables have on the concepts 

described in the model and to reflect the Feminist Standpoint, the lens through which the 

results were examined. 
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Model Assumptions 

 Social support and social networks have been defined and measured in a variety 

of ways.  These concepts describe the structure, processes, and functions of social 

relationships (Heaney & Israel, 2002).  Although there are a number of assumptions 

within Social Support/Social Network literature, none of them are explicitly stated.  The 

first major assumption is that social support is always projected by the sender to be 

supportive.    

In contrast, social networks provide both positive resources in the form of socially 

supportive behaviors and negative resources in the form of social conflict or the 

withholding of socially supportive behaviors, which in combination, influence mental, 

physical, and social health.  Only recently have researchers begun to explore this 

assumption by measuring social conflict and its influence on mental health.  Lepore 

(1995) proposed that the values and opinions of members within the social network can 

positively or negatively influence the individual‟s appraisal and interpretation of a 

traumatic event.  Hence, positive, supportive responses would be helpful, whereas 

unsupportive, critical responses would negatively affect the individual‟s response to a 

stressor and prolong psychological distress.  

Another assumption is that social support and social networks require reciprocity 

in order to be maintained and that the individual must be emotionally capable of 

providing that reciprocity (Heaney & Israel, 2002).  And finally, it is assumed that both 

the direct and indirect effects of social support and social networks can be accurately 

measured and have a causal influence on mental, physical, and social health.  
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Likewise, several movements and ideologies have influenced the creation of the 

feminist standpoint.  One assumption of the Marxist feminist standpoint is that 

knowledge is based on experience; therefore women‟s experiences, informed by feminist 

theory, provide a potential grounding for more accurate knowledge claims than do men‟s 

perspectives (Harding, 1987). 

In response to criticisms of the feminist standpoint and based on a Marxist 

feminist standpoint, a second assumption is that there is no “one true story” about the 

world from a feminist standpoint because women‟s experiences of patriarchal oppression 

differ by race, class, and culture (Harding, 1987).  However, these other sources of 

oppression will still be explored through a gendered lens.  As a result, relevance will be 

assigned to the female experience; concepts will be explored that connect their diverse 

experiences; attention will be drawn to the structural determinants of those experiences, 

and feminist science can move forward by identifying and deconstructing sources of 

enacted and institutionalized domination (Harding, 1987). 

Definitions 

The following definitions clarify the major concepts of the study:  

Social support is defined as the perceived availability or enactment of helping 

behaviors by persons with whom a person is engaged in relationships.  Typically, these 

helping behaviors are informal or non-contractual (Tilden, Nelson, & May, 1990a).   

Social conflict is defined as the perceived discord or stress in relationships that is 

considered a normal feature of social networks.  This conflict can be occasional, periodic, 

or consistent, and can either be caused by the enacted behaviors of others, or by the 
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absence of behavior enacted by others, such as the withholding of supportive behaviors 

(Tilden, Nelson, & May, 1990a).   

Stressful life events are defined as a subset of environmental conditions that are 

likely to be appraised as demanding and to have implications for an individual‟s well 

being (Moos & Swindle, 1990).  This concept is comprised of exposure to stressful life 

events after deployment, and includes both generally stressful events that are unrelated to 

the deployment (i.e. motor vehicle accidents, physical assaults, death of a relative, etc.) as 

well as events that may be related to efforts at reintegration (i.e. difficulties reestablishing 

family roles, financial difficulties, etc.).   

Mental health is a general sense of mental well-being and functioning, with the 

absence of clinically symptomatic depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress, and alcohol 

abuse.      

-Depression is a mental disorder characterized by depressed mood, loss of interest 

or pleasure, feelings of guilt or low self-worth, disturbed sleep or appetite, low energy, 

and poor concentration (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2000).  

-Anxiety is a mental disorder characterized by a state of apprehension, 

uncertainty, and fear resulting from the anticipation of a realistic or fantasized threatening 

event or situation, often impairing physical and psychological functioning (APA, 2000). 

- Post-traumatic stress disorder is an anxiety disorder that occurs in people who 

have experienced or witnessed life-threatening events such as war, violent assaults, 

terrorist incidents, or natural disasters.  Symptoms associated with PTSD fall within a 

symptom triad of reexperiencing (reliving the trauma in dreams or recurrent thoughts and 
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images), avoidance (feeling detached, avoiding activities, or feeling estranged), and 

hyperarousal (insomnia, hypervigilence) (APA, 2000).  

-Alcohol abuse is the excessive consumption of, and dependence on, alcoholic 

beverages, leading to physical and psychological harm and impaired social and 

vocational functioning (APA, 2000). 

Demographic, health, and social variables are selected human population 

characteristics such as gender, age, socioeconomic status, prior history of psychiatric 

disorder, etc., that could potentially influence the expression of concepts within the 

model  

-Age is the full year of age of the FSM from her date of birth to her age at last 

birthday. 

-Education is the years of formal education completed by the FSM.  It includes 

the following categories:  Grades 9-11, High School Graduate, Some College, College 

Graduate, and Post-College Education. 

-Race/Ethnicity is the race or ethnic characteristics, background or affiliation to 

which the FSM self-identifies.  It includes the following categories: African American, 

Asian, White, Hispanic, Native American, or Other. 

-Marital status describes the FSM‟s relationship with another individual and is the 

condition of being single (never married), partnered not married, married, divorced or 

separated, or widowed. 
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-Military rank is a system of hierarchical relationships in the armed forces that 

denotes the level of authority and responsibility.  Responsibility for personnel, equipment 

and mission grow with each increase in rank. 

-Annual household income is the participant‟s self rating of the average income 

per year of the FSM‟s household income. 

-Physical assault is defined as the FSM‟s self-report of having been a victim of 

any attempt in which another individual purposely, knowingly, or recklessly caused 

bodily injury to them (Crowell & Burgess, 1996). 

-Sexual assault is defined as the FSM‟s self report of having been a victim of any 

attempt in which another individual demonstrated conduct of a sexual or indecent nature 

toward the FSM that was accompanied by actual or threatened physical force or that 

induced fear, shame, or mental suffering (Crowell & Burgess, 1996). 

-Domestic violence is defined as the FSM‟s self report of having been a victim of 

physical assault, threats, emotional abuse, verbal abuse, harassment, and humiliation by 

current or former intimate partners (Crowell & Burgess, 1996). 

Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made for this study: 

1.  Deployment to a war zone is a stressful life event. 

2. All FSMs participating in this study reported information honestly and 

accurately on all instruments. 

3.  For all FSMs participating in this study who reported a diagnosed history of 

psychiatric disorder prior to deployment, their psychiatric disorders were controlled with 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armed_forces
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medication and/or counseling prior to deployment.  Currently, it is Department of 

Defense policy that service members with a diagnosed psychiatric disorder not controlled 

with medication or counseling will not be deployed and/or will be medically boarded out 

of the military (personal communication, Colonel Kathryn Gaylord, 18 January 2009). 

Limitations 

The first limitation was that this study used a nonrandom convenience sample of 

active duty FSMs, who were 6-12 months post-deployment from the Iraq.  The sampled 

FSMs were either getting their annual well-woman exams or attending medical 

appointments at their assigned Troop Medical Clinic, or were Soldiers assigned to 

military units on Fort Campbell that allowed participant recruitment efforts at the unit-

level.  Furthermore, the sample included only FSMs deployed to Iraq to control for the 

deployment environment as a possible confounding extraneous characteristic.  Due to 

potential selection bias, the findings from this study might not be representative of other 

active duty FSMs who are not members of these units or assigned to the Troop Medical 

Clinic or who did not deploy to the Iraq Theater of Operations.  Therefore, generalization 

to larger or other populations of female active duty service members should be made with 

caution.  However, information gathered through this study is meaningful within the 

population studied. 

Secondly, variables were measured with self-report instruments.  The data 

obtained were limited to what subjects were willing and able to report.  Participants were 

informed during the consent process that any responses indicating potential self harm 

required an immediate referral to a Behavioral Health Specialist or their chain of 

command (for telephone interviews).  Because prior research by Hoge et al. (2004) 
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indicated that service members returning from operations in Iraq and Afghanistan 

reported important barriers to receiving mental health services due to the perception of 

stigma among those most in need of such care, the survey responses might reflect social 

desirability response set bias. 

And finally, a cross-sectional design involving FSMs between their sixth and 

twelfth month post-deployment used in this study was not as strong as a longitudinal 

design.  However, the purpose of this study, that is, to describe the relationship between 

social conflict and social support to mental health symptoms, was appropriate for using a 

cross-sectional design because of its exploratory nature (Polit & Beck, 2008).  The stated 

time-frame selected was merely reflective of a previously identified time period during 

which service members returning from post-deployment had experienced increased 

mental health symptoms (personal communication, Colonel Kathryn Gaylord, 18 January 

2009). 

 

Chapter Summary 

There are many interrelated factors that must be considered to fully understand 

the FSM‟s mental health during the post deployment period.  The literature clearly states 

that females have a greater predisposition toward developing PTSD, depression, anxiety, 

somatic complaints, and other physical comorbidities than males.  Furthermore, each 

service member, whether male or female, grapples with the meaning of their deployment 

and the effect it had on their lives and the lives of those within their social network.  

There are family and community responses that are often unpredictable and can either 

support or undermine the service member‟s adjustment process.  While research findings 

published to date provide overwhelming evidence for the mitigating effect that the 
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presence of social support has on the development of poor mental health in FSMs, 

research that examined the unique contribution of social conflict to mental health during 

the post-deployment period was not found.   

Therefore, the purpose of this descriptive, correlational study was to determine 

the relationship between social support, social conflict, stressful life events and the 

severity of mental health symptoms (PTSD, depression, anxiety, and alcohol abuse) in 

FSMs 6-12 months after deployment to Iraq.  Furthermore, it was to determine whether 

the absence of social support or the presence of social conflict was more highly 

associated with the severity of mental health symptoms.  This study has expanded the 

current body of literature that addressed the unique mental health needs of FSMs during 

the post-deployment reintegration period.  Furthermore, health care providers and 

military leaders can use the findings from this study to develop strategies and mental 

health interventions for FSMs returning from deployment.   
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

There is considerable evidence from the literature that women predominate 

globally in negative mental health outcomes.  Moreover, the social support literature 

demonstrates that there are gender differences in the elicitation, use, and provision of 

social support.  With that in mind, the unique intersection of gender, mental health, and 

social support within the military context will be presented as well as the physical, 

mental, social, and economic consequences of poor mental health within this population.   

 

Gender, Mental Health, and the Military 

In 2004, Hoge and colleagues reported that U.S. military forces returning from the 

combat in Iraq and Afghanistan exhibited significant symptoms of PTSD, generalized 

anxiety disorder, depression, adjustment disorder, substance abuse, and profound 

relational disturbances.  Furthermore, the IOM (2001) confirmed that gender is a critical 

risk factor in the development of a number of physical and mental health illnesses.  

Specifically, women predominate in the rates of depression, anxiety, and somatic health 

complaints and experience higher rates of comorbid chronic health conditions.  Although, 

neither female nor male military service members returning from combat deployments 

should be treated as a singular special interest group, research findings demonstrated 

there are substantial differences in mental health outcomes based on gender.  Differences 

arise in how each gender is exposed to risk factors; subjectively experience illness and 
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define its social significance; access and use health care services; perceive quality of care 

and barriers to care; and develop attitudes towards health maintenance (IOM, 2001). 

In 2001 when the WHO confirmed that globally gender is a critical determinant in 

the development of a number of physical and mental illnesses, members agreed that 

biological or hormonal explanations for these gendered differences were not adequate to 

fully account for these health disparities.  In response, the WHO adopted a social model 

of health that recognized women‟s higher rates of mental illness could be linked to their 

exposure to social determinants of health that interact with biology; both of which differ 

in comparison to men.  Theorized stressors identified as unique to women included 

negative life events, such as discrimination and the denial of, or limited access to, 

education and occupational opportunities; gender based expectations about roles, 

responsibilities and power relations; socioeconomic disadvantage; low or subordinate 

social status and rank; gender-based violence and abuse; and the unremitting 

responsibility for the care of others (WHO, 2008). 

Women in the military are in a unique position to be affected by a number of 

these theorized stressors as outlined by the WHO and, subsequently, to be at a higher risk 

for developing adverse mental health outcomes.  As far back as the United States war for 

independence, women‟s acceptance within the military, by society, and by their male 

peers has been challenged and has tended to parallel advancements in women‟s legal 

rights (Murdoch et al., 2006). Some women in the Revolutionary War disguised 

themselves as men in order to serve, and female nurses in the Civil War described verbal 

and physical harassment by military surgeons and Soldiers alike who refused to work 
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with them (Bellafaire, 2007).  By World War II, female nurses were accepted members of 

the armed services; however, women serving outside of this profession were viewed as 

“deviant” or having questionable moral values.  In fact, a slander campaign toward FSMs 

during World War II that involved defamatory comments and cartoons, dirty jokes, and 

gendered obscenities almost derailed a military recruitment campaign (Holm, 1982).  The 

Secretary of War commissioned an FBI investigation to determine if it had been the work 

of enemy saboteurs only to discover it was carried out by U.S. military general officers 

and male enlisted personnel.  Despite huge advancements in overall acceptance by their 

comrades and women‟s numerous accomplishments while serving in uniform, the legacy 

of the World War II scandal campaign remains as women today still report being 

stigmatized as “whores or lesbians” for their military service (Miller, 1997; Van Ness, 

2008, Williams, 1991).   

The result of this “outsider” status can have far reaching negative effects on 

mental health.  In a study of active duty, National Guard, and Reserve service members, 

Vogt, Samper et al. (2008) found that gender was a protective factor against developing 

post-traumatic stress symptoms for active duty males, but not for active duty females.  

They suggested that active duty units provided some benefits to men, perhaps in terms of 

unit cohesion, that were less available to women.  Gender inequalities place military 

women at an increased risk through a complex interplay of several factors.  Men and 

women are assigned different roles and responsibilities within the military culture and 

masculine combat roles, skills, and abilities are more valued within the military culture.  

This results in faster advancement in rank, subsequent monetary compensation, and 
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promotion into positions of greater power.  In a sociological study of female Marines, 

Williams (1991) argued that persistent gendered degradation rituals, ridicule, and denial 

of access to the benefits afforded to male Marines set up an interminable internal conflict 

for female Marines. While constantly striving to be the best in their careers and despite 

their accomplishments, female Marines would always fall short because they could never 

be part of the hegemonic male culture inherent to the Marine Corps (Williams, 1991).   

Cohn‟s (2000) qualitative exploration of white male officers‟ opinions about 

gender integration uncovered a seemingly objective and neutral call for equal physical 

training standards, if in fact, women wanted equality within the services.  The researcher 

concluded that this construction of gender differences as a basis for justifying lack of 

gender integration was a way of asserting male superiority, expressing anger about 

competition from women, and expressing grief over the loss of the military as a male 

sanctum.  This mirrors Jaggar‟s (1983) argument that within any hierarchical system, the 

dominant group assumes, amplifies, and even creates physical and emotional differences 

so as to ensure the dominant group differs from the subordinate group and can continue 

to be subordinated. 

Societies and organizations vary in the extent of the inequality in social status of 

their male and female members.  When gender-based inequality exists, the status 

"woman” and its associated behaviors and role allocations, is generally held in lesser 

esteem than the status "man" (Lorber, 1994).  As part of a stratification system, gender 

ranks men above women of the same race and class (Lorber, 1994).  Gender is also 

intertwined with a society's other constructed statuses of differential valuation such as 
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race, religion, occupation, or class. Therefore, men and women from society‟s 

preferential groups command more power, prestige, and property than those who do not 

meet group membership criteria (Collins, 1998, Lorber, 1994; Reskin & Roos, 1990). 

Consequently, these socially constructed characteristics that are attributed to one gender 

over another, one race over another, one class over another, or one role over another, 

ultimately interact with biologic, genetic, and immunologic gender differences to create 

gender specific health conditions and outcomes (WHO, 2008).   

Moreover, military life presents a myriad of unique stressors that predispose 

service members to psychiatric morbidity.  These include exposures to extreme 

temperatures and austere environments, unpredictable war zone environments, exposure 

to violence, death of friends and loved-ones, life-threatening situations, and acts of 

intentional harm.  Additional stressors that have been extensively studied in male service 

members, but for which little is known concerning their effect on FSMs, include frequent 

family separations, regular geographic relocations, regimentation and conformity to 

military service, threat of death or injury during training and deployment, structured 

hierarchy of the military social system, and separation from the nonmilitary community 

(Norwood & Ursano, 1997).  According to Norwood and Ursano (1997), one of the 

strongest protective factors in diminishing psychiatric morbidity and promoting resilience 

in the face of these and other stressors is unit cohesion.  In light of women‟s reported 

“outsider” status within the military organization, this could place them at even greater 

risk for poor mental health.  Additionally, it might help to explain the disproportionately 

higher rates of violence perpetrated against FSMs.     
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 Violence against FSMs in the form of physical attacks, sexual violence, and 

sexual harassment is surprisingly frequent.  Recently, the Department of Veterans Affairs 

(2008a) has coined the term Military Sexual Trauma (MST) to describe trauma that is the 

result of military personnel sexually harassing, assaulting, or raping another military 

service member.  From a national sample of 558 female veterans, Sadler, Booth, Nielson, 

and Doebbeling (2000) reported that 30% were victims of rape and 35% were victims of 

physical assault during their military service.  Women in the study who had been raped or 

dually victimized were more likely to report chronic health problems, decreased quality 

of life outcomes, limitations of physical and emotional health, decreased educational and 

economic achievement, and recurrent work and interpersonal relationship problems.  

 In a sample of women veterans, Yeager and colleagues (2006) found that 60% of 

those with a prior history of MST and 43% with a prior history of some other type of 

lifetime trauma (physical assault, witnessed death of another, domestic violence) met 

screening criteria for PTSD.  In addition, treatment-seeking women veterans who 

reported experiencing MST endorsed more psychological distress and more negative 

health consequences compared to those who did not report experiencing MST (Rowe, 

Gradus, Pineles, Batten, & Davidson, 2009; Suris & Lind, 2008).  Fontana and 

Rosenheck (1998) found that a female veteran‟s exposure to MST during deployment 

was four times more predictive in the development of PTSD symptoms than deployment 

duty-related stress.  As a potential explanation, the researchers cited detailed work by 

Francke (1997) that inferred that women‟s realization of individual male biases and the 

presence of institutional policies that systematically discriminate against and devalue 
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female Soldiers caused a heightened sense of betrayal and disillusionment for women 

who experienced instances of MST.  These military data mirror a retrospective study of a 

sample of women in the United States with chronic PTSD, which showed that women 

with a history of sexual or physical assault resulted in a four to five times greater chance 

of developing chronic PTSD versus those who were victims of nonviolent crimes 

(Resnick, Kilpatric, & Dansky, 1993).   

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, 4
th

 ed., Text Revision (DSM-

IV-TR), PTSD is a psychiatric disorder that can occur following the experience of 

witnessing life-threatening events such as military combat, natural disasters, terrorist 

incidents, serious accidents, or violent personal assaults like rape (APA, 2000).  

Moreover, behavioral genetic studies show inheritable traits that can account for 

variances in how sensitive individuals are to trauma, adverse life events, and 

predispositions towards PTSD, anxiety, and depression (Kendler & Eaves, 1986; 

Norrholm & Ressler, 2009; Tharpar & McGuffin, 1996).   People who suffer from PTSD 

experience a symptom triad of hyperarousal, reexperiencing, and avoidance that may be 

exhibited through flashbacks or nightmares, difficulty sleeping, an increased startle 

response, or feelings of detachment.  The DSM-IV-TR also outlines the duration of 

symptoms and intensity of stressor criterion for posttraumatic stress.   

Identified potential traumatic events that are capable of inducing a sense of 

“intense fear, helplessness, or horror” include, but are not limited to, rape, military 

combat, torture, physical assault, severe motor vehicle accidents, diagnosis of a terminal 

illness, acts of terrorism, and child abuse (APA, 2000).  Accordingly, individuals who 
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experience this symptom triad in response to mild stressors such as divorce or job loss are 

diagnosed with Adjustment Disorder; while individuals, who develop these symptoms in 

response to one of the aforementioned traumatic events, but have symptoms for less than 

one month, are diagnosed with Acute Stress Disorder (APA, 2000).  Moreover, actual 

post traumatic stress can be further classified as acute, with symptoms lasting 1-6 

months; chronic, with symptoms persisting beyond 6 months; or delayed, with symptoms 

developing at least 6 months after the traumatic exposure. The presence of these 

symptoms can have a profound effect on an individual‟s ability to function in 

occupational, social, and family settings (Paulson & Krippner, 2007).  Although men 

experience a greater number of traumatic events over the course of a lifetime, women are 

twice as likely to develop clinically diagnosable PTSD (Breslau, 2002; Foa & Street, 

2001; Friedman, Schnurr, & McDonagh-Coyle, 1994).  
 

Although PTSD shares many symptoms with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), 

it is distinguishable from GAD because PTSD has a situation-specific link between 

current physiological reactivity and memories of past traumas; whereas GAD is a 

disorder with widespread and intense physiological reactivity across a broad range of 

stimuli (Keane, Taylor, & Penk, 1997).  Nonetheless, PTSD is characterized as a specific 

subset of anxiety disorders within the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-IV-TR (APA, 

2000). 

A number of environmental and social factors can have a significant influence on 

the development of PTSD in military service members.  Multiple studies documented the 

relationship between lower military rank, lower levels of educational achievement, 
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younger age at time of trauma exposure, and lower socioeconomic status with higher 

rates of PTSD (Brewin et al., 2000; Finnsdottir & Elklit, 2002; Norris, Friedman, & 

Watson, 2002; Riddle et al., 2007; Turner, Turse, & Bohrenwend, 2007).  Studies of 

military veterans showed that negative environmental factors in childhood such as a 

family belief system consistent with lack of perceived control, emotional and physical 

abuse, early separation from parents, economic deprivation, and a family history of 

mental illness have strong predictive values in the development of PTSD (Breslau & 

Davis, 1992; Cabrera, Hoge, Bliese, Castro, & Messer, 2007; Gahm, Lucenko, Retzlaff, 

& Fukuda, 2007; Paulson & Krippner, 2007).  The Millennium Cohort Study, a survey of 

50,184 service members serving in the armed forces from June 2004 to February 2005, 

showed higher rates of new-onset PTSD in service members serving as army personnel 

specialists, healthcare specialists, and supply clerks; occupational areas in which women 

are primarily assigned (Smith et al., 2009).  And finally with regard to the relationship 

between deployment length and rates of PTSD, Adler and colleagues (2005) found that 

when the length of deployment in Bosnian peacekeepers increased from 2 months to 9 

months, PTSD rates doubled.   

A number of trauma related factors also are known to contribute to the 

development of PTSD.  The severity of war zone stressor exposure and the type of 

interpersonal trauma sustained such as rape, torture, atrocity exposure, or prisoner of war 

status were strongly associated with the development and maintenance of PTSD 

symptoms (Brewin et al., 2000; Schnurr, Lunney, & Sengupta, 2004; Veterans Health 

Administration & Department of Defense, 2004).  In addition, Soldiers of either gender 
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who are injured in combat have a twofold to threefold increased risk of developing PTSD 

(Grieger et al., 2006; Koren, Norman, Cohen, Berman, & Klein, 2005).  Even in studies 

conducted on Soldiers involved in peacekeeping operations, military combat hospital 

personnel, and civilians that experienced little or no combat exposure, high perceived 

threat to life was positively associated with the development of PTSD symptoms (Ben-

Ezra, Palgi, & Essar, 2007; Bolton, Gray, & Litz, 2006; Dirkzwager, Bramsen, & Van der 

Ploeg, 2005).   

In response to chronic traumatic stressors, such as those experienced in a war 

zone, the human body undergoes a number of physiologic responses.  PTSD-affected 

individuals demonstrate reduced plasma beta-endorphin concentrations resulting in 

diminished pain thresholds and a maloxone-reversible analgesic response to combat 

related stimuli (Pittman et al., 1991).  Additionally, there is evidence of hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenal and thyroid axis dysfunctions because PTSD-affected individuals 

demonstrate low levels of serum and urine free cortisol, increased plasma norepinephrine 

levels, increased secretions of neuronal corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) and elevated 

total triiodothyyronine (T3) levels (Pittman et al., 1991).  Moreover, the brain‟s 

hippocampus in an individual with PTSD, despite its function in helping to remember 

traumatic events through specific cues, no longer stimulates the amygdala in response to 

stress.  This disconnection between the hippocampus and amygdala accounts for the 

dissociative symptoms experienced by patients with PTSD.  Neuroimaging studies 

demonstrated marked reductions in hippocampal volume in a population of Gulf War 

veterans with PTSD (Vythilingam et al., 2005) and reduction in anterior cingulate cortex 
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volume, which regulates fear in the amygdala (Woodward et al., 2006).  This 

destabilization of the autonomic nervous system and amygdala results in symptoms of 

anxiety, agitation, and diminished inhibitions (Paulson & Krippner, 2007). 

Several studies document the relationship between veterans who develop PTSD 

and the presence of concomitant psychiatric comorbidities, most notably depression, 

GAD, and substance abuse (Breslau & Davis, 1992; Brewin et al., 2000; Cabrera et al., 

2007; Davis, Bush, Kivlahan, Dobie, & Bradley, 2003; Frayne et al., 2004; Friedman et 

al., 1994; Grieger et al., 2006; Norrholm, & Ressler, 2009).  Moreover, gender studies of 

PTSD demonstrated that women were more likely to have comorbid mood and anxiety 

disorders and less likely to have comorbid substance use disorders (SUDs) compared to 

men (Orsillo, Raja, & Hammond, 2002).  The estimated 12-month prevalence for GAD in 

the U.S. general population is 4.1%.  Research on male military veterans returning from 

Iraq and Afghanistan reported a 12-month prevalence of 14% and 15%, respectively 

(Hoge et al., 2004), and deployed Soldiers from Gulf War I reported rates of 5.9%, nearly 

twice that of nondeployed Soldiers (Black, Carney, Peloso et al., 2004).  Similar to 

PTSD, GAD results in significant debilitation, chronic medical problems, and reduced 

personal earnings (Kessler et al., 2008) and significant healthcare costs greater than $40 

billion annually (Greenberg et al., 1999).   

According to the National Institute of Mental Health (2007), depression is more 

common among women than men, which may be secondary to biological, life-cycle, 

hormonal, and psychosocial factors, such as the additional stresses of child-rearing, the 

presence of domestic violence, and higher rates of poverty.  Depression, which can occur 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6T0F-4WJHBCN-3&_user=108429&_coverDate=11%2F24%2F2009&_rdoc=1&_fmt=full&_orig=search&_cdi=4861&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_acct=C000059713&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=108429&md5=3417d1e80c04f90c6aa17b4a396cd73f#bib51
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by itself or concomitantly with PTSD, also can occur in the post-deployment period.  In a 

study of 31,000 female veterans conducted by the Department of Veterans Affairs, 14% 

of respondents reported symptoms of PTSD, while 25% reported symptoms of depression 

without PTSD (Frayne et al., 2004).  Moreover, a ratio of two or three to one has been 

reported in the literature for rates of subclinical and major depression in females from 

mid-adolescence to adulthood as compared to men (Broderick & Korteland, 2002; 

Kessler, 2003). Deployed men and women with combat exposures had the
 
highest onset 

of depression, followed by those not deployed
 
and those deployed without combat 

exposures. A more recent prospective study found that combat-deployed
 
men and women 

were at greater risk for new-onset depression
 
compared with nondeployed men and 

women and that woman had twice the risk of developing depression as men (Wells et al., 

2010). 

Substance use disorder as a single diagnosis, or substance use disorder as a co-

morbid condition with other psychiatric disorders, has had a significant increase within 

the military veteran population.  A study of substance abuse and co-morbid psychiatric 

disorders among women veterans showed that of the women who screened positive for 

PTSD, depression, eating disorders, or panic disorders, 57% also screened positive for 

substance abuse (Davis et al., 2003).  Furthermore, the Department of Defense Survey of 

Health Related Behaviors showed that 23% of active duty personnel reported a 

significant problem with alcohol abuse, mirroring similar rates of acknowledged 

problems with alcohol among members of the National Guard (Bray et al., 2006).  In a 

study of alcohol use and alcohol-related problems in men and women before and after 
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military combat deployment, baseline prevalence rates for heavy weekly drinking, binge 

drinking, and alcohol related problems among women were 8%, 32% and 6.8% 

respectively (Jacobsen et al., 2008). Results from these studies, as well as others, showed 

that service members with substance use disorder had a significant increased risk of 

suicide, exacerbations of mental and physical health problems, breakdown of family 

support, and an increased risk of unemployment and homelessness (Bray et al., 2006; 

Davis et al., 2003; Department of Veterans Affairs, 2008; Kendler & Eaves, 1986; 

Paulson & Krippner, 2007). 

In summary, a number of factors have been identified that lead to the 

development of poor mental health in service members during the post-deployment 

period, with a greater predisposition and incidence among females.  Therefore, it is 

critical to explore individual resources that could potentially mitigate these effects in the 

post-deployment period. 

 

Gender, Social Support, and the Military 

 As previously noted, the presence of social support for the military service 

member substantially mitigated the effects of trauma experienced during deployment, 

while its absence was linked to poorer mental and physical health outcomes.  Gender 

studies demonstrated that women, while more likely to seek out, receive, and benefit 

from support than men, also became more overwhelmed by the emotional burden of 

providing support to others (Kessler & McLeod, 1984).  For women, lack of social 

support was found to be strongly associated with greater PTSD and depression 
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symptomology; higher incidence of comorbid depression and anxiety; poorer scores on 

general health measures; and for homeless female veterans, greater reports of suicidal 

attempts and ideations (Benda, 2005; Campbell et al., 2007; Fontana & Rosenheck, 2008; 

Greenberg et al., 2003; Pietrzak et al., 2009; Schnurr et al., 2004; Vogt et al., 2005).  

Furthermore, absence of post-war social support combined with additional life stressors, 

such as legal, financial, and relationship problems, were significantly related to the 

development of chronic PTSD symptoms (McTeague, McNally, & Litz, 2004; Schnurr et 

al., 2004).   

 Structural equation modeling in a sample of 1,512 Gulf War veterans showed that 

female veterans with PTSD had significantly more PTSD symptoms that reflected 

withdrawal/numbing and arousal/lack of control (Taft, Panuzio, Schumm, & Proctor, 

2008).  This is particularly important for FSMs in the post-deployment period.  Feelings 

of detachment can hinder efforts to renew family intimacy and cohesion and arousal/lack 

of control can contribute to family conflict and distress within their social networks 

(Galovski & Lyons, 2004).  In a study by Sayers et al. (2009) of 199 Iraq-Afghanistan 

War veterans, depression and PTSD symptoms were associated with higher rates of 

family reintegration problems. 

 One possible explanation of women‟s higher risk for developing PTSD may 

involve differences in both levels and benefits of support received by men and women in 

response to stressors or trauma (Andrews et al., 2003).  The extent to which women are 

homebound, constrained by childcare demands, overloaded by both job and home work, 

or lack of financial means determines how constrained they are likely to be in building 
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and maintaining social network resources (Vaux, 1988).  Overall, women tend to have 

more close friends then men and emphasize intimacy and self-disclosure, whereas men 

emphasize sociability (Urchino, 2004).  Because the social networks of women are larger 

and women are often called upon to be the support providers within our society, the 

increased interpersonal stress and the presence of social conflict among members of the 

social network might effectively cancel out some of the benefits of social support 

(Seeman, 1996).  

Furthermore, women tend to be more adversely affected by role overload and 

social conflict within their social networks (Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001).  Pavalko 

and Woodbury (2000) investigated the influence of caregiving as a provision of social 

support on women‟s health, and found that caregiving most consistently negatively 

affected the caregiver‟s emotional health and these effects accumulated with longer 

periods of care.  Moreover, caregivers will often go without care for themselves because 

of increased financial constraints, time constraints, and competing family and work-

related responsibilities (Schulz & Sherwood, 2008).  The culture of the military is one 

that promotes frequent geographic relocations that disrupt supportive social ties.  Also, it 

indoctrinates service members with a unique value system, which is often not understood 

by the non-military community, and can lead to feelings of separation and isolation by 

service members.  In addition, there is a “mission first” attitude that contributes to long 

work hours and requires deployments regardless of family demands, as well as the 

presence of a hierarchically organized social system that limits friendships based on 

position and rank.  These factors could increase or diminish the quantity and quality of 
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social support available, limit a women‟s ability to form beneficial social support 

network ties, and ultimately, compound a woman‟s risk for negative mental health 

outcomes.   

House (1981) defined social support as the functional content of relationships that 

can be categorized as four types of socially supportive behaviors: emotional (love and 

trust); instrumental (tangible aid and service); informational (advice and suggestions); 

and appraisal (self-evaluation advice).  Social support is always projected by the sender 

to be supportive, but how it is perceived by the recipient is not always congruent with the 

original intention (Heaney & Israel, 2002).  In contrast, social conflict is the perceived 

discord or stress in relationships that is considered ever-present in social networks 

(Tilden et al., 1990a).  This conflict can be intermittent or constant, and can either be 

caused by the existence of certain negative behaviors, or by the withholding of supportive 

behaviors, by members of the social network.    

Berkman and Glass (2000) hypothesized that social support and social networks 

directly affect an individual‟s physical, mental, and social health.  An individual‟s social 

network provides fundamental human needs such as companionship, intimacy, and 

reassurance of one‟s worth.  In return, the person is offered the opportunity to access 

socially supportive behaviors, such as information or tangible aid, to identify and solve 

their physical, mental, and social health-related problems.   

Conceptually, the absence of social support and social networks has been linked 

to poorer health outcomes while the provision of support has been hypothesized to offer a 

buffering effect against the development of mental and physical health problems.  Social 
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support is considered to be a key psychosocial “protective” factor for individuals to 

reduce their vulnerability to the harmful effects of stress on health (Cassel, 1976).  From 

prospective studies in the 1980s, House, Landis, and Umberson (1988) identified that the 

absence of social support networks, including marriage, family contacts, and group 

affiliations, is linked to higher mortality even after controlling for baseline health status. 

And more specifically, social isolation has been associated with an increased risk of 

mortality secondary to cardiovascular disease, suicides, and unintentional injuries 

(Heaney & Israel, 2002; House et al., 1988).  Conversely, social support networks were 

linked to decreased morbidity, particularly stroke (Heaney & Israel, 2002).  

Repeat deployments of active duty, Reserve, and National Guard service members 

have placed considerable burdens on social support networks.  The results of these 

repeated prolonged separations have been compromised intimate relationships with 

spouses and children, gender shifts in role responsibilities, financial concerns, and 

diminishing community support (Paulson & Krippner, 2007).  These factors could 

ultimately shape the quantity and quality of social support provided by the service 

member‟s social network post-deployment.  The presence of post-deployment social 

support for the military veteran has been documented to mitigate the effects of traumatic 

events experienced during deployment, while its absence has been linked to poor mental 

and physical health outcomes (Hoge et al., 2004). 

According to an etiological model of PTSD proposed by Joseph, Williams, and 

Yule (1997), the search for social support is defined as an active stress management 

process, whereas the support received from others is a factor that can relieve or 
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exacerbate stress.  Their model postulates that other peoples‟ perspectives can positively 

or negatively influence the individual‟s appraisal and interpretation of the traumatic event 

and influence the degree and persistence of PTSD symptoms.  Hence, positive, 

supportive responses would be helpful; whereas unsupportive, critical responses or social 

conflict would negatively affect the individual‟s response to the traumatic event and 

prolong psychological distress. 

Social support and social conflict, which indicates the quality of the social support 

or interaction, each have unique characteristics that could potentially influence mental 

and physical health.  A study by King et al. (1999) suggested that functional support over 

structural support is positively and more strongly related to the severity of PTSD 

symptoms in the military veteran.  However, gender studies demonstrated that women, 

while more likely to seek out, receive, and benefit from support more than men, also 

became more overwhelmed by the emotional burden of providing support (Kessler & 

McLeod, 1984). 

One of the common dynamics seen in combat veterans with PTSD is that a 

number of them distance or detach themselves from their families because of 

uncomfortable feelings with giving and receiving emotional closeness (Scurfield, 2006).  

Additional issues include severe spousal aggression, occupational instability, marital 

problems and divorce, and difficulties with parenting (Berz, Taft, Watkins, & Monson, 

2008; McCarroll et al., 2000; Meagher, 2007; Peebles-Kleiger & Kleiger, 1994; 

Renshaw, Rodrigues, & Jones, 2009).  Veterans who reported discomfort in disclosing 

their experiences in Vietnam to family and friends demonstrated an increased risk for 
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developing PTSD (Koenen, Stellman, Stellman, & Sommer, 2003).  Additionally, 

individuals with PTSD often engage in “emotional numbing” so they will not have to 

share feelings about their trauma experience with anyone (Brown, 1994).  This numbing 

is often taken to extremes and leads the person to avoid responsibilities, even important 

ones relating to the maintenance of friendships, marriage, children, and long-term 

employment (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1995).   

In studies of Iraq and Afghanistan veterans, social support was protective against 

developing PTSD (Greenberg et al., 2003; Schnurr et al., 2004) and led to greater reports 

of post-traumatic growth and personal strength during the post-deployment period 

(Maguen, Vogt, King, King, & Litz, 2006).  In female veterans of these conflicts, lack of 

social support was strongly related to a greater number of PTSD symptoms, higher rates 

of depression and anxiety, and lower scores on general health indices (Benda, 2005; 

Campbell et al., 2007; Greenberg et al., 2003; Schnurr et al., 2004; Vogt et al., 2005).   

Additionally for FSMs who have experienced sexual assault or sexual harassment 

during their military service, social support plays an important mediating role in the 

development of PTSD (Fontana & Rosenheck, 1998; Wolfe et al., 1998).  In the study by 

Vogt et al. (2005), women reported more exposure to sexual harassment during 

deployment and less post-deployment social support than men.  This lack of post-

deployment social support was significantly related to anxiety and depression.  The 

specific social contexts of this perceived lack of social support has yet to be thoroughly 

explored. 
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Influence of Culture on Social Support 

Because each individual service member is part of a larger military organization 

with its own formal and informal codes of conduct, values, and traditions, there is a 

collective identity known as the military culture.  This military cultural framework 

stresses discipline, bonding, and self control.  Individuals in this culture have been 

indoctrinated in these values, often shaping their perceptions of reality and influencing 

their choices and actions (Tick, 2005).  Within both the military and western cultures as a 

whole, stigma and the associated discrimination toward persons suffering from mental 

illness have been well established as a barrier to treatment-seeking behaviors (Greenburg, 

Langston, & Gould, 2007).  The military structure encourages camaraderie and peer 

support for physical and psychological needs through a “buddy system,” which in turn, 

erects hidden barriers to seeking appropriate professional care.  Soldiers report feeling 

like they let themselves and their unit down if they seek outside help.  Moreover, some of 

the older service members, who represent the upper echelons of military leadership, 

discourage formal group debriefing about stressful events in favor of the “stiff upper lip” 

approach (Greenburg et al., 2003).  A study that investigated barriers to mental health 

care among U.S. Soldiers and Marines following deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan 

showed that concerns about being perceived as weak, being treated differently by unit 

leaders, and members of their unit losing confidence in their abilities prevented them 

from seeking mental health treatment (Hoge et al., 2004).  

In addition to the military culture, the soldier belongs to the larger U.S. culture.  

Retrospective studies of veterans from the Vietnam War and Bosnian peacekeeping 
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missions demonstrated that levels of stress among military personnel are a reflection of 

the nation‟s attitudes toward the military and the specific mission, as well as unit morale 

(Bolton, Litz, Glenn, Orsillo, & Roemer, 2002; DeFazio, 1975; Labuc, 1991). A study by 

the Department of Veterans Affairs revealed that lack of understanding during the 

Vietnam Era and negative homecoming experiences continued to have an enduring and 

pronounced effect on whether Vietnam veterans sought help for PTSD (Sayer, 2007).  

Veterans of the Iraq-Afghanistan conflicts in the same study did not demonstrate the 

same barriers to care.  As this demonstrates, the influence of media perception, coverage, 

and support for the war, for the service member, and for mental health diagnosis and 

treatment can either strengthen or undermine their ability to effectively cope with their 

deployment experiences and seek treatment (Paulson, 2003; Paulson & Krippner, 2007).  

Additionally, high levels of homecoming emotional support from friends, family, and 

community can be a protective factor against the development of PTSD (Benotsch et al., 

2000; Boscarino, 1995; Friedman et al., 1994; Schnurr et al., 2004).  Although studies 

confirm the importance of social support in the post-deployment period, no research was 

found that explores the influence of social conflict in the post-deployment period and the 

affect it can have on the FSM‟s mental health.  

Consequences of Poor Mental Health 

Ultimately, the consequences of poor mental health for military service members 

include a greater burden of illness and disability, higher morbidity and mortality rates, 

increased behavioral risk factors, and disproportionate health-care utilization.  The 
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burden of illness for persons suffering from poor mental health is multi-faceted, affecting 

their physical, psychological, social, and economic health and well-being.  

A population-based study of Gulf War veterans diagnosed with PTSD 

demonstrated lower ratings of overall health status and quality of life indices (Barrett et 

al., 2002).  These same individuals reported significant global functional impairments in 

the physical, mental and social dimensions of health at levels similar to patients with 

serious medical and psychiatric disease.  These findings were mirrored in quality of life 

studies of OIF/OEF returning veterans (Erbes, Westermeyer, Engdahl, & Johnsen, 2007; 

Jakupcak, Luterek, Hunt, Conybeare, & McFall, 2008; Rona et al., 2009; Schnurr, 

Lunney, Bovin, & Marx, 2009).  Furthermore, a study by Hoge et al. (2005) confirmed 

that there is considerable occupational morbidity, i.e. separation from military service, 

after hospitalization for a mental disorder.  In that study, 45% of service members 

hospitalized for primary psychiatric disorders had voluntary or involuntary separations 

from the armed services.  Reasons for separations included medical/psychiatric discharge, 

misconduct and legal problems, unauthorized work absences, inappropriate behavior 

secondary to personality disorders, and alcohol rehabilitation failure.  A diagnosis of 

PTSD in returning OIF/OEF veterans also correlated with higher rates of clinic acute care 

visits and greater work-related absenteeism, even when the effects of physical injury 

were taken into account (Hoge, Terhakopian, Castro, Messer, & Engel, 2007). 

PTSD has a high comorbidity with other psychiatric diagnoses such as major 

depression, anxiety, and alcohol and drug abuse or dependence (Breslau, 2002).  Veterans 

with PTSD or depression report higher rates of somatization (Brady, Killeen, Brewerton, 
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& Lucerini, 2000; Sherbourne et al., 2009) and female veterans with PTSD report a 

higher burden of medical illness than those with depression alone (Frayne et al., 2004).  

A study of aged male combat veterans revealed an association between a greater number 

of PTSD symptoms and an increased risk of cardiac disease (Kubzansky, Koenen, Spiro, 

Vokanas, & Sparrow, 2007), as well as, higher rates of external cause mortality, 

including homicide, suicide, drug overdose, and unintended injury (Boscarino, 2006).  

Estimates indicate that depression is the most common mental disorder in the 

United States.  It is responsible for two-thirds of all suicides and costs the U.S. an 

estimated $43.7 billion dollars annually in direct and indirect costs associated with lost 

workdays, poor job performance, and psychotherapeutic treatment (Berto, Ilario, Ruffo, 

Virgilio, & Rizzo, 2000; Chapman, 2008).  Similarly, the fiscal burden for diagnosis and 

treatment of PTSD is considerable.  It is estimated that the Department of Veterans 

Affairs spends more than $250 million dollars for treatment and $4 billion for VA 

disability compensation for PTSD annually (IOM, 2007; Spoont, Sayer, Nelson & 

Nugent, 2007).  These figures pale in comparison to the significant personal cost of these 

mental illnesses to service members, which includes a greater risk for suicide (Marshall et 

al., 2001), chronic health problems (Yehuda, 2004), unemployment (Smith, Schnurr, & 

Rosenheck, 2005), impaired interpersonal relationships (Riggs, Byrne, Weathers, & Litz, 

1998), lower ratings of overall health status and quality of life indices (Barrett et al., 

2002), and homelessness (Perl, 2007).    

According to Paulson and Krippner (2007), one of the most challenging aspects of 

overcoming a traumatic emotional experience is the loss of one‟s individual perspective 
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that the world is safe and predictable.  Research on cognitive processes in victimization 

indicated that major changes occur in an individual‟s basic life assumptions.  For 

example, these individuals have difficulty believing their environment is physically and 

psychologically safe; that events are predictable, meaningful, and fair; and that their own 

sense of self-worth is positive in relation to experiences with other people and events 

(Hunter, 2004).  Many victims harbor personal beliefs that God is punishing them for 

their impiety (Richards & Bergin, 1997).   

In addition, research has revealed that individuals diagnosed with comorbid PTSD 

and depression demonstrated even higher rates of behavioral health risks and social 

dysfunction (Brunello, Davidson, & Deahl, 2001; Schnurr & Green, 2004).  Brunello et 

al. (2001) found that chronic traumatic experiences created profound emotional scars that 

affected life-long patterns of poor functioning in interpersonal relationships, as well as 

the capacity to master life-skills and role performance.  Moreover, the presence of 

chronic stress reactions such as those that occur in persons with PTSD has been 

associated with dysfunction of the nervous system, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) 

axis, and the cardiovascular, metabolic, and immune systems (Vythilingam et al., 2005; 

Woodward et al., 2006; Yehuda, 2004), which can ultimately lead to the development of 

chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease (Brunello et al., 2001; 

Jankowski, 2009; Lloyd, Smith, & Weinger, 2005).  

Several behavioral risk factors exact a considerable toll on the health and well-

being of individuals and their families.  These behaviors, which have been indentified 

and are tracked by epidemiologists as major causes of preventable morbidity and 
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mortality include tobacco use, alcohol use, physical activity and diet, sexual practices, 

and disease screening (IOM, 2001).  A study of Vietnam combat veterans with PTSD 

showed smoking rates of 60%, nearly twice that of a temporally analogous male 

population (Beckham et al., 1997).  Additionally, a greater proportion of veteran tobacco 

users with PTSD are heavy smokers, that is, they smoke more than 25 cigarettes per day, 

as compared with veteran smokers without PTSD.  Psychiatric comorbidities are known 

to complicate tobacco cessation efforts with PTSD-associated smoking quit rates of 23%, 

only half that of lifetime smokers without psychiatric comorbidities (Lasser et al., 2000).  

Alcohol abuse and dependence in the U.S. has been identified as a key contributor 

to death secondary to injuries, cardiovascular disease, liver disease, cancer, and poor 

pregnancy outcomes (IOM, 2001).  Evidence exists supporting the high co-occurrence of 

depression and PTSD symptoms in both male and FSMs with alcohol abuse (Druley & 

Pashko, 1988; Schmitt & Nocks, 1984, Smith et al., 2008).  Furthermore, studies of 

homozygotic twins from the Vietnam era suggested common genetic contributions to 

both PTSD and alcohol dependence (McLeod et al., 2001). 

Rates of overweight and obesity are increasing in America and other 

industrialized nations and mounting evidence demonstrates its effects on morbidity and 

mortality (IOM, 2001).  A linear relationship exists between excess weight in the form of 

adipose tissue and higher rates of heart disease, diabetes, cancer, hypertension, and 

musculoskeletal compromise (IOM, 2001).  The Centers for Disease Control has linked 

dietary factors as major contributors to four of the top 10 leading causes of death in the 

U.S. (Centers for Disease Control [CDC], 1997).  In 2006, a study of Vietnam veterans 
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with PTSD showed rates of overweight and obesity that far exceeded both temporally 

analogous national population findings as well as veterans of that era without PTSD 

(Vieweg et al., 2006). 

Ultimately, poor mental health has far reaching consequences on the physical, 

mental, social, and economic well-being of all service members, with much less known 

about FSMs.  Because military women comprise a larger proportion of the uniformed 

services than ever before, their mental and physical health significantly affects unit 

readiness and family cohesion.  Therefore, finding the contributions that social support, 

social conflict and stressful life events make to the mental health and well-being of FSMs 

after deployment is important to understanding future directions for social and healthcare 

interventions.  

Chapter Summary 

In summary, there are many interrelated factors that must be considered to fully 

understand the FSM‟s mental health during the post deployment period.  A critical 

interplay exists among gender, mental health and the military culture.  The literature 

confirms that females have a greater predisposition toward developing PTSD, depression, 

and anxiety.  This is not only because of gender-specific biological and hormonal factors, 

but because of women‟s greater exposure to certain social factors such as:                       

1) discrimination and the denial of or limited access to education and occupational 

opportunities; 2) gender based expectations about roles, responsibilities and power 

relations; 3) socioeconomic disadvantage; 4) low or subordinate social status and rank;  

5) gender-based violence and abuse; and 6) the unremitting responsibility for the care of 
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others.  Women in the military are in a unique position to be affected by a number of 

these theorized stressors, potentially illuminating FSMs higher risk for developing 

adverse mental health symptoms and outcomes.  As the number of women increase 

within the military overall, and within positions of higher rank and responsibility, and as 

women expand into military occupational specialties traditionally held by men, the 

reported consequences by women in uniform have included an “outsider” status and 

stigmatization, as well as high rates of sexual harassment and sexual assault. 

The presence or absence of social support and stressful life events has 

considerable influence on the mental health of FSMs.  Overall, the literature supports the 

overwhelming mitigating influence that social support and the absence of stressful life 

events can have for service members returning from deployment.  However because of 

role strain and role overload and resulting social conflict, the positive benefits of social 

support may not be as substantial for women as it is for men.  Furthermore, the literature 

supports that the presence of social conflict within support networks can lead to greater 

distress for women than men.  Nevertheless, the presence of social conflict in the post-

deployment of FSMs remains unstudied.  If left untreated, the social, physical, mental, 

and economic consequences of negative mental health symptoms and outcomes can be 

far-reaching.  They include, but are not limited to, profound emotional scars that affect 

life-long patterns of impaired interpersonal relationships and role performance; higher 

rates of concomitant psychiatric conditions; higher burdens of medical illness and health 

care utilization; and greater behavioral risk factors, which ultimately lead to higher rates 

of morbidity and mortality within this population.   
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 This chapter describes the methods that were used to conduct this study. It 

includes a description of the research design, sample and selection criteria, procedures for 

data collection, instruments and their related psychometric properties, data analysis 

procedures, and processes to ensure the protection of human subjects. 

Research Design 

A descriptive, cross-sectional, correlational design using a survey methodology 

was used to determine the relationship between the degree of social support, social 

conflict, and stressful life events and the severity of mental health symptoms (PTSD, 

depression, anxiety, and alcohol abuse) in FSMs 6-12 months after returning from 

deployment to Iraq.  A descriptive research design provides an accurate depiction of the 

characteristics of a particular individual, event, or group in real life situations (Burns & 

Grove, 2009).  It provides an opportunity for the researcher to discover new meaning, to 

describe what exists, to determine the frequency with which a particular phenomenon 

occurs, or to categorize information (Burns & Grove, 2009).  In addition, correlational 

research is a systematic investigation used to determine the presence, direction, and 

magnitude of relationships between two or more variables under study.  However, it 

cannot be used to infer a causal relationship (Polit & Beck, 2008).  A cross-sectional 

design involves the collection of data on a particular phenomena of interest at one time 

point.  It is appropriately used when describing phenomena or for describing relationships 
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among phenomena at a fixed time point.  In some circumstances, it can be used for time-

related purposes; however, the results can be misleading or ambiguous and must be 

interpreted with caution.  The two circumstances under which it is appropriate to infer a 

time sequence in cross-sectional designs are: (1) when there is evidence or logical 

reasoning that indicates one variable preceded the other, or (2) when a cogent theoretical 

framework guides the data analysis (Polit & Beck, 2008).   

The descriptive, cross-sectional, correlational design used in this study was 

appropriate for several reasons.  Although prior research has demonstrated that social 

support has a negative correlation and stressful life events have a positive correlation 

with mental health symptoms in service members post-deployment, no research has been 

found that examines the relationship of social conflict to mental health.  Therefore, a 

descriptive correlational design was appropriate to describe existing relationships and 

discover new meaning for FSMs‟ experiences during the post-deployment period.  

Additionally, logical evidence and prior research has been presented to demonstrate that 

deployment to a warzone is a stressful life event that often precedes the development of 

negative mental health symptoms and outcomes.  Similarly, research has been presented 

that demonstrates how social support in the post-deployment period mitigates these 

effects.  Also the model by Berkman and Glass (2000), informed by Vaux‟s theory of 

social support and social networks, provided a cogent theoretical framework to guide data 

analysis.  For these reasons, it was fitting to infer an appropriate time interval in this 

cross-sectional study. 
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Sample and Selection Criteria 

Sample 

 A nonprobability, convenience sample of 150 active duty FSMs who were 6-12 

months post-deployment from Iraq and stationed at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, were 

recruited to participate in this study.  Fort Campbell, Kentucky, is the home of the 101
st
 

Airborne Division.  Three Brigade Combat Teams (BCT) from the 101
st
 Airborne 

Division which comprised approximately 15,000 Soldiers, returned from Iraq and 

Afghanistan between December 2008 and January 2009 after a fifteen month 

deployment. The BCT is the basic deployable combat maneuver unit in the U.S. Army.  

This redeployment timeline allowed for maximum sample availability for data collection 

between the sixth and twelfth months of the FSM‟s redeployment period.  Data were 

collected on each participant at a single time point.   

 The six to twelve month post-deployment period was chosen for data collection 

for two reasons.  The diagnostic criteria for chronic PTSD and delayed onset PTSD occur 

at 6 months (APA, 2000).  Furthermore, recent statistics reported by the Department of 

Veterans Affairs (2008b) and anecdotal evidence from researchers studying PTSD post-

deployment (Dr. Linda Yoder & Colonel Kathryn Gaylord, personal communication, 

September 28, 2008) suggested that Soldiers were experiencing greater readjustment 

difficulties 6-12 months after deployment.  

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

 The inclusion criteria were as follows:  (1) active duty FSMs who returned from 

deployment in Iraq 6-12 months prior to study participation; who were (2) age 18 years 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Army
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or older; and (3) provided written consent to participate in the research study.  In an 

attempt to control for deployment experiences, FSMs who redeployed from the 

Afghanistan Theater of Operations were excluded from study participation due to the 

differences in the operational tempo and combat environment between the two theaters.  

A prior study by Vogt et al. (2008) confirmed that combat experiences demonstrated a 

positive correlation with the development of post-traumatic stress symptoms in active 

duty and National Guard/Reserve personnel.  Additionally if FSMs reported being 

physically injured while deployed to Iraq, they were excluded from participation.  

Research has similarly indicated that both male and FSMs injured during their combat 

experiences had higher rates of PTSD, above and beyond the normal readjustment 

difficulties (Grieger et al., 2006).   

Power Analysis 

A power analysis was calculated to determine the sample size using G* Power 

software, Version 3.0.10 (Erdfelder, Faul, & Buchner, 1996).  Power, or the probability 

that a statistical test will detect a significant difference if one actually exists, was set at 

.80, which is the desirable level in behavioral science research (Burns & Grove, 2009).  

The significance level was set at p = .05.  The sample size for a medium effect size for 

regression (f
2 

= .15) was chosen for 12 predictors:  age, education level, race/ethnicity, 

rank, socioeconomic status (SES), marital status, psychiatric history, family history of 

psychiatric disorder, history of violence exposure, stressful life events, social support, 

and social conflict.  Effect size is the degree to which the phenomenon is present in the 

population (Cohen, 1988).  A medium effect size was chosen based on Brewin and 
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colleague‟s (2000) prior meta-analysis that yielded a comparison of weighted effect sizes 

of the risk factors for PTSD in military veterans.  The following weighted average r for 

the risk factors were as follows: younger age = .14; lower socioeconomic status (SES) = 

.12; lack of education = .15;   race = .11; psychiatric history = .14; other previous trauma 

= .14; family psychiatric history = .13; lack of social support = .43; and life stress = .31.  

Based on an a priori multiple regression omnibus test, the calculated sample size was 123 

participants with reported mental health symptoms.   

It was estimated that 15% of the 15,000 Soldiers returning to Ft. Campbell from 

deployment would be female (DoD, 2007).  The Department of Veterans Affairs National 

Center for PTSD (2008b) reported that 50% of women experienced a traumatic event in 

their life such as sexual assault, childhood sexual abuse, accidents, physical assault, 

combat, or witnessing death or injury and that 20% of those exposed women would 

develop PTSD.  Moreover, this same report estimated that between 8-10 % of active duty 

and retired military women suffered from symptoms of PTSD.  Furthermore, the 1998 

Department of Defense Survey of Health Related Behaviors among Military Personnel 

found that 19% of Army service members surveyed screened positive for depressive 

symptoms (Chapman, 2008).   

A minimum of 123 completed surveys (based on G* Power, Version 3 analysis) 

with variability of mental health symptoms and without missing data were necessary to 

complete the statistical analyses.  Therefore to account for missing data, unusable 

surveys, and to ensure at least 123 participants reported negative mental health 

symptoms, oversampling continued to 152 participants.  A cursory review of completed 
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surveys was made and 123 completed surveys with mental health symptom variability 

were present for statistical analyses.  Had the criteria for statistical analyses not been met, 

sampling would have continued in increments of 25 participants with subsequent review 

of surveys until all criteria had been satisfied or up to a maximum sample size of 300.  

The final sample size available for statistical analyses after removal of incomplete 

surveys was 150.   

Data Collection Procedures 

Prior to initiation of the study, Institutional Review Boards from The University 

of Texas at Austin, Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, and the Army 

Great Plains Regional Medical Command reviewed and approved this study.  Study 

participants were recruited at the Troop Medical Clinic, Fort Campbell, Kentucky, over a 

fourteen day period in August 2009.  Because of the potential for subtle coercion or 

intimidation of junior military enlisted personnel who are used to complying with 

instructions and directions from authority figures, flyers (Appendix A) were distributed 

that announced and explained the study to FSMs as they entered the clinic rather than 

directly approaching them and verbally requesting study participation.  The purpose of 

the study and criteria for study participation were only verbally reinforced to those who 

accepted the flyer and articulated an interest in study participation.  Overall, 450 flyers 

were distributed to FSMs entering the Troop Medical Clinic, 172 expressed interest and 

met criteria for participation, and 133 agreed to participate after the researcher explained 

the purpose of the study and informed consent process. 
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Upon agreeing to study participation, potential participants were given three 

options to receive study information and participate in the informed consent and survey 

completion process.  They could elect to participate in the waiting area while they 

awaited their clinic appointment.  If they desired greater privacy, they could complete the 

informed consent process and survey in a private office that was located directly off the 

waiting area.  And as a final option, if the participant was unable to stay to complete the 

survey or was uncomfortable with the privacy accommodations available at the location 

of data collection, she was asked to sign the Informed Consent and Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) forms.  Then, she was instructed to complete 

a 3”x5” note card that included her name, address, unit, telephone number, and a good 

time to be contacted within 72 hours to complete a telephone interview.  No participants 

elected this third option.   

After moving to the participant‟s preferred location for study participation, the 

researcher provided the participant with a folder containing the following: 2 copies of the 

informed consent document (Appendix B); 2 copies of the Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act (HIPAA) document (Appendix C); the survey instrument 

(Appendix D); a resource list with telephone numbers and the location of behavioral 

health resources at Fort Campbell (Appendix E); a fact sheet from the Department of 

Veterans Affairs National Center for PTSD titled “War-Zone Related Stress Reactions: 

What Veterans Need to Know” (Appendix F); and a business card containing the name, 

phone number and email address of the Principal Investigator.  The researcher reviewed 

the informed consent and HIPAA documents with the participant, and specifically 
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reinforced the following:  (1) the purpose of the study; (2) procedures; (3) risks and 

benefits; (4) the confidential treatment of survey results; (5) the limits of survey 

confidentiality based on self-disclosure of harm to self or others; (6) the voluntary nature 

of participation; and (7) the lack of repercussions for not participating in the study.  To 

avoid undue influence of participants, the researcher, who is an active duty military 

officer, did not wear a military uniform nor display any visible identification that 

associated her with the military.  Prior to signing the consent form, participants were 

given the survey instrument, informed consent document, and HIPAA document to 

review.  Any questions regarding these documents or the study, in general, were 

answered by the researcher.  Potential participants could decline participation in the study 

at any time.  Once the informed consent and HIPAA documents were signed, study 

participants were instructed to complete the survey.   

  The survey consisted of five instruments: (1) Deployment Risk and Resiliency 

Inventory: Post-deployment Stressors Subscale; (2) Patient Health Questionnaire 

Depression, Anxiety, and Alcohol Abuse Modules; (3) Posttraumatic Stress Checklist-

Military Version; (4) Interpersonal Relationships Inventory-Short Form; and (5) Health 

and Social History.  The survey instrument totaled 96 questions and took an average of 

10-15 minutes for participants to complete.  Upon completion of the instrument, the 

researcher reviewed question nine of the Patient Health Questionnaire, Depression 

Module, prior to the person leaving the area.  This question asked “Over the last 2 weeks, 

how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems:  Thoughts that you 

would be better off dead or of hurting yourself in some way.”  Five participants answered 
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“yes” to this question, the clinic staff was immediately notified and the participant was 

evaluated by a provider during her scheduled appointment.  After completion of the 

survey, the researcher retained the signed informed consent and HIPAA documents in 

one locked box and the completed surveys in a second locked box.  All other documents 

in the folder were given to the participant for their records. 

A second recruitment and data collection effort took place over two days in 

October 2009 with a combat service support unit at Fort Campbell, Kentucky.  Because 

this unit traditionally had a large number of FSMs assigned to it and the unit had returned 

from deployment within the last 6 to 12 months, the researcher requested an opportunity 

to distribute flyers at the unit and talk to interested FSMs regarding study participation.  

Twenty FSMs met criteria for participation and nineteen were consented and completed 

surveys as previously described, bringing the total sample size of FSMs recruited for 

study participation to 152.  A classroom at the unit was available for privacy.  Prior 

arrangements had been made with the unit chaplain so that if any participant indicated 

suicidal ideations on the Patient Health Questionnaire, Depression Module, the person‟s 

name would be given to the unit chaplain to direct referral to Behavioral Health.  This 

was arranged with the approval of the unit commander so as not to discourage 

participation by FSMs because of direct reporting to the chain of command.  There were 

no participants who answered “yes” to this screening question during this recruitment 

effort.  The overall response rate for the two collection efforts was 79%.   
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Protection of Human Subjects 

Privacy and confidentiality of participants 

As previously mentioned, Institutional Review Boards from The University of 

Texas at Austin, Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, and the Army Great 

Plains Regional Medical Command (Fort Sam Houston, Texas) reviewed and approved 

the study to ensure the protection of human subjects.  The researcher distributed flyers 

that announced the study to FSMs as they entered the Troop Medical Clinic at Fort 

Campbell.  The purpose of the study and inclusion/exclusion criteria were verbally 

explained to FSMs interested in study participation.  This procedure was followed, rather 

than directly approaching them and verbally requesting study participation, because of 

the potential for subtle coercion or intimidation of junior military enlisted personnel who 

are used to complying with instructions and directions from authority figures.  

Additionally the researcher, who is an active duty military officer, did not wear a military 

uniform nor display any visible identification that associated her with the military to 

avoid coercion of study participants.  Based on the level of privacy FSMs preferred, those 

who agreed to participate in the study were offered the opportunity to participate in the 

waiting area while they awaited their clinic appointments, in a private office that was 

located directly off the waiting area, or via a follow-up telephone interview. 

     Limits to confidentiality were purposefully highlighted during the informed 

consent process.  Participants were advised that all data would be kept confidential unless 

they indicated a potential for self-harm.  In these situations, the clinic staff would be 

notified, and they would be further evaluated during their scheduled appointment.  For 

participants recruited from the unit, they were similarly notified of the limits of 

confidentiality and informed that the unit chaplain would be notified and would ensure 
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further behavioral health evaluation and follow-up.  The unit chaplain was chosen to 

avoid direct notification of the chain of command so as to protect participant‟s 

confidentiality.  Prior research demonstrated that Soldiers feared reporting mental illness 

symptoms because they believed the chain of command treated them differently (Hoge et 

al., 2004). Five study participants from the Troop Medical Clinic were referred to their 

clinic providers for further evaluation and treatment for suicidal ideations; no participants 

recruited from the unit required referral to the chaplain. 

Confidentiality of the research data 

     Completed surveys, and signed informed consent and HIPAA documents were 

stored in a locked filing cabinet.  Only the researcher and her faculty dissertation 

chairperson had access to the data records, and electronic data records were password 

protected.  Each study participant was identified by a code number in the data set; 

therefore participants‟ identities were separate from the data.  Data were coded and 

entered on spread sheets for analysis without identifiers except for numeric identification 

numbers (code numbers) assigned to study participants.  Electronic databases and storage 

devices, back-up CDs, surveys, consent forms, and HIPAA forms will be maintained for 

three years in a locked filing cabinet by the researcher and then destroyed.    

  There was no code book or identifiers that linked the signed informed consent 

and HIPAA documents to the survey booklets.   The survey booklets were numbered for 

the sole purpose of identifying the number of study participants surveyed.  This number 

became the participant‟s code number in the electronic database.  The number did not 

appear on the corresponding informed consent and HIPAA documents.  After each 

participant completed the survey instrument and question nine on the Depression Module 

was checked, the signed informed consent and HIPAA documents and completed surveys 
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were stored in separate locked file boxes.   The informed consent and HIPAA documents 

were never stored together with completed surveys to prevent participant‟s answers from 

being linked to their signatures. The researcher was available at all times to answer any 

questions about the survey completion process.   

 

Instruments 

Health and Social History 

The Health and Social History instrument was a 17-item demographic, social, and 

health history instrument developed for use in this study by the researcher.  It served to 

collect essential information concerning the social and demographic characteristics of the 

participants.  These demographic, health, and social history questions included: marital 

status; education; race/ethnicity; age; military rank; annual household income; past 

personal and family psychiatric history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, and alcohol abuse; 

and prior victimization by physical assault, sexual assault, or domestic violence.  The 

inclusion of these variables was based on the Millennium Cohort Study of military 

personnel deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan and a meta-analysis of PTSD risk factors in 

military veterans (Brewin et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2009).   

Interpersonal Relationships Inventory-Short Form (IPRI) 

The Interpersonal Relationships Inventory-Short Form is a 26-item self-report 

questionnaire, consisting of two subscales: social support and social conflict. Each 

subscale provided a separate score and the scale scores were not combined.  The scale 

scores were derived by simple summation of item scores.  Items from the scales are 
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mixed in order to avoid responder awareness of the subscales (Tilden, Nelson, & May, 

1990a, 1990b).  

Tilden et al. (1990a) reported the test-retest reliability over a two-week period for 

the social support subscale was 0.91 and the conflict subscale was 0.81.  The alpha 

coefficient for each subscale was 0.92 for social support and 0.91 for social conflict.  

Additionally, three subject matter experts used the Content Validity Index to establish 

content validity and reported the IPRI at 0.97.  Construct validity was established as 

significant differences between two contrasting groups.  Also, concurrent validity was 

established thru significant correlations with the Personal Resource Questionnaire and the 

Family Relationship Index, both of which measure social support (Tilden et al., 1990a; 

1990b; Tilden, Hirsch, & Nelson, 1994). 

Conceptually, items required two different anchor styles: agree-disagree (items 

numbered 1 through 14) and often-never (items numbered 15 through 26).  Items 1 

through 14 were scored on a five point Likert scale in which:  1 = “Strongly Disagree”;   

2 = “Disagree”; 3 = “Neutral”; 4 = “Agree”; and 5 = “Strongly Agree.”  Items 15 through 

26 were scored on a five point Likert scale in which:  1 = “Never”; 2 = “Almost Never”;                

3 = “Sometimes”; 4 = “Fairly Often”; and 5 = “Very Often.” 

The instrument was initially developed and psychometrically tested to measure 

dimensions of interpersonal relationships that were salient to nursing: social support, 

reciprocity, and social conflict.  These concepts were guided by social exchange and 

equity theories.  In the initial stages of instrument development, qualitative interviews 

were conducted on 44 respondents to provide narrative data from which to develop items 
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so they would be grounded in lived experience.  A panel of 11 experts judged the items 

and a revised 39-item instrument was developed.  This instrument was subsequently 

tested in successive steps with a total of 340 students, patients, and community residents 

for reliability and validity, including internal consistency reliability, test-retest reliability, 

factor analysis, and three forms of validity assessment (theory testing, contrasted groups, 

and multitrait-multimethod comparison).  The three subscales of social support, 

reciprocity, and conflict demonstrated repeated internal consistency and test-retest 

reliability.  Each draft was submitted to rigorous reliability and validity assessments and 

tested samples of students, cancer patients, weight-control patients, Health Maintenance 

Organization subscribers enrolled in health education classes, spouses of patients with 

multiple sclerosis, adults in the community, pregnant women, battered women, and 

bereaved elderly.  Strong evidence of construct validity was demonstrated for the social 

support and social conflict subscales; validity of the reciprocity subscale was equivocal. 

Currently, there are two forms of the IPIR; the short form omits the reciprocity 

subscale.  Because construct validity testing of the reciprocity subscale was not as strong 

psychometrically, the short form was chosen in this study.  Study findings by Kane and 

Day (1999) mirrored the internal consistency and validity findings reported by the 

instrument developers for each of the three subscales.  They also found that social 

support and social conflict were good predictors of severity of depression, and each of the 

three subscales reliably discriminated among groups who rated their physical health as 

poor, fair, good, or excellent. Yarcheski, Mahon, Yarcheski, and Hanks (2008) used the 

IPRI in a study of adolescents and conducted principal component factor analysis with 
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Varimax rotation. The two factors that emerged: social support (p = .90) and social 

conflict (p = .86) were consistent with the theoretical constructs underlying the 

instrument.  

According to Tilden (1990b), social support is defined as the perceived 

availability or enactment of helping behaviors by persons with whom one is engaged in 

relationships.  These behaviors are usually informal or non-contractual.  Social support 

was measured with 13 items on the IPRI-short form (Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 

13, 14, 15, and 25).  A final scale score (ranging from 13-65) for degree of social support 

was obtained by summing the 13 items.   

Social conflict is defined as the perceived discord or stress in relationships (Tilden, 

1990b).  It is considered a common aspect within social networks and may occur 

occasionally, periodically, or consistently. It can occur secondary to the enacted 

behaviors of others or by the absence of behaviors enacted by others, such as withholding 

supportive behaviors (Tilden, 1990b).  Social conflict was measured with 13 items on the 

IPRI-short form (Questions 6, 8, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 26).  A final 

scale score (ranging from 13-65) for degree of social conflict was obtained by summing 

the 13 items.  This instrument has been used and psychometrically tested by researchers 

studying adolescents and females with breast cancer (Makabe & Nomizu, 2006; 

Yarcheski, Mahon, Yarcheski, & Hanks, 2008). 
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TABLE 1. 
Study Variables and Instruments 
 

 
Variables   Components   Instruments   Subscales      Items 

 
Demographic  Marital Status  Health and Social           17 
Health and Social  Education Level  History 
Variables  Race/Ethnicity 
   Age 

  Military Rank 
  Household Income 
  PHX Depression 
  PHX Anxiety 
  PHX PTSD 
  PHX Alcohol Abuse 
  FHX Depression 
  FHX Anxiety 
  FHX PTSD 
  FHX Alcohol Abuse 
  PHX Physical Assault 
  PHX Sexual Assault 
  PHX Domestic Violence 

 
Social Support and Social Support  Interpersonal   Social Support        13 
Social Networks  Social Conflict  Relationships Inventory- Social Conflict        13 
      Short Form 
      (IPRI) 
 
Stressors  Stressful Life Events Deployment Risk and Post-deployment        17  
      Resiliency Inventory Life Events 
      (DRRI) 
 
Mental Health  Depression  Patient Health   Mood Module              9 
   Anxiety   Questionnaire   Anxiety Module           7 
   Alcohol Abuse  (PHQ)   Alcohol Abuse             5 
           Module 
   PTSD   Post-traumatic Stress          17 
      Checklist-Military  
      (PCL-M) 
                                                                 ___ 
Total items for this study                 98  

Note. FHX= Family History; PHX= Prior History       
  

Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory (DRRI) 

The Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory (DDRI) was developed as a 

collaborative effort by King, King, and Vogt (2003) in support of the Department of 
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Veterans Affairs and the Department of Defense to determine key psychosocial risk and 

resilience factors in the well-being of military personnel and veterans deployed to war 

zones or other hazardous environments.  The instrument contained 14 constructs divided 

into three main categories: pre-deployment stressors (prior stressors and childhood family 

environment), deployment stressors (preparedness, difficult living and working 

environment, concerns about family and life disruptions, deployment social support, 

general harassment, sexual harassment, perceived threat, combat experience, aftermath of 

battle, and Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical [NBC] exposure), and post-deployment 

stressors (post-deployment social support, post-deployment stressors). 

The DRRI had acceptable test-retest reliability over a one month period with 

alpha coefficients that averaged 0.86 (King, King, Vogt, Knight, & Samper, 2006).  

Internal consistency estimates for 12 of the 14 constructs were 0.82 or higher; 7 of the 14 

constructs were 0.89 or higher.  In addition, constructs with lower internal consistency 

measured reference constructs (prior stressors and post-deployment stressors) based on 

discrete stressor events that were not necessarily expected to covary (Bollen & Lennox, 

1991).  The alpha coefficient for post-deployment stressors was 0.72.  This was 

consistent with literature on the assessment of life events (Netland, 2001).  Furthermore, 

the DRRI scales were internally consistent for both telephone and mail forms of 

administration and demonstrated associations with key health outcomes such as PTSD, 

depression, anxiety, and general mental health outcomes. 

 Each of the measures in the DRRI can be considered as a stand-alone instrument.  

For the purpose of this study, the 17-item Post-Deployment Life Events Subscale 
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(Section M) was used to measure exposure to stressful life events after deployment.  This 

subscale measured two potential sources of stressful life events:  generally stressful 

events that were unrelated to deployment such as motor vehicle accidents or physical 

events, and events related to efforts at reintegration such as difficulties in reestablishing 

family and community roles, financial difficulties, and divorce.  The instrument 

contained 17 dichotomous items (0 = “No”; 1 = “Yes”) and items were summed for a 

possible range of 0 to 17, with higher scores indicative of more exposure to life stressors 

after returning from deployment.   

     Vogt, Proctor et al. (2008) validated scales from the DRRI in a large sample of 

Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) Army Soldiers with varied occupational specialties and 

demographic characteristics. In general, results supported the use of the DRRI scales in 

this population. The internal consistency reliability for the post-deployment stressors 

subscale, p = .55 in this OIF cohort of Soldiers versus p = .72 in the Gulf War cohort of 

Soldiers, was quite low.  However, this was expected since it reflected variables based on 

discrete stressor events that were not necessarily expected to covary.  Furthermore, Vogt, 

Proctor, and colleagues (2008) suggested that the scores may also have been lower 

because the scale was administered to OIF veterans an average of 73.33 days (SD = 

19.52) after return from deployment; thereby not giving them adequate time to have 

experienced the full range of potential post-deployment stressors.   In addition, criterion-

related validity was supported through demonstrated associations with mental and 

physical health measures including: post-traumatic symptoms, depression symptoms, 

count of physical symptoms, mental health functioning, physical health functioning, and 
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cognitive functioning.  All correlations were significant at p < .05.  And finally, 

discriminative validity was demonstrated by differences between key military subgroups 

differentiated by gender and military occupational specialty classification (i.e., combat, 

combat support, and combat service support).  The post-deployment stressors subscale 

failed to discriminate in either of these military subgroups (Vogt, Proctor, et al., 2008). 

The Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist – Military (PCL-M)  

 The Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist-Military Version (PCL-M) is a 

self-administered rating scale used to screen for PTSD in military service members 

(Weathers, Huska, & Keane, 1991).  Similar versions of the scale have been developed 

for use with civilian populations.  The PCL-M asks the respondent to identify specific 

traumatic events or occurrences that triggered PTSD symptoms and to rate the severity of 

PTSD symptoms on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 0 = “not at all” to 4 = 

“extremely.”  The identified traumatic event is designated the “reference trauma.”  The 

PCL-M consists of 17 items, which are designed to capture one of three distinct clusters 

of symptoms representing the B, C, or D diagnostic criteria described for PTSD in the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition (1994).  The three 

symptom clusters are labeled re-experiencing (“B” items, 1-5), avoidance or numbing 

(“C” items, 6-12) and hyper-arousal (“D” items, 13-17).  In this study, the PCL-M was 

considered complete only if participants completed at least 16 of the total 17 items. In the 

case of participants who skipped one item, the score for the missing item was imputed.  

This mirrored the procedures followed by Dobie et al. (2002) in their study of sensitivity 

(0.79) and specificity (0.79) of the PCL-M in detecting PTSD in a sample of female 
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veterans.  Scores were derived by summing the weighted frequencies for all items 

marked.  A total score of 50 or higher indicated a positive screening for PTSD (Weathers 

et al., 1991).   

The PCL-M is considered a valid and reliable instrument.  Internal consistency for 

the overall scale is reported to be greater than .90 (Blanchard, Jones-Alexander, Buckley, 

& Forneris, 1996).  Internal consistency for items measuring re-experiencing (Criterion 

B) were reported as p = 0.935; items measuring hyper-arousal (Criterion D) were             

p = 0.939; items measuring avoidance or numbing (Criterion C) were p = 0.820.  

Convergent validity was significantly positive between the PCL-M and other clinician-

administered instruments used to diagnose PTSD.  The clinician administered tools 

considered the “gold standard” for PTSD diagnosis are the Structured Clinical Interview 

(SCI) and the Clinician-Administered PTSD (CAPS) rating tools (Blanchard et al., 1996; 

IOM, 2006). Test-retest reliability was 96% between the PCL-M and CAPS (Blanchard et 

al., 1996; Weathers et al., 1991).   

In this study, a scaled score (ranging from 17-85) was obtained by summation of 

the number corresponding with the severity of PTSD symptoms identified.  This score 

reflected a continuously distributed variable representing the degree of PTSD symptoms 

the participant was experiencing.       

Prime MD-Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ) 

 The PRIME-MD® Patient Health Questionnaire was developed by Spitzer et al. 

(1994) to facilitate the recognition and diagnosis of the most common mental disorders 

occurring in the primary care setting. The subscales used in this study included the Mood 
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module, the Anxiety module, and the Alcohol Abuse module.  The Mood module 

consisted of nine questions that were consistent with DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) criteria 

for depressive disorders.  A Depression Severity Index was calculated by summing the 

scores associated with participant‟s responses to ten questions indicating the frequency of 

depression symptoms: 0 = “not at all,” 1 = “several days”, 2 = “more than half the days”; 

3 = “nearly every day” (Kroenke et al., 2001).  The scores are added for a possible total 

score of 0 to 27.  Scores of 5, 10, 15, and 20 represent cut-points for mild, moderate, 

moderately severe, and severe depression respectively; however for the purpose of this 

study, the summed scores represented a continuously distributed variable that reflected 

the degree of depression symptoms the participant experienced over the past 2 weeks.  

Sensitivity and specificity for this nine item module for diagnosing Major Depressive 

Disorder in primary care patients ranged from .83 to .95 and .81 to .92 respectively; and 

for diagnosing any depressive disorder, from .56 to .77 and .86 to .96 respectively.    

The Anxiety module of the PRIME-MD® Patient Health Questionnaire loaded on 

the DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) criteria for Anxiety Syndromes (Kroenke et al., 2001).   

Anxiety is a response to an ill-defined internal or unknown threat.  The module contained 

seven items that assessed the symptoms of anxiety consistent with the DSM-IV-TR (2000) 

criteria for anxiety disorders.  Anxiety Severity was calculated by summing responses 

associated with the frequency of seven anxiety symptoms: 0 = “not at all”; 1 = “several 

days”; 2 = “more than half the days”; 3 = “nearly every day.”  Scores ranged from 0 to 

21; scores of 5, 10, and 15 represented cut-points for mild, moderate, and severe anxiety, 

respectively.  For the purpose of this study, the summed scores represented a 
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continuously distributed variable that reflected the degree of anxiety symptoms the 

participant experienced over the past 2 weeks. Sensitivity and specificity for this seven 

item module for diagnosing Anxiety Disorder in primary care patients ranged from .89 to 

.92 and .76 to .82 respectively; and for diagnosing any anxiety disorder from .68 to .77 

and .83 to .88 respectively. 

The Alcohol Abuse module was comprised of five items that loaded on Alcohol 

Abuse (Kroenke et al., 2001).  Participants were asked a series of dichotomous questions 

related to alcohol consumption and alcohol related behavior problems (0 = “no”; 1 = 

“yes”).  Scores ranged from 0 to 5; a score of 1 or more indicated symptoms of alcohol 

abuse.  Similar to the other modules, this summed score represented a continuously 

distributed variable that reflected the degree of alcohol abuse symptoms the participant 

experienced more than once in the last six months.   

Data Analysis 

Data collected for this study were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the 

Social Science (SPSS for Windows, version 17.0).  Throughout the data entry process, 

each survey entry was re-verified for entry errors by the researcher.  Additionally, data 

entry on 20% of the dataset (31 records) was rechecked by a second independent 

reviewer and zero errors in data entry were observed.  

Prior to analysis, missing data was handled through imputation.  Imputation is the 

process of estimating missing data based on valid values of other variables or cases in the 

sample (Munro, 2005).  The method of mean substitution was used to replace missing 

values.  Imputation was only used if less than 5% of the data was missing on an 
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instrument.  If greater than 5% of an instrument had missing data, that instrument was not 

used for analysis.  If more than two instruments had greater than 5% missing data for a 

single participant, the entire survey was not used in data analysis.  This occurred in two 

participant surveys.  Cook‟s distance was checked to identify any influential cases post-

analysis.   

Exploratory data analyses via boxplots, histograms, whisker plots, and scatter 

plots were conducted to maximize insight into the dataset, test assumptions, check for 

outliers and errors within the data, and extract key variables (Tukey, 1977).  Different 

patterns emerged in the responses given by the officer and enlisted participants.  

Therefore, independent t-tests and Mann Whitney-U nonparametric tests were used to 

confirm whether significant differences existed between the officer and enlisted FSMs in 

the sample.  There were significant differences in the following variables between officer 

and enlisted FSMs: annual household income, stressful life events, education, and prior 

exposure to violence (physical assault, sexual assault, or domestic violence); thereby 

indicating these were two distinct populations.  Furthermore disparate correlational 

findings and predictor variables were obtained when the officer and enlisted FSMs were 

analyzed together versus separately; therefore, the decision was made to separate the 

sample into two separate groups based on rank to maintain homogeneity of the sample.  

Separate variable transformations and data analyses were performed on the officer FSMs 

and enlisted FSMs and findings were subsequently reported independently. Descriptive 

statistics and correlational analyses were completed first for the entire sample, and then 

separately for the officer FSM group (n = 13) and enlisted FSM group (n = 137) followed 
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by hierarchical linear modeling for the enlisted FSM group.  Hierarchical linear 

regression modeling was not suitable on the entire sample because it contained two 

distinct populations.  Likewise, there were an insufficient number of officers to complete 

separate linear regression analysis on this group to answer Research Question 2.   

For the enlisted FSM group (n = 137), linear model assumptions were tested 

through residual analysis.  The residual is the difference between the actual and the 

predicted score (Munro, 2005). Linearity, normality, homogeneity of variance, and 

homoscedasticity were assessed for each statistical procedure. Linearity was confirmed 

with scatter plot matrixes of the independent and dependent variables with no non-linear 

patterns noted.  The normal distribution of study variables was examined using 

histograms, kurtosis, and skewness.  Several key variables violated the assumption of 

normality.  Likewise, scatterplots revealed that several key variables violated the 

assumption of homoscedasticity, which is not robust in linear regression analysis. 

Therefore, data were subjected to logarithmic, square root, or reciprocal 

transformations for any variables violating the assumptions of normality and 

homoscedasticity. For establishing acceptable normality, an upper threshold of z 

skewness < 3.29 was chosen because absolute values above this are significant at p <.001 

and correlation and regression analyses are otherwise robust regarding violations of 

normality.  Although, many variables in the officer FSM met this criteria, transformations 

were performed to make the variables as close to z skewness = 0 because of the small 

group size. Table 2 shows the continuous variables that violated the aforementioned 

assumptions, the data transformation technique applied that best corrected the violations, 
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and whether assumptions were corrected.  When analyzed separately, the corresponding 

variables for both the officers and enlisted FSMs violated the identical assumptions.  Data 

transformations were completed for the separate officer FSMs and enlisted FSMs datasets 

with identical outcomes in the types of transformations applied and the outcome in 

correcting the violations.  Assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity were not met 

for the variable alcohol abuse symptoms because of insufficient variability; thus, linear 

regression analysis could not be performed with this outcome variable.   

TABLE 2.   
Assumption Violations, Data Transformations, and Outcomes. 

Continuous 
Variable 

Normality Before 
Transformation 

z skewness(z kurtosis)  

Homo-
scedastic 

Transformation 
Applied 

Normality After 
Transformation 

z skewness(z kurtosis) 

Homo-
scedasticity 
Achieved 

Age    
 

O: 2.65(1.59) 
 
E: 6.41(3.44) 

 
N 

Reciprocal 
1/X 

O: 2.02(0.38) 
 
E: 2.15(1.25) 

 
Y 

Income 
 

O: 0.58(0.40) 
 
E: 19.68(36.39) 

 
N 

Reciprocal 
1/(X+1) 

O: 0.17(0.34) 
 
E: 1.19(1.41) 

 
Y 

Stressful 
Life Events 

 

O: 2.29(0.46) 
 
E: 7.17(5.28) 

 
N 

Logarithmic 
ln(X+1) 

O: 1.93(0.28) 
 
E: 0.92(2.31) 

 
Y 

PTSD 
Symptoms 

 

O: 2.20(0.81) 
 
E: 7.62(4.83) 

 
N 

Reciprocal 
1/X 

O: 0.96(1.02) 
 
E: 1.65(2.43) 

 
Y 

Depression 
Symptoms 

 

O: .94(1.24) 
 
E: 4.98(0.85) 

 
N 

Logarithmic 
ln(X+1) 

O: 0.96(0.93) 
 
E:1.33(2.28) 

 
Y 

Anxiety 
Symptoms 

 

O: 2.85(1.67) 
 
E: 5.51(0.85) 

 
N 

Logarithmic 
ln(X+1) 

O: 1.06(0.37) 
 
E: 0.29(2.67) 

 
Y 

Alcohol 
Abuse 

Symptoms 

O:3.33(3.16) 
 
E: 14.95(25.16) 

 
N 

Reciprocal 
1/(X+1) 

O: 2.53(0.60) 
 
E: 7.76(2.35) 

 
N 

Note. Y = Yes; N = No; O = Officer FSM; E = Enlisted FSM  
 

If the transformed variable induced normality and homoscedasticity, that variable was 

substituted into the analysis. 
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 Bivariate relationships were analyzed to examine multicollinearity of the 

variables after transformations were completed.  Aiken and West (1991) warned that 

statistical interactions, created as a product of two independent variables, can create 

problems with multicollinearity because the interaction term tends to be highly correlated 

to the variables used to create it.  Multicollinearity among the explanatory variables was 

assessed by calculating the tolerance level and bivariate correlations.  A tolerance level of 

.40 or less was considered an indication of high multicollinearity as well as bivariate 

correlations > 0.85 (Munro, 2005).  Only predictor variables that contributed unique 

information (bivariate correlations < 0.85 and low multicollinearity) were entered into the 

regression model during data analysis.  In examining the findings for the entire sample of 

150 FSMS as well as for the separate officer and enlisted FSM groups, the Variance 

Inflation Factor (VIF) values were well below 10; the tolerance statistics well above .2; 

and bivariate correlation coefficients were less than 0.85.  Therefore, it can be concluded 

that no collinearity within the data existed and that each predictor variable contributed 

unique information to the model. 

Descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations, frequencies, and percentages) 

were examined to describe the following characteristics of the sample:  age, education, 

race/ethnicity, marital status, annual household income; prior personal and family 

psychiatric history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, and alcohol abuse; and a social history 

of physical assault, sexual assault, and domestic violence.  Prior to further analyses, the 

social and health history questions were recoded into dichotomous variables (0 = “no”;   

1 = “yes”) for the following variables:  past medical history of psychiatric disorder, 
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family history of psychiatric disorder, and history of violence exposure prior to 

deployment.  For example, if FSMs answered “yes” to any of the questions pertaining to 

prior history of mental illness (PTSD, depression, anxiety, or alcohol abuse), they were 

scored a “1” for cumulative prior mental health history.  Additionally, race was recoded 

into a dichotomous variable (0 = “persons of color”; 1 = “white”) and marital status was 

recoded into a dichotomous variable (0 = “single/divorced/separated/widowed”;              

1 = “married/partnered”).  For the enlisted FSM group, rank was recoded into a 

dichotomous variable (0 = “junior enlisted: E1-E4” and 1 = “senior enlisted: E5-E9”).      

Research Question #1:  What is the nature (direction and magnitude) of the 

relationship between social support, social conflict, and stressful life events to mental 

health symptoms (depression, anxiety, PTSD, and alcohol abuse) in FSMs after 

deployment to Iraq?  Correlational analyses explained the direction and magnitude of the 

relationship between the independent and dependent variables and were used to assess for 

multicollinearity of the variables, and to determine which significant predictor variables 

were placed in the regression model to answer research question two. 

  Research Question #2:  Is the absence of social support or the presence of social 

conflict more highly associated with negative mental health (greater PTSD symptom 

severity, greater depression symptom severity, greater anxiety symptom severity, and 

greater alcohol abuse symptom severity) in FSMs after deployment to Iraq?  Hierarchical 

linear regression was used to test the effect of key independent variables (social support, 

social conflict, and stressful life events) after controlling for extraneous variables that 

cannot be changed or those that are believed to be causally or temporally occurring prior 
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to other variables.  Typically, the independent variables first entered correspond to things 

the researcher wants to control. After they are allowed to explain as much of the 

variability in the dependent variable as possible, the other variables are entered to 

determine if they contribute above and beyond the independent variables initially entered.  

During analysis, the independent variables were entered into the equation in blocks based 

on theoretical rationale.  When variables are added as a block, the analysis is a 

simultaneous regression for those variables at that step (Huck, 2008; Munro, 2005; Polit 

& Beck, 2008).  

 According to Vaux (1988), epidemiologic studies on the uses and benefits of 

social support varied across SES, gender, race/ethnicity, and marital status.  This 

mirrored findings from the Millennium Cohort study (Smith et al., 2008) of military 

veterans that showed greater rates of PTSD in younger women of lower rank, who were 

divorced and abused alcohol.  Moreover, statistical modeling of risk factors for PTSD 

and depression identified a personal history of physical or sexual assault, younger age, 

lower education levels, a prior psychiatric history, and a family history of psychiatric 

disorders as significant predictors for the development of these mental health disorders 

(Brewin, Andrews, & Valentine, 2000; Gahm et al., 2007).  Therefore, 12 independent 

variables (predictors) were considered in the hierarchical regression analysis: annual 

household income (SES), race/ethnicity, marital status, rank, age, history of physical, 

sexual or domestic violence, education level, prior or comorbid psychiatric history, 

family history of psychiatric illness, post-deployment stressful life events, social support, 

and social conflict.  Only those predictor variables with significant correlations to the 
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mental health symptoms were entered into the models.  The dependent variables 

(outcomes) were PTSD symptoms, depression symptoms, and anxiety symptoms.  A total 

of three separate models were run for the enlisted FSM group; one for each of the 

outcome variables that met the assumptions required for linear regression.   

A hierarchical linear regression analysis with block entry was used to explain the 

effects of social support and social conflict on mental health in the post-deployment 

period.  The order of entry of the predictor variables into the model was based on the 

research questions and on the temporal order of the risk factors as identified by the IOM 

(2006) in their summary of PTSD assessment, diagnosis, and risk factors.  In their 

discussion of risk factors for PTSD, the IOM divided them temporally into pre-

deployment factors (history of physical or sexual assault, education level, age, psychiatric 

history, family psychiatric history, SES, rank, race/ethnicity, and marital status), 

deployment variables, and post-deployment factors (stressful life events and social 

support).  

Independent variables found significantly correlated to the individual mental 

health outcomes were entered in three blocks.  Different predictor variables emerged 

dependent on whether correlational analysis was conducted on the entire sample of 150 

FSMs or on the separate enlisted and officer FSM groups.  For example, Figure 2 

demonstrates the order of entry of the predictor variables based on the bivariate 

correlational analysis of the sample of 150 FSMs.  In contrast, Figure 3 demonstrates the 

order of entry of the predictor variables when hierarchical linear regression was 

computed on the data from the 137 enlisted FSMs.  Because of insufficient sample size 
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and the absence of significant correlations between the predictor and outcome variables, 

hierarchical linear analysis could not be performed on the officer FSM group.  However 

by performing the three block method of entry for each of the outcome variables, the 

degree to which social support and social conflict added to stressful life events in the 

prediction of the severity of mental health symptoms (PTSD, depression, or anxiety) after 

controlling for comorbid mental health symptoms could be determined.  A Bonferroni 

adjusted alpha level of .05/3 or p ≤ .02 was used to test the significance of each 

regression model. 

FIGURE 2. 

Block entry of variables for hierarchical multiple regression of FSMs (N = 150) 
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FIGURE 3. 
Block entry of variables for hierarchical multiple regression of enlisted FSMs (n = 137) 

  

  

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SX = Symptoms; PHX = Personal history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, or alcohol abuse prior to 
deployment; FHX = Family history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, or alcohol abuse; VHX = Personal 
history of sexual assault, physical assault or domestic violence prior to deployment; PTSD = Post-traumatic 
stress disorder symptoms. 
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sample of FSMs (N = 150) and for the separate enlisted FSM group (n = 137) on the 

PCL-M, IPRI Social Conflict and Social Support Subscales, the DRRI Stressful Life 

Event Subscale, and the Mood, Anxiety, and Alcohol Abuse Modules of the PRIME-

MD® Patient Health Questionnaire.  Additionally, a post hoc power analysis was 

completed for the enlisted FSM group.  
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Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided a description of the research methodology used in this 

study.  A descriptive, cross-sectional, correlational design using a survey methodology 

was used to determine the relationship between social support, social conflict, stressful 

life events and mental health symptoms (PTSD, depression, anxiety, and alcohol abuse) 

in a convenience sample of 150 FSMs 6-12 months after deployment to Iraq.  

Additionally, the unique contribution of social support and social conflict to mental 

health symptoms was examined in 137 enlisted FSMs.   

A description of the sample, inclusion and exclusion criteria for participation, and 

power analysis for sample size determination were discussed.  Data collection procedures 

and methods used for the protection of human subjects, to include privacy and 

confidentiality of the research participants and collected data, were outlined. An 

overview of the psychometric properties of the survey instruments used for data 

collection was given.  And finally, a synopsis of the data analysis plan that described the 

sample, answered the study research questions, and computed internal consistency 

reliability of the instruments was explained. Because of the emergence of significant 

between group differences in the predictor variables for enlisted and officer FSMs during 

exploratory data analysis, preliminary rationale for performing data analyses for the 

sample as a whole (N = 150), as well as for the separate officer (n = 13) and enlisted      

(n = 137) FSM groups was provided.   
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

This chapter presents the quantitative results of the data analysis; data were 

analyzed using SPSS 17.0.  First, the demographic characteristics and descriptive 

statistics of the major study variables for the entire sample of 150 FSMs are presented. 

Once distinct between-group differences emerged, the sample was divided into two 

separate groups for further analyses.  Therefore, separate enlisted and officer group 

demographic characteristics and descriptive statistics of the major study variables are 

presented. Bivariate correlational analyses for the entire sample, as well as for the 

separate enlisted and officer groups are given to examine whether the absence of social 

support or the presence of social conflict is more highly associated with greater negative 

mental health symptoms.  Comparison of these analyses offer further evidence that this 

sample is composed of two distinct populations based on rank, thereby negating the 

ability to perform regression analysis on the entire sample.  Finally, three independent 

hierarchical linear regression equation models are described, which reveal whether the 

presence of social conflict or the absence of social support was more influential in the 

severity of depression, anxiety, and PTSD symptoms among enlisted FSMs 6-12 months 

post-deployment to Iraq.  The alpha was set for p = .05 for correlational analysis.  A 

Bonferroni adjusted alpha level of p < .02 was used to test the significance of each 

regression model.  Finally, the instrument reliability coefficients and post-hoc power 

analysis for the overall study is described.   
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Sample Description 

Description of the FSMs (N = 150) 

 One hundred and fifty-two FSMs initially agreed to participate in the study.  The 

final sample consisted of 150 FSMs.  Two participants did not complete two of the 

survey instruments so their survey results were not included in data analysis. The 

demographic characteristics of the final sample (N = 150) are summarized in Table 3.   

 The ages of the FSMs (N = 150) ranged from 19 years to 47 years (M = 27.07, 

SD = 6.07) with the majority of them (51%) falling between 17 and 25 years of age.  Of 

the 150 FSMs in the sample, 54.7% (n = 82) reported their race/ethnicity as Caucasian, 

27.3% (n = 41) as African American, 6.7% (n = 10) as Hispanic, 3.3% (n = 5) as Asian, 

1.3% (n = 2) as Native American, and 6.7% (n = 10) as “Other.” Although 47% (n = 70) 

of the participants reported their marital status as married or partnered, 22% (n = 33) 

reported their status as divorced or separated and 31% (n = 47) stated they were single.     

 Fifty percent (n = 75) of the sample were junior enlisted FSMs, 41% (n = 62) 

were senior enlisted FSMs (45%), and 9% were junior officer or warrant officer FSMs.  

Although the ranks ranged from Private (E-2) to Captain (O-3), 44% of the junior 

enlisted FSMs were the rank of Specialist (E-4) and 22% of the senior enlisted FSMs 

were the rank of Sergeant (E-5).  No senior officers agreed to participate in this study.  

Only 21% (n = 31) of participants reported their highest level of education achieved was 

a GED or high school diploma, while 59% (n = 89) reported some college and 20%        

(n = 30) reported graduating from a college or post-college degree program.  Half (51%) 

of the FSMs reported an annual household income below $40,000.   
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TABLE 3.   
Demographic Characteristics of FSMs (N = 150) 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

    Mean  SD   Frequency %        
 Age      27  6.1 
   17-25       76  51%  
   26-30       43  29%    
   31-35       14  9%  
   36-40       9  6%  
   41+       8  5%       
 Race/Ethnicity  
   African American     41  27% 
   White       82  55% 
   Hispanic      10  7% 
   Asian       5  3% 
   Native American     2  1% 
   Other       10  7%        
 Highest Education Level Achieved  
   Grades 9-11      3  2% 
   High School Graduate    28  19% 
   Some College     89  59% 
   College Graduate     23  15% 
   Post-college Graduate    7  5%        
 Rank  
   E1-E4 (Junior enlisted)    75  50% 
   E5-E9 (Senior enlisted)    62  41% 
   WO1-WO4 (Warrant officers)   1  1% 
   O1-O3 (Junior officers)    12  8% 
   O4-O6 (Senior officers)    0  0%____ 
 Annual Household Income  
   $0-$19,999      6  4% 
   $20,000-$39,999     70  47% 
   $40,000-$59,999     38  25% 
   $60,000-$79,999     23  15 % 
   $80,000-$99,999     5  3 % 
   $100,000+      1  1% 
   Missing data      7  5%____ 
 Marital Status  
   Single      47  31% 
   Partnered, Not Married    7  5%   
   Married      63  42% 
   Divorced or Separated    33  22% 
   Widowed      0  0%    
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 Table 4 describes the FSMs‟ personal mental health histories, family mental 

health histories, and exposures to physical, sexual, and domestic violence that occurred 

prior to deployment. Regarding participants‟ reported mental health histories, 33%         

(n = 50) of the FSMs in this sample reported having been previously diagnosed with or 

treated for depression; 26% (n = 39) for anxiety; 10% (n = 15) for PTSD; and 5% (n = 7) 

for alcohol abuse.  Reported family mental health histories were slightly greater for 

depression (34%) and anxiety (29.5%), significantly greater for alcohol abuse (18%), and 

lower for PTSD (3.4%).  When the 150 FSMs were surveyed about their history of 

exposure to violence prior to deployment, 26.7% (n = 40) reported a history of physical 

assault, 27.3% (n = 41) reported a history of sexual assault and 21.3% (n = 32) reported a 

history of domestic violence.     

 
TABLE 4.   
Social and Health History of FSMs (N = 150) 
_________________________________________________________________________                          

           Frequency   % 
              (Reported „yes‟)                   
Have you ever been diagnosed with, or treated for...  
    PTSD           15   10%    
   Depression           50  33% 
   Anxiety           39  26% 
   Alcohol Abuse          7    5%         
Has any member of your immediate family been diagnosed with, or treated for… 
   PTSD            5  3% 
   Depression           51  34% 
   Anxiety           43  29%   
   Alcohol Abuse          26  17%         
Have you ever been a victim of any of the following prior to your deployment… 
   Physical Assault          40  27%    
   Sexual Assault          41  27% 
   Domestic Violence          32  21% 
___________________________________________________________________ 
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 Table 5 shows the mean, standard deviation, median, range, skewness, and 

kurtosis for the remaining independent and dependent variables for the enlisted FSMs.  

The skewness and kurtosis values reported are prior to data transformation.  In general, 

participants reported higher levels of social support (M = 53.84, SD = 8.75) than social 

conflict (M = 31.93, SD = 10.49) in the post-deployment period.  FSMs averaged two 

post-deployment stressful life events (M = 1.83, SD = 2.10, Median = 1).   

TABLE 5. 
Descriptive Statistics for Major Study Variables (N = 150) 
 

Variables Mean SD Median Range Skewness Kurtosis 

IPRI Social Support 53.84 8.75 56 31-65 -.71 -.40 

IPRI Social Conflict 31.93 10.49 32 13-59 .23 -.57 

Stressful Life Events  1.83 2.10 1 0-10 1.57 2.50 

PCL-M Total Score 27.56 12.01 24 17-70 1.57 21.98 

Depression Score 6.03 5.72 4 0-25 1.0 .38 

Anxiety Score 5.24 5.59 3 0-21 1.17 .36 

Alcohol Abuse Score .38 .92 0 0-5 3.12 10.69 

 
 
 Table 6 describes the clinical significance of the mental health symptoms that 

were measured by the study instruments.  Of the 150 participants, 13 (9%) exceeded the 

cutoff score of 50 on the PCL-M to meet the screening criteria for PTSD.  Forty-seven 

percent (n = 70) screened positive for clinically significant depression symptoms ranging 

from mild to severe; and 38% (n = 57) screened positive for clinically significant anxiety 

symptoms, with over half (n = 31) meeting screening criteria for moderate to severe 

anxiety.   
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TABLE 6.   
Clinically Significant Mental Health Symptoms (N = 150) 

_________________________________________________________________                       
Mental Health Diagnosis                  Frequency  %       
 
PTSD 
   PTSD (Cutoff score >50 on PCL-M)   13   9% 
 Subclinical PTSD (Score 44-49)   6  4%  
    No PTSD      130  87%    
 
Depression 
   Severe       3  2% 
   Moderately severe     11  7% 
   Moderate      21  14% 
   Mild       35  24% 
   No Depression      80  53%    

Anxiety 
   Severe       16  11% 
  Moderate      15  10% 
  Mild       26  17% 
   No Anxiety      93  62%    

Alcohol Abuse 
   Exhibits 1-5 symptoms    32  21% 
  Exhibits no symptoms     117  79%  
                                                                                                                        
 
Furthermore, of those FSMs acknowledging any level of depression or anxiety 

symptoms, 49% (n = 73) with depression and 45% (n = 68) with anxiety reported that 

these symptoms contributed to some level of difficulty with their ability to do their work, 

take care of things at home, or get along with others. 

 Table 7 shows the frequencies and percentages of the sample demographic 

characteristics separated into officer and enlisted FSM categories.  These demographic 

characteristics also were some of the key predictors evaluated in the study.  Because the  
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 TABLE 7. 
Demographic Characteristics of Officer and Enlisted FSMs  
 

 Officer FSMs 
(n = 13) 

Enlisted FSMs 
(n = 137) 

Variable Frequency % Frequency % 

Age 
  17-25 
  26-30 
  31-35 
  36-40 
  41+ 

 
6 
4 
1 
1 
1 

 
46% 
30% 
8% 
8% 
8% 

 
70 
39 
13 
8 
7 

 
51% 
29% 
9% 
6% 
5% 

Race/Ethnicity 
  African American 
  White 
  Hispanic 
  Asian 
  Native American 
  Other 

 
3 
8 
0 
1 
0 
1 

 
23% 
61% 

- 
8% 
- 

8% 

 
38 
74 
10 
4 
2 
9 

 
28% 
54% 
7% 
3% 
1% 
7% 

Highest Education Level  
  Grades 9-11 
  High School Graduate 
  Some College 
  College Graduate 
  Post-college Graduate 

 
0 
0 
1 
10 
2 

 
- 
- 

8% 
77% 
15% 

 
3 

28 
88 
13 
5 

 
2% 

20% 
64% 
10% 
4% 

Rank 
  Junior Enlisted(E1-E4) 
  Senior Enlisted(E5-E9) 
  Warrant Officer(WO1-WO4) 
  Junior Officer (O1-O3) 
  Senior Officer (O4-O6) 

 
- 
- 
1 
12 
0 

 
- 
- 

8% 
92% 

- 

 
75 
62 
- 
- 
- 

 
55% 
45% 

- 
- 
- 

Annual Household Income 
  $0-$19,999 
  $20,000-$39,999 
  $40,000-$59,999 
  $60,000-$79,999 
  $80,000-$99,999 
  $100,000 
  Missing data 

 
0 
1 
7 
4 
1 
0 

 
- 

8% 
54% 
30% 
8% 
- 

 
6 

69 
31 
19 
4 
1 
7 

 
4% 

50% 
23% 
14% 
3% 
1% 
5% 

Marital Status 
  Single 
  Partnered, Not Married  
  Married 
  Divorced or Separated 
  Widowed  

 
5 
1 
7 
0 
0 

 
38% 
8% 

54% 
- 
- 

 
42 
6 

56 
33 
0 

 
31% 
4% 

41% 
24% 

- 
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level of responsibility, rank structure, and pay of warrant officers most closely resembles 

that of junior officers, the warrant officer data were reported with the officer FSM group. 

Description of Enlisted FSM Group (n = 137) 

 The ages of the enlisted FSM (n = 137) ranged from 19 years to 47 years           

(M = 26.97, SD = 6.15) with the majority of them (51%) falling between 19 and 25 years 

of age.  Of the 137 respondents, 54% self-identified their race or ethnicity as Caucasian, 

28% as African American, 7% as Hispanic, 3% as Asian, 1% as Native American, and 

7% as „Other.‟  Although 45% (n = 62) of the participants reported their marital status as 

married or partnered, 24% (n = 33) reported their status as divorced or separated and 

31% (n = 42) stated they were single.     

 The group was fairly evenly divided between junior enlisted FSMs (55%) and 

senior enlisted FSMs (45%).  Although the ranks ranged from Private (E-2) to Master 

Sergeant (E-8), 48% of the junior enlisted FSMs were the rank of Specialist (E-4) and 

24% of the senior enlisted FSMs were the rank of Sergeant (E-5).  Only 22% (n = 31) of 

participants reported their highest level of education achieved was a GED or high school 

diploma, while 64% reported some college and 14% reported graduating from a college 

or post-college degree program.  Half (50%) of the enlisted FSMs reported an annual 

household income between $20,000 and $39,999. 

   Table 8 displays the reported prior history of mental illness diagnosis or 

treatment, family history of mental illness, and prior history of exposure to violence by 

the enlisted FSMs in this study.  Over one-third (34%) of the group reported a prior 

history of depression.  Additionally, 38% reported a history of an anxiety spectrum 
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disorder, including 11% (n = 15) with a history of PTSD and 27% (n = 37) with a history 

of anxiety. 

TABLE 8.   
Health and Social History of Enlisted FSMs (n = 137) 
________________________________________________________________________                           
          Frequency  % 
                  (Reported „yes‟)  
Have you ever been diagnosed with, or treated for…   
   PTSD        15   11% 
   Depression       47  34% 
   Anxiety       37  27% 
   Alcohol Abuse      6  4% 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Has any member of your immediate family been diagnosed with, or treated for … 
   PTSD        5  7% 
   Depression       45  33% 
   Anxiety       41  30% 
   Alcohol Abuse      26  19% 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Have you ever been a victim of any of the following prior to your deployment… 
   Physical Assault      39  29% 
   Sexual Assault      40  30% 
   Domestic Violence      32  23% 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 The frequency of reported mental illness in immediate family members was 

comparable.  Seven percent (n = 5) of respondents answered „yes‟ to a family history of 

PTSD; 33% (n = 45) to a family history of depression; and 30% to a family history of 

anxiety (n = 41).  With respect to reported alcohol abuse, only 4% (n = 6) reported a 

personal history of alcohol abuse while 19% (n = 26) reported a family history of alcohol 

abuse.  Overall, 45% (n = 61) of the 137 enlisted FSMs reported some history of 

exposure to violence in the form of physical assault (29%), sexual assault (30%), and/or 

domestic violence prior to their deployment (23%).  
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   Table 9 shows the mean, standard deviation, median, range, skewness, and 

kurtosis for the remaining predictor and outcome variables for the enlisted FSMs.  The 

skewness and kurtosis values reported are prior to data transformation.  In general, 

participants reported higher levels of social support (M = 53.50, SD = 8.90) than social 

conflict (M = 32.12, SD = 10.82) in the post-deployment period.  However, enlisted 

FSMs reported a wide range (0-10) of stressful life events in the post-deployment period 

(M = 1.96, SD = 2.14).  The most frequently answered “strongly agree” or “agree” items 

on the social conflict subscale included: 37.9% enlisted FSMs who reported “there‟s 

someone I care about who I can‟t count on,” 35.8% who reported “some people in my life 

are too pushy,” 30.6% who reported “there is someone in my life who gets mad if we 

have different opinions,” and 29.2% who reported “I spend time doing for others when 

I‟d really rather not.” 

TABLE 9. 
Descriptive Statistics for Major Study Variables (Enlisted FSMs, n = 137) 
 

Variables Mean SD Median Range Skewness Kurtosis 

IPRI Social Support 53.50 8.90 56 31-65 -.660 -.506 

IPRI Social Conflict 32.12 10.82 32 13-59 .189 -.684 

Stressful Life Events  1.96 2.14 1 0-10 1.485 2.172 

PCL-M Total Score 27.79 12.14 24 17-70 1.586 1.998 

Depression Score 6.17 5.80 4 0-25 1.032 .348 

Anxiety Score 5.34 5.57 3 0-21 1.141 .349 

Alcohol Abuse Score .39 .94 0 0-5 3.111 10.393 
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 Table 10 describes the clinical significance of the mental health symptoms that 

were measured by the study instruments.  Of the 137 participants, 12 (9%) exceeded the 

cutoff score of 50 on the PCL-M to meet the screening criteria for PTSD, while another 6 

(4%) scored in the range that screened positive for subclinical PTSD.  Forty-seven 

percent (n = 65) reported symptoms of clinically significant depression ranging from 

mild to severe, and 39% (n = 54) reported symptoms of clinically significant anxiety.  

Over half (n = 29) of the enlisted FSMs who screened positive for anxiety met criteria for 

moderate to severe anxiety.   

TABLE 10.   
Clinically Significant Mental Health Symptoms in Enlisted FSMs (n = 137) 

_________________________________________________________________                       
Mental Health Diagnosis                  Frequency  %       
PTSD 
   PTSD (Cutoff score >50 on PCL-M)   12   9%  
   Subclinical PTSD (Score of 44-49 on PCL-M) 6  4% 
   No PTSD      118  87%    

Depression 
   Severe       3  2% 
   Moderately severe     11  8% 
   Moderate      17  12% 
   Mild       34  25% 
   No Depression      72  53%    

Anxiety 
   Severe       14  10% 
  Moderate      15  11% 
  Mild       25  18% 
   No Anxiety      83  61%    

Alcohol Abuse 
   Exhibits 1-5 symptoms    29  21% 
  Exhibits no symptoms     107  79%  
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 Table 11 displays the frequency of particular post-deployment stressful life events 

in the lives of enlisted FSMs.  The most frequently reported stressful life event, 

comprising 29% (n = 40) of the group of enlisted FSMs, was the death of someone close 

to them since returning from deployment.  Twenty-six percent (n = 36) reported going 

through a divorce or having been left by a significant, while another 23% reported the 

presence of a mental illness or life-threatening physical illness of someone close to them.  

The only stressful life events on the DRRI instrument that were not acknowledged by this 

group were related to job loss and unemployment. 

 
TABLE 11. 
Reported Stressful Life Events (n = 137) 
 

 
Since returning home, I have experienced... 

 
Freq. 

 
% 

A fire, natural disaster or hurricane in which I was hurt or my 
property damaged 

8 6% 

Exposure to a toxic substance (such as dangerous chemicals or 
radiation) 

4 3% 

Combat or exposure to a warzone 19 14% 

A serious operation 8 6% 

A mental illness or life-threatening physical illness of someone 
close to me 

32 23% 

The death of someone close to me 40 29% 

Stressful legal problems 19 14% 

Witnessed someone being killed or violently assaulted 7 5% 

Been robbed or had my home broken in to 11 8% 

Had a family member with a serious drug or alcohol problem 28 20% 
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TABLE 11 (continued) 
Reported Stressful Life Events (n = 137) 
 

 
Since returning home, I have experienced... 

 
Freq. 

 
% 

Been emotionally mistreated (for example, shamed, embarrassed, 
ignored, or repeatedly told I was not good) 

22 16% 

Experienced unwanted sexual activity as a result of force, threat of 
harm, or manipulation 

7 5% 

Been physically injured by another person (for example bit, kicked, 
or beaten up) 

11 8% 

Gone through a divorce or been left by a partner or significant other 36 26% 

Problems getting access to adequate healthcare 17 12% 

  

Description of Officer FSM Group (n = 13) 

 In addition to the demographic characteristics of the enlisted FSMs, Table 7 

previously portrayed the frequencies and percentages of the officer FSM demographic 

characteristics.  The average age of the officer FSMs (n = 13) was 28.2 (SD = 5.3) years.  

Over half the group reported being married or partnered (62%) and just over a third 

reported being single (38%).  None reported their marital status as divorced, separated or 

widowed.  The majority of the group identified their race or ethnicity as white (63%) or 

African American (23%) with no Hispanic or Native American representation in this 

group.  All but one reported their highest level of education achieved as a college or post-

college degree.  The preponderance of the officer FSMs were the rank of Captain (O-3), 

(n = 8), and no senior officers agreed to participate in the study.  More than half (54%) of 

the participants reported an annual household income between $40,000 and $59,999. 
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 Table 12 illustrates the officer FSMs prior history of mental illness diagnosis or 

treatment, family history of mental illness, and prior history of exposure to violence.  

Three officer FSMs (23%) had a prior history of depression, and six reported a family 

history of depression (46%).  Fewer officer FSMs had a prior history of anxiety (n = 2) 

or a family history of anxiety (n = 2).  Overall there was only one officer FSM who 

reported any prior exposure to violence, and she reported a history of both physical and 

sexual assault.  Although 63% of the officers were married or partnered, there was no 

prior exposure to domestic violence reported.    

TABLE 12.   
Health and Social History of Officer FSMs (n = 13) 
________________________________________________________________________                       

                 Frequency               % 

         (Reported „yes‟)                       
Have you ever been diagnosed with, or treated for … 
   PTSD       0   0%    
   Depression      3  23% 
   Anxiety      2   15% 
   Alcohol Abuse     1  8% 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Has any member of your immediate family been diagnosed with, or treated for … 
   PTSD       0  0% 
   Depression      6  46% 
   Anxiety      2  15% 
   Alcohol Abuse     0  0% 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Have you ever been a victim of any of the following prior to your deployment… 
   Physical Assault     1  8%    
   Sexual Assault     1  8% 
   Domestic Violence     0  0% 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Table 13 shows the mean, standard deviation, median, range, skewness, and 

kurtosis for the remaining predictor and outcome variables for officer FSMs.  The 
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skewness and kurtosis values reported are prior to data transformation.  Overall, the 

participants reported a relatively higher level of social support (M = 57.46, SD = 6.03) 

than social conflict (M = 29.85, SD = 5.87) within their social networks and a low level 

of stressful life events (M = .56, SD = .78) during the post-deployment period.  Of the 

reported stressful life events reported, only “I have experienced a mental illness or 

physical injury of someone close to me” had greater than a frequency of one.  This was 

reported as a stressful life event by three participants (23%).   

TABLE 13. 
Descriptive Statistics for Major Study Variables (Officer FSMs, n = 13) 
 

Variables Mean SD Median Range Skewness Kurtosis 

IPRI Social Support 57.46 6.03 60 46-64 -.812 -.855 

IPRI Social Conflict 29.85 5.87 30 19-38 -.293 -.875 

Stressful Life Events  .46 .78 0 0-2 1.413 .546 

PCL-M Total Score 25.23 10.69 19 17-50 1.356 .969 

Depression Score 4.62 4.75 3 0-12 .591 -1.478 

Anxiety Score 4.15 5.90 2 1-18 1.753 1.996 

Alcohol Abuse Score .31 .63 0 0-2 2.051 3.711 

 
     Table 14 shows how the degree of mental health symptoms translated into 

clinically significant mental illness screening categories according the instruments used 

to measure the respective symptoms.  Although only one officer met the cutoff criteria 

for a diagnosis of PTSD, and none met the cutoff for subclinical PTSD, the average score 

for the officer FSMs was 25.23 (SD = 10.69).  Additionally, two officers reported 

sufficient symptoms on the anxiety survey to meet criteria for severe anxiety and one met 

the criteria for mild anxiety.  The mean score for anxiety in this group was 4.15            
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(SD = 5.90).  Thirty-eight percent (n = 5) of officer respondents reported symptoms of 

mild to moderate depression.  Of the most frequently reported symptoms on the 

depression survey (PHQ-9), 69% (n = 9) of respondents reported some degree of trouble 

falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much, and 69% reported feeling tired or having 

little energy.  Twenty-three percent of the officer FSMs (n = 3) exhibited one or more 

symptoms of alcohol abuse although only one officer reported a personal history of 

alcohol abuse prior to deployment. 

TABLE 14.   
Clinically Significant Mental Health Symptoms in Officer FSMs (n = 13) 
________________________________________________________________                       
              Frequency              % 
________________________________________________________________ 
PTSD 
  PTSD (Cutoff score >50 on PCL-M)   1   8% 
  Subclinical PTSD (Score of 44-49 on PCL-M)  0  0% 
  No PTSD       12                    92% 
________________________________________________________________ 
Depression 
  Severe       0  0% 
  Moderate       4  30% 
  Mild        1  8% 
  No Depression      8  62% 
________________________________________________________________ 
Anxiety 
  Severe       2  15% 
  Moderate       0  0% 
  Mild        1  8% 
  No Anxiety       10  77%  
________________________________________________________________ 
Alcohol Abuse 
  Exhibits 1-5 symptoms     3  23% 
  Exhibits no symptoms     10  77% 
________________________________________________________________ 
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Between Group Differences 

An initial exploration of the data revealed several differences between the 

responses provided by the officer FSMs and those provided by the enlisted FSMs.  

According to Tukey (1977), exploratory data analysis is fundamental to detect crucial 

patterns within the data that could influence statistical modeling.  For the purpose of this 

study, exploratory data analysis as an initial step was used to maximize insight into the 

data set, extract important variables, detect outliers and anomalies, and test underlying 

assumptions (Tukey, 1977).  

Once these patterns were identified within the data based on the rank of the 

participants, independent t-tests were analyzed on all continuous variables and Mann- 

Whitney-U tests were explored for all categorical variables to determine whether 

significant differences existed between these two groups.  Table 15 shows the mean, 

standard deviation, and significance of the differences between the officer and enlisted 

FSM groups.  Education level (p = .000) and annual household income (p = .003) were 

expected differences between these two groups because the military requires officers to 

have at least a bachelors degree to be commissioned, and higher rank is associated with 

higher income in the military pay structure.  However, the significance of stressful life  
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TABLE 15. 
Between Group Differences 
                                                                                                                                   
Variable                                               Officer FSMs       Enlisted FSMs 
(Continuous)                                          Mean (SD)           Mean (SD)            p        
            n = 13             n = 137                        
Age     28.15(5.27)             26.97(6.15) .50  
Annual Household Income                 5.31(1.44)               3.70(1.85)        .003* 
Stressful Life Events                           .26(.45)                  .83(.63)             .003* 
Social Support                                     7.46(6.04)              53.50(8.90)       .12 
Social Conflict                                     29.85(5.87)            32.12(10.82)      .24 
PTSD Symptoms                                 .05(.01)                  .04(.01)            .33 
Depression Symptoms                         1.30(1.04)              1.60(.93)            .27 
Anxiety Symptoms                              1.15(.99)                1.44(.95)            .30 
Alcohol Abuse Symptoms                   .19(.38)                  .24(.57)            .78    
________________________________________________________________  
Note. Bonferroni correction *p < .008 (two-tailed test) 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                             
Variable                                    Mann                    
(Categorical)                         Whitney-U                  Z                           p 
________________________________________________________________  
Race/Ethnicity            861.50                   -.2140                    .830 
Education                    170.00                   -5.461                    .000* 
Marital Status             682.00                   -1.481                    .139         
PHX of Mental Illness         703.00                   -1.387                    .166 
FHX of Mental Illness             866.50                   -.0860                    .931 
Prior Exposure to Violence     548.50                   -2.608                    .009* 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Note. PHX = prior history; FHX = Family history.  Bonferroni correction *p < .003  
 (two-tailed test) 
 

events (p = .003) and prior exposure to violence (p = .009) were particularly salient in 

deciding to report the officer FSMs and enlisted FSMs as separate groups.  The literature 

revealed that both are significant precursors to the development of poor mental health 

outcomes (Fontana & Rosenheck, 1994; King et al., 1999; Lapierre et al., 2007; Maes et 
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al., 2001; Rowe, Gradus, Pineles, Batten, & Davidson, 2009; Sadler et al., 2000; Turner 

& Avison, 1989; Vogt et al., 2005).   

Research Question 1 

 This section presents the results of the data analysis for Research Question 1.  

Research Question 1 is restated followed by the results of the data analyses on the entire 

sample of FSMs (N = 150) and then separately for the enlisted (n = 137) and officer       

(n = 13) FSM groups.  Prior to running these correlations, the following variables were 

subjected to logarithmic, square root, or reciprocal transformations for violating the 

assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity:  income, age, alcohol abuse scores, 

depression scores, PTSD scores, anxiety scores, and stressful life events. For establishing 

acceptable normality, an upper threshold of z skewness < 3.29 was chosen for the sample 

because absolute values above this are significant at p <.001 and correlation and 

regression analyses are otherwise robust regarding violations of normality.  Assumptions 

of normality and homoscedasticity were not met for the variable alcohol abuse symptoms 

because of insufficient variability; thus, correlational findings on this variable should be 

accepted with caution and linear regression analysis could not be performed with this 

outcome variable.  If the transformed variable induced normality and homoscedasticity, 

that variable was substituted into the analysis.  Moreover due to insufficient sample size 

in the officer FSM group and difficulty with generalization of findings in the entire 

sample with the emergence two distinct populations, hierarchical linear regression could 

only be performed on the enlisted FSM group. 
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 Research Question #1:  What is the nature (direction and magnitude) of the 

relationship between social support, social conflict, and stressful life events to mental 

health symptoms (depression, anxiety, PTSD, and alcohol abuse) in FSMs after 

deployment to Iraq?  Correlational analysis explained the direction and magnitude of the 

relationship between the independent and dependent variables for the FSM sample.  The 

correlations were then used to determine which significant predictor variables were 

placed in the regression model to answer research question 2.   

Research Question 1: FSMs (n = 150) 

 Table 16 provides a correlation matrix of the independent and dependent variables 

for the FSMs (N = 150) in this sample.  Bivariate analysis revealed a moderate positive 

relationship between social conflict and depression, post-traumatic stress, and anxiety 

symptoms for FSMs in this sample.  Those with greater symptoms of depression (r = .49, 

p < .01), post-traumatic stress (r = .55, p < .01), and anxiety (r = .54, p < .01) reported a 

higher degree of social conflict within their social networks; although, causality cannot 

be inferred.  Overall, social conflict within the FSMs‟ social networks accounted for 29% 

of the variance in anxiety scores (r
2
 = .240), 30% of the variance in PTSD scores           

(r
2
 = .240), and 24% of the variance in depression scores (r

2
 = .240). 

 Likewise, significant moderate relationships were found between social support 

and depression, post-traumatic stress, and anxiety symptoms for FSMs in this sample; 

however, an inverse relationship was noted.  Therefore, FSMs with greater symptoms of 

anxiety (r = -.48, p < .01), post-traumatic stress (r = -.42, p < .01), and depression           

(r = -.46, p < .01) reported less social support.  In general, social support had somewhat 
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less of an influence on mental health symptoms than social conflict within the FSMs‟ 

social networks.  Social support accounted for 23% (r
2
 = .230) of the variance in anxiety 

scores, 18% (r
2
 = .176) of the variance in PTSD scores, and 21% (r

2
 = .211) in depression 

scores. 

 For FSMs, post-deployment stressful life events also were moderately correlated 

with the severity of depression, PTSD, and anxiety symptoms reported by this sample.  

Participants reporting a greater number of stressful life events had significantly higher 

depression scores (r = .44, p < .01), anxiety scores (r = .40, p < .01), PTSD scores          

(r = .50, p < .01), and alcohol abuse scores (r = .18, p < .05).  When examining the 

meaningfulness of these findings, stressful life events in the post-deployment period 

accounted for 19% (r
2
 = .194) of the variance in depression symptoms, 16% (r

2
 = .160) in 

anxiety symptoms, 25% (r
2
 = .250) in PTSD symptoms, and 3% (r

2
 = .032) in alcohol 

abuse symptoms. 
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TABLE 16.  
Bivariate Correlation Matrix for Independent and Dependent Variables (N = 150). 
 
 
 Variable   AGE      MS   RAN    RAC    INC    EDU    PHX     FHX VHX      SS      SC       SLE     PTS     DEP     ANX    AA 
 AGE    1.00                
 MS    0.08     1.00 
 RAN    0.31**   0.05     1.00              
 RAC              -0.02    -0.02    -0.13     1.00             
 INC    0.26**   0.40**-0.05     0.05    1.00            
 EDU    0.05      -0.05     0.27**-0.21**0.20*   1.00           
 PHX    0.06     0.06     0.10     0.12    -0.00    0.00     1.00          
 FHX   -0.04    -0.04    -0.07    -0.31**-0.08    0.05    0.44** 1.00         
 VHX   -0.12    -0.01    -0.28**-0.27**-0.08   -0.26**0.29** 0.32** 1.00        
 SS   -0.00     0.09     0.17*   0.02     0.10    -0.04   -0.21**-0.21**-0.19*    1.00      
 SC    0.07     0.09     0.12     0.09    -0.11    -0.09    0.29** 0.37**  0.22** -0.46** 1.00      
 SLE   -0.01    -0.03    -0.32** 0.05     0.17*  -0.27**0.34**-0.22** 0.40** -0.24** 0.34**  1.00     
 PTS   -0.06    -0.03     0.16     0.06     0.09    -0.16    0.47** 0.30**  0.35** -0.42** 0.55**  0.50**  1.00   
 DEP   -0.02    -0.03    -0.17*   0.01     0.18*  -0.14    0.38** 0.24**  0.27** -0.46** 0.49**  0.44**  0.84**  1.00   
 ANX   -0.01    -0.07    -0.14    -0.01     0.12    -0.09    0.42** 0.33**  0.29** -0.48** 0.54**  0.40**  0.78**  0.80**  1.00  
 AA   -0.06    -0.09    -0.06     0.20*   0.12    -0.01    0.09    0.28**  0.06     -0.11     0.15      0.18*    0.23**  0.21*    0.11  1.00 
                 

Note. * Correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed); ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed);  MS = Marital status;         

RAN = Rank;  RAC = Race; INC = Annual household income; PHX = Personal history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, or alcohol abuse prior to 

deployment;  FHX = Family history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, or alcohol abuse; VHX = Personal history of sexual assault, physical assault or 

domestic  violence prior to deployment; SS = Social support;  SC = Social conflict; SLE = Stressful life events; PTS = Post-traumatic stress 

symptoms;  DEP = Depression symptoms; ANX = Anxiety symptoms; AA= Alcohol abuse symptoms.                                                                  
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  Of the 12 independent (predictor) variables originally measured and considered 

for inclusion in the hierarchical regression analysis, different predictors emerged 

depending on the outcome variable. Comorbid psychiatric symptoms, prior psychiatric 

history, family psychiatric history, violence history, stressful life events, social support, 

and social conflict were universal predictors for all three outcome variables.  In addition, 

income and rank were identified as predictors for depression symptom severity. 

Additionally, the findings demonstrated highly significant correlations between the 

mental health outcomes, suggesting a high degree of psychiatric comorbidity or symptom 

clustering within the sample.  Although the mental health scores were all found to have 

significant positive relationships with the other mental health variables, the co-morbid 

mental health score with the strongest correlation to the outcome variable would have 

been entered into the regression equation.   

 Of the 12 independent (predictors) variables originally measured and considered 

for inclusion in the hierarchical regression analysis, different predictors were identified 

based on the outcome variable.  Table 17 lists the variables that would have been chosen 

for entry into each model based on bivariate correlations had significant between-group 

differences not emerged. 
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TABLE 17. 
Predictors Identified for Regression Models: FSMs (N = 150) 
 

Predictor Variables 
Depression 

Model 
Anxiety 
Model 

PTSD 
Model 

Co-morbid Psychiatric Symptoms 
PTSD  
.84** 

Depression 
.80** 

Depression 
.84** 

Rank -.17* - - 

Income .18* - - 

Prior Psychiatric History .38** .42** .47** 

Family Psychiatric History .24** .33** .30** 

Prior Violence Exposure History .27** .29** .35** 

Stressful Life Events .44** .40** .50** 

Social Support -.46** -.48** -.42** 

Social Conflict .49** .54** .55** 

Note. *p < .05; ** p < .01 (two-tailed) 
 

Research Question 1: Enlisted FSMs (n = 137)  

Table 20 provides a correlation matrix of the independent and dependent variables 

for the enlisted FSM group (n = 137).  A bivariate analysis revealed a significant positive 

relationship between social conflict and all mental health symptoms for enlisted FSMs.  

Those with greater symptoms of anxiety (r = .58, p < .01), PTSD (r = .58, p < .01), and 

depression (r = .52, p < .01) reported a greater presence of social conflict within their 

social networks; although, causality cannot be inferred.  Although the degree of alcohol 

abuse symptoms also was significantly related to social conflict, a lower correlation and 
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TABLE 18.  
Bivariate Correlation Matrix for Independent and Dependent Variables:  Enlisted FSMs (n = 137). 
 
 
 Variable   AGE      MS   RAN    RAC    INC    EDU    PHX   FHX   VHX      SS     SC     SLE      PTS     DEP     ANX    AA 
 AGE    1.00                
 MS    0.00     1.00 
 RAN    0.56**  -0.00    1.00              
 RAC              -0.16    -0.37   -0.13     1.00             
 INC    0.27**   0.21*  0.36** -0.03     1.00            
 EDU    0.37**  -0.14    0.42** -0.26** 0.08     1.00           
 PHX    0.21*    -0.11    0.13    -0.13     0.27** 0.10   1.00          
 FHX    0.21*    -0.11    0.13    -0.12     0.26** 0.09   0.99** 1.00         
 VHX    0.21*    -0.11    0.13    -0.13     0.26** 0.09   0.99** 0.99**  1.00        
 SS    0.01     0.12    0.10     0.04    -0.01    -0.11  -0.11   0.23   -0.11     1.00       
 SC    0.07    -0.12   -0.13     0.09    -0.03     0.07   0.04   0.06    0.04   -0.47** 1.00      
 SLE    0.01     0.12   -0.09     0.05    -0.10     0.08   0.08  -0.18    0.08   -0.23** 0.34**  1.00     
 PTS    0.04    -0.03    0.17     0.06     0.02    -0.12  -0.04     0.70    0.09   -0.44** 0.58**  0.53**  1.00   
 DEP   -0.06    -0.03   -0.10     0.01    -0.07    -0.08  -0.03   0.40    0.02   -0.49** 0.52**  0.45**  0.83**  1.00   
 ANX   -0.01    -0.10   -0.12     0.01     0.02    0.07   0.07   0.71    0.27   -0.52** 0.58**  0.42**  0.78**  0.79**  1.00  
 AA   -0.09   -0.14    0.40     0.19*  -0.21*  -0.07  -0.06   0.30   -0.15   -0.21*   0.29**  0.19*    0.33**  0.29**  0.26** 1.00 
                 

Note. * Correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed); ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed);  MS = Marital status;         

RAN = Rank;  RAC = Race; INC = Annual household income; PHX = Personal history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, or alcohol abuse prior to 

deployment;  FHX = Family history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, or alcohol abuse; VHX = Personal history of sexual assault, physical assault or 

domestic  violence prior to deployment; SS = Social support;  SC = Social conflict; SLE = Stressful life events; PTS = Post-traumatic stress 

symptoms;  DEP = Depression symptoms; ANX = Anxiety symptoms; AA= Alcohol abuse symptoms.                                                                  
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significance was found between the two variables (r = .29, p < .05). Therefore, the 

relationship between greater alcohol abuse symptoms and the presence of social conflict 

in one‟s social network was not as strong.  Overall, the presence of social conflict within 

the enlisted FSMs‟ social networks accounted for 34% (r
2
 = .336) of the variance in 

anxiety and PTSD symptoms, 24% (r
2
 = .270) of the variance in depression symptoms, 

and 8% (r
2
 = .084) of the variance in alcohol abuse symptoms. 

 Likewise, significant relationships were found between social support and all 

mental health symptoms; however, an inverse relationship was noted.  Therefore, enlisted 

FSMs with greater anxiety symptoms (r = -.52, p <. 01), PTSD symptoms (r = -.44,         

p < .01), and depression symptoms (r = -.49, p < .01) reported lower levels of social 

support.  Again, the relationship between alcohol abuse symptoms and social support 

trended in the same inverse direction (r = .21, p < .01); however, the relationship 

appeared not to be as strong when examined in relation to the other mental health 

symptoms.  In general, the absence of social support had somewhat less of an influence 

on the severity of mental health symptoms than the presence of social conflict within the 

enlisted FSMs‟ social networks.  Social support accounted for 27% (r
2
 = .270) of the 

variance in anxiety symptoms, 19% (r
2
 = .194) in PTSD symptoms, 24% (r

2
 = .240) in 

depression symptoms, and only 4% (r
2
 = .044) in alcohol abuse symptoms. 

 For enlisted FSMs, post-deployment stressful life events also were moderately 

correlated with the severity of depression, PTSD, and anxiety symptoms reported by this 

group.  Participants reporting a greater number of stressful life events had significantly 

greater depression symptoms (r = .45, p < .01), anxiety symptoms (r = .42, p < .01), 
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PTSD symptoms (r = .53, p < .01), and alcohol abuse symptoms (r = .19, p < .01).  When 

examining the meaningfulness of these findings, stressful life events in the post-

deployment period accounted for 20% (r
2
 = .203) of the variance in depression 

symptoms, 18% (r
2
 = .176) in anxiety symptoms, 28% (r

2
 = .281) in PTSD symptoms, 

and only 4% (r
2
 = .036) in alcohol abuse symptoms. 

 Of the 12 independent (predictors) variables originally measured and considered 

for inclusion in the hierarchical regression analysis, post-deployment stressful life events, 

social conflict, and social support were the only variables with significant correlations to 

the outcome variables: depression symptoms, anxiety symptoms, and PTSD symptoms.  

However, the findings demonstrated highly significant correlations between the mental 

health outcomes, which indicated either a high degree of comorbidity within the group or 

evidence of symptom clusters.  Although the mental health scores were all found to have 

significant positive relationships with the other mental health variables, the co-morbid 

mental health score with the strongest correlation to the outcome variable was entered 

into the regression equation.  Table 19 lists the independent variables chosen for entry 

into each model based on bivariate correlations. 
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TABLE 19. 
Predictors Identified for Regression Models: Enlisted FSMs 
 

Correlation Between Predictor &  
Dependent Variable 

Depression Anxiety PTSD 

Co-morbid Psychiatric Disorder 
PTSD  

.83 
Depression 

.79 
Depression 

.83 

Stressful Life Events .45 .42 .53 

Social Support -.49 -.52 -.44 

Social Conflict .52 .58 .58 

Note. Correlations are significant at p < .01 (two-tailed) 
 
Research Question 1: Officer FSMs (n = 13) 

 Table 20 provides a correlation matrix of the independent and dependent variables 

for the officer FSM group (n = 13).  Because it is more difficult to find significance with 

smaller sample sizes in correlational analyses (Munro, 2005), and it was possible to have 

a directional hypothesis for the officer FSM findings based on the enlisted FSM findings, 

bivariate correlations were analyzed using a one-tailed test in the officer group. 

 Interestingly, there were no significant bivariate correlations between social 

support, social conflict, or post deployment stressful life events and any of the mental 

health outcomes in the officer FSM group.  Once again, the findings demonstrated highly 

significant correlations between comorbid mental health symptoms, namely PTSD and 

depression (r = .87, p < .01) and depression and anxiety (r = .86, p < .01).  Therefore, 

participants reporting greater depression symptoms also reported a greater degree of 

anxiety and PTSD symptoms.  
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TABLE 20.  
Bivariate Correlation Matrix for Independent and Dependent Variables:  Officer FSMs (n = 13). 
 
 Variable   AGE    MS   RAN   RAC  INC EDU PHX FHX VHX     SS    SC   SLE  PTS DEP ANX  AA 
 AGE    1.00                
 MS    0.48*   1.00 
 RAN   -0.24  -0.18    1.00          
 RAC              -0.25  -0.30     -0.01   1.00             
 INC   -0.06   0.65** -0.15   0.09   1.00            
 EDU   -0.00   0.13    0.64**0.46  -0.31   1.00           
 PHX    0.59*   0.43   -0.23    0.06  -0.30   0.30   1.00          
 FHX    0.20   0.10    0.12    0.42   0.06   0.50*   0.23   1.00         
 VHX   -0.19   0.23    0.19   0.23  -0.17   0.56*   0.53*   0.31   1.00        
 SS   -0.49*  -0.16    0.02  -0.26   0.10  -0.24  -0.17  -0.39   0.23   1.00       
 SC    0.01  -0.25   -0.32   0.23   0.30  -0.17   0.21  -0.19   0.06  -0.24   1.00      
 SLE   -0.64**-0.00   -0.21    0.10   0.08  -0.10   0.58*   0.05  -0.19  -0.42   0.30   1.00     
 PTS    0.35   0.05   -0.16    0.17   0.27   0.17   0.69** 0.24     0.53    -0.01   0.15   0.36   1.00    
 DEP    0.52*   0.15   -0.01    0.01   0.22   0.18   0.64** 0.33   0.35   0.03   0.01   0.44   0.87** 1.00   
 ANX    0.39   0.32   -0.08  -0.05   0.14   0.17   0.59*   0.55*   0.55     0.14  -0.08   0.20   0.72** 0.86**  1.00  
 AA   -0.36  -0.68**  0.01   0.43   0.50*  -0.09  -0.30   0.26  -0.16  -0.16   0.16   0.00   0.22   0.09   -0.05   1.00 
                 
Note. * Correlation is significant at the .05 level (one-tailed); ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (one-tailed);  MS = Marital status;        
RAN = Rank;  RAC = Race; INC = Annual household income; PHX = Personal history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, or alcohol abuse prior to 
deployment; FHX = Family history of depression, anxiety, PTSD, or alcohol abuse; VHX = Personal history of sexual assault, physical assault or 
domestic violence prior to deployment; SS = Social support;  SC = Social conflict; SLE = Stressful life events; PTS = Post-traumatic stress 
symptoms; DEP = Depression symptoms; ANX = Anxiety symptoms; AA= Alcohol abuse symptoms.                                                                  
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 Additionally, several significant relationships between social and demographic 

variables and mental health symptoms were found in the analysis.  Unlike the enlisted 

FSMs, there were significant positive correlations between officer FSMs reporting a prior 

history of mental illness and post-deployment stressful life events (r = .50, p < .05), 

PTSD symptoms (r = .69, p < .01), depression symptoms (r = .64, p < .01), and anxiety 

symptoms (r = .59, p < .05).  Moreover, there were significant inverse relationships found 

between age and social support (r = -.49, p < .05) and age and stressful life events           

(r = -.64, p < .01), and a significant positive relationship found between age and 

depression symptoms (r = .52, p < .05).  Therefore with advancing age in this group of 

officer FSMs, participants reported fewer stressful life events; however, they also 

reported less social support and greater symptoms of depression.  Single officers reported 

significantly greater symptoms of alcohol abuse (r = -68, p < .01).  These results should, 

however, be accepted with caution because of the small group size. 

Between group differences: Research Question 1 

 During correlational analyses of the total sample versus the separated officer and 

enlisted FSM groups, there were significant differences in the bivariate correlations and 

the predictors identified for placement into the linear regression models.  For example, 

bivariate correlational analyses of the total sample (N = 150) showed that prior 

psychiatric history, family psychiatric history, history of violence exposure, stressful life 

events, social support, and social conflict had significant correlations with greater PTSD 

and anxiety symptom severity.  In contrast, bivariate correlational analyses of the 137 

enlisted FSMs showed that only stressful life events, social support, and social conflict 
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had significant correlations with the outcome variables PTSD and anxiety symptoms.  

Similar differences emerged with the depression symptom outcome variable. Prior 

psychiatric history, family psychiatric history, history of violence exposure, rank, and 

income were significantly correlated with depression symptom severity for all FSMs.  

However, analyses of the enlisted FSMs revealed that only stressful life events, social 

support, and social conflict were significantly correlated to depression symptoms.  These 

findings demonstrated the influence of retaining the 13 officer FSMs in the sample and 

provided further evidence that these data were from two separate populations. 

 The bivariate correlations between predictor variables and outcome variables 

differed significantly when the officer FSMs were retained for analysis in the sample, 

versus when separated from the enlisted FSM group; thereby indicating the presence of 

significant between group differences on the basis of rank.  Any further interpretation of 

findings in the entire sample would therefore be difficult because of the effects of these 

differences on statistical modeling.  Therefore, to assure homogeneity of the sample and 

accuracy of the final explanatory models with minimal between-group error variance, the 

officer FSMs and enlisted FSMs were divided into two separate groups and statistical 

modeling was performed only on the enlisted FSM group.  There was an insufficient 

group size of officer FSMs to perform the statistical analysis for Research Question 2. 

Research Question 2 

Research Question #2:  Is the absence of social support or the presence of social 

conflict more highly associated with negative mental health (greater PTSD symptom 

severity, greater depression symptoms, greater anxiety symptoms, and greater alcohol 
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abuse symptoms) in FSMs after deployment to Iraq? As previously noted, there was an 

insufficient group size to complete a separate linear regression analysis for the officer 

FSM group to answer this research question.  Additionally, the assumptions of 

homoscedasticity and normality could not be met for the alcohol abuse variable; 

therefore, linear regression could not be performed for this outcome variable. 

Zero-order correlations between the dependent mental health symptom severity 

(depression, PTSD, and anxiety) and all continuous and dichotomous demographic 

variables were examined to select the covariates for the hierarchical regression in the 

enlisted FSM group (Table 15).  Hierarchical regression was used to test the effect of key 

independent variables:  co-morbid mental illness symptom severity, stressful life events, 

social support, and social conflict.  During the analysis, the independent variables were 

entered into the equation in three blocks based on theoretical rationale as previously 

described. 

Research Question 2a: Enlisted FSMs and Depression Symptoms 

 Table 21 provides the summary of the hierarchical regression analysis for 

predicting depression symptom severity in enlisted FSMs.  Table 22 provides the model 

summary information.  Because PTSD symptom severity had the highest zero-order 

correlation with depression symptom severity (r = .83, p < .01) as a co-morbidity, it was 

entered in the first step and accounted for 69% of the variance (R
2
 = .691, p < .001) in 

depression symptoms.  With the addition of stressful life events in the second step, the   

R
2
 = .691, thereby accounting for no additional change in the variance (p = ns).  Social 

support and social conflict were entered in the third step.  Social conflict was excluded  
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TABLE 21. 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Depression Symptoms:  Enlisted FSMs (n = 137) 
 

 
Variables 
 

Unstandardized  
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients  

 
t 

 
p 

B Std. Error Beta 

Step 1 
 
  (Constant) 
  
  PTSD Symptoms 
 

 
 

4.008 
 

58.75 

 
 

.147 
 

3.391 

 
 
 
 

.831 

 
 

27.335 
 

17.325 

 
 

  .000 
 

  .000 

Step 2 
   
  (Constant) 
 
  PTSD Symptoms 
  
  Stressful Life Events 
 

 
 

3.996 
 

58.582 
 

.006 

 
 

.213 
 

4.022 
 

.077 
 

 
 
 
 

.829 
 

.004 
 

 
 

18.759 
 

14.564 
 

.077 
 

 
 

    .000 
 

    .000 
 

    .938 

Step 3 
   
  (Constant) 
 
  PTSD Symptoms 
 
  Stressful Life Events 
 
  Social Support 
 
   
 

 
 

4.598 
 

54.106 
 

.008 
 

-.015 
 
 

 
 

.306 
 

4.270 
 

.075 
 

.005 
 
 

 
 
 

 
.766 

 
.006 

 
-.141 

 
 

 
 

15.034 
 

12.672 
 

.101 
 

-2.687 
 
 

 
 

    .000 
 

    .000 
 

    .920 
 

    .008 
 
 

 
 
TABLE 22. 
Model 2a Summary 
 

 
Model 

 
R

2
 

 
R

2
∆ 

1 .691       .691** 

2 .691 .00 

3 .707       .016** 

Note. *p = .01. **p < .001 level 
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from the model during this step in the analysis (β In = .040, t = .661, p = ns) and stressful 

life events remained nonsignificant (r = .92, p = ns).  Social support, however, remained 

and accounted for an additional 2% of the variance (R
2
∆ = .016, p < .001).  Therefore, the 

absence of social support was more highly associated with greater depression symptom 

severity than the presence of social conflict in enlisted FSMs.  Overall, the variables 

entered in three steps accounted for 71% of the variance (R
2
 = .707, p = .008) in 

depression symptom severity.  Greater comorbid PTSD symptom severity and the 

absence of social support best explained the presence of greater depression symptom 

severity in this group of enlisted FSMs. 

Research Question 2b: Enlisted FSMs and PTSD Symptoms 

 Table 23 provides the summary of the hierarchical regression analysis for 

predicting PTSD symptom severity in enlisted FSMs.  Table 24 provides the model 

summary information.  Because depression symptom severity had the highest zero-order 

correlation with PTSD symptoms (r = .83, p < .01) as a co-morbidity, it was entered in 

the first step and accounted for 69% of the variance (R
2 

= .691, p < .001) in PTSD 

symptom severity.  With the addition of stressful life events in the second step, the R
2
 = 

.724 and accounted for an additional 3% of the variance (R
2
∆ = .033, p < .001).  Social 

support and social conflict were entered in the third step and accounted for an additional 

2% of the variance (R
2
∆ = .017, p = .01). In the final step, the presence of social conflict 

(β =.154, t = 2.763, p = .007) was more highly associated with greater PTSD symptom 

severity in enlisted FSMs than the absence of social support (β = -.007, t = -.128, p = ns).  

Overall, the variables which were entered in three steps, accounted for 74% of the  
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TABLE 23. 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis for PTSD Symptoms: Enlisted FSMs (n = 137) 

 

 
Variables 
 

Unstandardized  
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients  

 
t 

 
p 

B Std. Error Beta 

Step 1 
 
  (Constant) 
  
  Depression 
 

 
 

.060 
 

.012 

 
 

.001 
 

.001 

 
 
 
 

.831 
 

 
 

48.123 
 

17.325 

 
 

.000 
 

.000 

Step 2 
   
  (Constant) 
 
  Depression 
  
  Stressful Life Events 
 

 
 

.061 
 

.010 
 

.004 

 
 

.001 
 

.001 
 

.001 

 
 
 
 

.741 
 

.202 

 
 

49.975 
 

14.564 
 

3.971 

 
 

.000 
 

.000 
 

.000 

Step 3 
   
  (Constant) 
 
  Depression 
 
  Stressful Life Events 
 
  Social Support 
 
  Social Conflict 
 

 
 

.065 
 

.009 
 

.003 
 

-1.005 
 

.000 

 
 

.006 
 

.001 
 

.001 
 

.000 
 

.000 

 
 
 
 

.664 
 

.182 
 

-.007 
 

.154 

 
 

11.641 
 

11.391 
 

3.625 
 

-.128 
 

2.763 

 
 

.000 
 

.000 
 

.000 
 

.898 
 

.007 

 
 

TABLE 24. 
Model 2b Summary 
 

 
Model 

 
R

2
 

 
R

2
∆ 

1 .691    .691** 

2 .724    .033** 

3 .741    .017* 

Note. *p = .01. **p < .001 level 
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variance in PTSD symptom severity (R
2 

= .741, p < .001).   Greater comorbid depression 

symptom severity, greater post-deployment stressful life events, and greater social 

conflict best explained the presence of greater PTSD symptom severity in this group of 

enlisted FSMs.  

Research Question 2c: Enlisted FSMs and Anxiety Symptoms  

 Table 25 provides the summary of the hierarchical regression analysis for 

predicting anxiety symptom severity in enlisted FSMs post-deployment.  Table 26 

provides the model summary information.  Because comorbid depression symptom 

severity had the highest zero-order correlation with anxiety symptoms (r = .79, p < .01), 

it was entered in the first step and accounted for 63% of the variance (R
2 

= .627, p < .001) 

in PTSD symptom severity.  With the addition of stressful life events in the second step, 

the R
2
∆ = .006; therefore, it accounted for less than 1% of the variance (p < ns) in the 

model.  Social support and social conflict were entered in the third step and accounted for 

an additional 4% of the variance (R
2 

= .678, p < .001).  In the final step, the presence of 

social conflict (β = .187, t = 3.074, p = .003) was more highly associated with greater 

anxiety symptom severity than the absence of social support (β = -.117, t = -1.968,          

p = .051) in enlisted FSMs.  Stressful life events did not significantly contribute to the 

final model (β = .058, t = 1.046, p = ns).  Overall the variables depression symptom 

severity, stressful life events, social support, and social conflict, which were entered in 

three steps, accounted for 68% (R
2 

= .678, p < .001) of the variance in anxiety symptoms 

reported in this group of enlisted FSMs.  Greater comorbid depression symptom severity, 
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greater social conflict and the absence of social support best explained the presence of 

greater anxiety symptom severity in this group of enlisted FSMs.  

TABLE 25. 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Anxiety Symptoms: Enlisted FSMs (n = 137) 
 

 
Variables 
 

Unstandardized  
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients  

 
t 

 
p 

B Std. Error Beta 

Step 1 
 
  (Constant) 
  
  Depression  
 

 
 

.141 
 

.812 

 
 

.099 
 

.054 

 
 
 
 

.792 

 
 

1.417 
 

15.077 

 
 

.159 
 

.000 

Step 2 
   
  (Constant) 
 
  Depression 
  
  Stressful Life Events 
 

 
 

.101 
 

.773 
 

.120 

 
 

.103 
 

.060 
 

.082 

 
 
 
 

.754 
 

.086 

 
 

.983 
 

12.899 
 

1.468 

 
 

.327 
 

.000 
 

.145 

Step 3 
   
  (Constant) 
 
  Depression  
 
  Stressful Life Events 
 
  Social Support 
 
  Social Conflict 
 

 
 

.504 
 

.627 
 

.082 
 

-.012 
 

.016 

 
 

.446 
 

.066 
 

.078 
 

.006 
 

.005 

 
 
 
 

.612 
 

.058 
 

-.117 
 

.187 

 
 

1.131 
 

9.464 
 

1.046 
 

-1.968 
 

3.074 

 
 

.260 
 

.000 
 

.297 
 

.050 
 

.003 
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TABLE 26. 
Model 2c Summary    

 
Model 

 
R

2
 

 
R

2
∆ 

1 .627     .627** 

2 .633      .006 ns 

3 .678     .045** 

Note. ns = nonsignificant **p < .001 level 

  

Instrument Psychometrics and Post-hoc Power Analysis 

Table 27 details the internal consistency reliability coefficients for the instruments 

used in this study for both officer and enlisted FSMs (N = 150).   Table 28 details the 

internal consistency reliability coefficients for the instruments used in the study of only 

enlisted FSMs (n = 137). Findings in both cases are consistent with reliability coefficients 

reported in the literature for the DRRI Post-deployment Stressful Life Events subscale 

(King et al., 2003; King et al., 2006; Vogt et al., 2008); the Interpersonal Relationship 

Inventory (Kane & Day 1999; Makabe & Nomizu, 2006; Tilden et al., 1994; Yarcheski et 

al., 2008); Post-traumatic Stress Checklist (Blanchard et al., 1996; Dobie et al., 2002) and 

the PHQ (Riddle et al., 2007; Spitzer et al., 1994)   The post hoc power analysis for this 

study was .99, based on a sample size of 137, a significance level = .05, and four 

predictors. 
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TABLE 27.   
Instrument Reliability Coefficients (N = 150)  
 

Instrument Cronbach’s α 

Post-deployment Stressful Life Events .69 

Interpersonal Relationships Inventory 
     Social Support Subscale 
     Conflict Subscale 

 
.93 
.91 

Post-traumatic Stress Checklist (PCL-M) .94 

Patient Health Questionnaire  
     Depression Module (PHQ-9) 
     Anxiety Module (GAD-7) 
     Alcohol Abuse Module 

 
.90 
.93 
.73 

 
TABLE 28.   
Instrument Reliability Coefficients (n = 137)  
 

Instrument Cronbach’s α 

Post-deployment Stressful Life Events .69 

Interpersonal Relationships Inventory 
     Social Support Subscale 
     Conflict Subscale 

 
.92 
.91 

Post-traumatic Stress Checklist (PCL-M) .94 

Patient Health Questionnaire  
     Depression Module (PHQ-9) 
     Anxiety Module (GAD-7) 
     Alcohol Abuse Module 

 
.90 
.93 
.75 

 
  

Chapter Summary 

This study determined the relationship between social support, social conflict and 

stressful life events and mental health symptoms (PTSD, depression, anxiety, and alcohol 

abuse) in FSMs 6-12 months after deployment to Iraq.  Because of significant differences 

that emerged between the officer FSMs (n = 13) and enlisted FSMs (n = 137) in their 

reported level of post-deployment stressful life events and prior exposure to violence, the 

original sample of 150 FSMs was separated into two groups.   
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Descriptive statistics were computed for the entire sample as well as for the 

officer and enlisted FSMs separately to describe each group.  Due to violations of 

normality and homoscedasticity, the data for several key variables were subjected to 

logarithmic or reciprocal transformations; the assumptions were met for all but the 

alcohol abuse data; and subsequent analyses were conducted using the transformed data.  

Pearson correlations explained the nature of the relationships between social support, 

social conflict, and stressful life events to mental health symptoms (depression, anxiety, 

PTSD, and alcohol abuse) in FSMs after deployment to Iraq.  For the officer FSMs, there 

were no significant bivariate correlations between social support, social conflict, or post 

deployment stressful life events and any of the mental health outcomes, although a one-

tailed analysis was conducted due to a small sample size.  In contrast, the two-tailed 

analysis of the enlisted FSMs showed significant correlations (p < .01) between social 

support, social conflict, and stressful life events to depression, PTSD, and anxiety 

symptoms.  Furthermore from the correlational analysis, symptoms of co-morbid 

psychiatric symptoms, post-deployment stressful life events, social support, and social 

conflict were the only predictors identified for use in the regression analysis of the 

enlisted FSM data. The emergence of different predictors when the 13 officers were 

included in analysis versus separated further substantiated that these data were from two 

distinct populations.   

Multiple regression analysis could not be conducted on the officer FSM data 

because of insufficient sample size.  In spite of attempted data transformation, the 

assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity could not be met for the variable alcohol 

abuse symptoms; therefore, linear regression could not be performed to determine the 

effect of social support, social conflict, and stressful life events on alcohol abuse 
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symptoms.  Three hierarchical multiple regressions, consisting of three steps, were 

computed to determine whether the absence of social support or the presence of social 

conflict was more highly associated with greater depression, PTSD, or anxiety symptom 

severity in enlisted FSMs 6-12 months post-deployment to Iraq.  In the final steps of both 

the anxiety and PTSD linear models, results indicated that the presence of social conflict 

was more highly associated with greater symptom severity than the absence of social 

support for this group of enlisted FSMs.  In the final step of the depression linear model, 

results indicated that the absence of social support, and not the presence of social conflict, 

was more highly associated with greater depression symptom severity. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter summarizes the key aspects of the study and relevant findings.  It 

also describes the study findings within the context of the literature and limitations of the 

study.  And finally, the implications of these findings and recommendations for future 

nursing practice and research are discussed. 

Summary of the Study 

The purpose of this descriptive, cross-sectional, correlational study was to explore 

the influence that social support, social conflict, and stressful life events had on PTSD, 

depression, anxiety, and alcohol abuse symptoms in FSMs 6-12 months following 

deployment to Iraq.  The conceptual frameworks that guided the study were Vaux’s 

Social Support/Social Network Theory and Berkman and Glass’s (2000) conceptual 

model of the relationship between elements of one’s social network and mental health.  

The study was further informed by the feminist standpoint.    

After obtaining IRB approval, a convenience sample of 152 FSMs who were 

stationed at Fort Campbell, Kentucky and (1) were at least 18 years of age; (2) had served 

in the Iraq Theater of operations 6-12 months prior to study participation; and (3) were 

able to provide written consent to participate in the research study were recruited for 

study participation.  In order to control for confounding variables within the sample, 

those active duty FSMs who were returning from Afghanistan or who reported an injury 

while serving in theater were excluded from study participation.   
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Recruitment of participants occurred at the Fort Campbell Troop Medical Clinic 

and a combat service support unit assigned to Fort Campbell.  Informed consent was 

obtained prior to administration of the study survey.  Data were collected using a total of 

five instruments: (1) Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory-Post-deployment 

Stressors Subscale; (2) Patient Health Questionnaire-Depression, Anxiety, and Alcohol 

Abuse Modules; (3) Posttraumatic Stress Checklist-Military Version; (4) Interpersonal 

Relationships Inventory-Short Form; and (5) Health and Social History.  The combined 

survey instrument totaled 96 questions and took an average of 15 minutes for participants 

to complete.  There was an overall response rate of 79%. 

After exclusion of two incomplete surveys, the final sample size for data analysis 

was 150 FSMs.  Data were analyzed using SPSS version 17.0.  Descriptive statistics and 

measures of central tendency were used to describe the sample characteristics.  

Independent t-Tests and Mann-U Whitney tests were used to determine whether 

significant differences existed between the enlisted FSMs and the officer FSMs in the 

sample.  Bonferroni corrections were made for levels of significance for both tests  

Significant differences emerged in the variables (1) post-deployment stressful life events   

(p = .003); (2) prior exposure to violence (p = .009); (3) education level (p = .000); and 

(4) annual household income (p = .003), as well as in the subsequent bivariate 

correlational analysis that identified the predictors for statistical modeling.  Therefore the 

sample (N = 150) was divided into two separate groups: the enlisted FSMs (n = 137) and 

the officer FSMs (n = 13).  Subsequent analyses were performed separately on these two 

groups.   
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With the exception of the alcohol abuse variable, several key variables were 

logarithmically or reciprocally transformed to meet the assumptions of normality and 

homoscedasticity.  Next, Pearson correlations were performed to explain the direction 

and magnitude of the relationships between the independent and dependent variables for 

both the enlisted and officer FSM groups.  Multicollinearity of the variables was assessed 

and significant predictor variables were identified.  These predictor variables were 

subsequently placed in regression models for the enlisted FSM group.   

For the officer FSMs, there were no significant bivariate correlations between 

social support, social conflict, or post deployment stressful life events and any of the 

mental health outcomes even though a one-tailed analysis was conducted due to low 

group size (n = 13).  In contrast, the two-tailed analysis of the enlisted FSMs (n = 137) 

showed significant correlations (p < .01) between social support, social conflict, and 

stressful life events and depression, PTSD, and anxiety symptoms.  

And finally, hierarchical multiple regressions with block entry were used to 

explain the effect of social support and social conflict on depression, PTSD, and anxiety 

symptom severity in enlisted FSMs during the 6-12 month post-deployment period.  A 

Bonferroni adjusted alpha level of .05/3 or p ≤ .02 was used to test the significance of 

each regression model.  The group of officer FSMs was insufficient in size to perform 

regression analysis. 

Hierarchical linear regression of the enlisted FSM group showed the absence of 

social support was more highly associated with greater depression symptom severity than 

the presence of social conflict.   The social conflict variable was excluded from the model 
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all together in the final iteration.  Overall the variables comorbid PTSD symptom 

severity, a greater number of post-deployment stressful life events, and the absence of 

social support, which were entered in three steps, accounted for 71% of the variance (R
2
 

= .707, p = .008) in depression symptom severity reported by this group of enlisted 

FSMs.  

In the PTSD symptom model, the presence of social conflict (β = -.154,                 

t = -2.763, p = .007) was more highly associated with greater PTSD symptom severity 

than the absence of social support (β = .007, t = .128, p = ns) in enlisted FSMs.  Overall 

the variables comorbid depression symptom severity, greater stressful life events, and the 

presence of social conflict, which were entered in three steps, accounted for 74% of the 

variance in PTSD symptom severity (R
2
 = .741, p < .001) reported by this group of 

enlisted FSMs.  

And finally, in the anxiety symptom model, the presence of social conflict            

(β = .187, t = 3.074, p = .003) was more highly associated with greater anxiety symptom 

severity than the absence of social support (β = -.117, t = -1.968, p = .051) in enlisted 

FSMs.  Overall the variables depression symptom severity, greater stressful life events, 

the absence of social support, and the presence of social conflict, which were entered in 

three steps, accounted for 68% of the variance (R
2 

= .678, p < .001) in anxiety symptoms 

reported by this group of enlisted FSMs. 

In the final steps of both the anxiety and PTSD linear models, results indicated 

that the presence of social conflict was more highly associated with greater symptom 

severity than the absence of social support for this group of enlisted FSMs.  In the final 
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step of the depression linear model, results indicated that the absence of social support, 

and not the presence of social conflict, was more highly associated with greater 

depression symptom severity. 

Discussion of Study Findings 

In this study, interpretation of the findings must be undertaken with careful 

consideration of the sample’s characteristics.  This sample was unique because it 

included only FSMs in the Army who were stationed at Fort Campbell.  Most studies 

about social support in the literature include either all male, or combined male and female 

samples rather than focusing on the experiences of only FSMs after deployment (King et 

al., 1999; McLeod et al., 2001; Orsillo et al., 1996; Ren et al., 1999; Renshaw et al., 

2009; Riddle et al., 2007; Riggs et al., 1998).  Additionally, the length of the deployment 

cycle for units deploying from Fort Campbell preceding this study averaged 15 months.  

Because of the frequency of redeployment, the length of deployments has since been 

reduced to six or twelve months, depending on the military occupational specialty or unit.  

Prior research demonstrated that length of deployment can be an independent predictor of 

the incidence of PTSD (Adler, Huffman, Bliese, & Castro, 2005).  

Furthermore, analyses revealed distinct between group differences between the 

officer and enlisted FSMs.  The enlisted FSMs reported significantly greater post-

deployment stressful life events (M = 1.96, SD = 2.14) than the officer FSMs (M = .46, 

SD = .78) and greater exposure to violence in the form of physical assault, sexual assault, 

and domestic violence prior to deployment, as seen in other studies (Gahm et al., 2007; 

Riddle et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2009).  Education level and annual household income 

also were significantly different between the two samples.  This finding was expected due 
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to the requirements for commissioning and greater salary compensation based on the 

accumulation of military rank for officers.  The group size for the officer FSMs was small 

and there was comparatively scanty literature reporting about officer FSMs as a separate 

group; therefore, a discussion of all the findings of the officer FSMs will follow.  The 

remainder of the discussion section related to the research questions will focus on the 

findings as they relate to the larger enlisted FSM group. 

 
Officer FSMs 

 The findings and discussion of the officer FSMs should be accepted cautiously 

because of the small group size (n = 13) available for analysis and the likelihood that the 

findings may not be representative of junior female officers throughout the Army.  

Although the number of officers in this study was small, it mirrored the proportions 

reported by the DoD regarding race, ethnicity, and rank of female active duty junior 

officers in the Army (DoD, 2007).  However, Army female warrant officers (n = 1), 

senior officers (n = 0), and general officers (n = 0) were not represented in this study.  

Moreover, although the percentages of married officers (54%) and single officers (38%) 

were similar to overall rates among active duty Army female officers, there were no 

divorced, separated, or widowed officers in this group, which could potentially exclude a 

large amount of the work-family conflict that contributes to the stress and mental health 

in this population described in the literature (Peebles-Kleiger & Kleiger, 1994; Pierce & 

Vinokur, 2008; Renshaw, Rodrigues, & Jones, 2009).  Additionally, the results of this 

study do not reflect the results from Sayers et al. (2009), which found divorce rates of 

approximately 33% in veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan. 
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To date, few studies have been found that specifically report the lifetime 

incidence of mental health disorders or the history of violence exposure in female 

officers; therefore, findings were compared to studies of enlisted and officer military 

women as a whole or general population studies.  In this study, 23% of the officer FSMs 

reported a prior history of depression, 15% a prior history of anxiety, and 8% a prior 

history of alcohol abuse.  None of the officers reported a prior history of PTSD.  Overall, 

the results were slightly higher than the lifetime incidence of depression and alcohol 

abuse for women in the general population, which were 20% and 7.5% respectively   

(NCS-R, 2007).  However, the results were significantly lower than the lifetime incidence 

of anxiety and PTSD for women in the general population, which are 36.4% and 9.7% 

respectively   (NCS-R, 2007). 

Officer FSMs reported a low number of post-deployment stressful life events    

(M = .46, SD = .76) and higher levels of social support (M = 57.46; SD = 6.03) than 

social conflict (M = 29.85, SD = 5.87).  The mental health symptoms, with respect to 

levels of social support, social conflict, and stressful life events, trended in the expected 

direction with relatively low levels of depression symptoms (M = 4.62, SD = 4.75); 

anxiety symptoms (M = 4.15; SD = 5.90); PTSD symptoms (M = 25.23, SD = 10.69); and 

alcohol abuse symptoms (M = .31; SD = .63).  These trends mirror the findings reported 

in other studies of social support and stressful life events in relation to mental health 

symptoms (Andrews et al., 2003; Bolton et al., 2002; Hoge et al., 2004; House et al., 

1988; Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001; Maguen et al., 2006; Schnurr et al., 2004; Vogt et 

al., 2005).   
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The officer FSMs reported a significantly lower prevalence of prior exposure to 

physical assault (8%), sexual assault (8%), and domestic violence (0%) compared to 

findings reported in the literature for enlisted FSMs (Gahm et al., 2007).  The mental 

health scores were consistent with these findings, because prior studies have 

demonstrated an inverse relationship between adverse life events such as these and 

mental health outcomes (Fontana & Rosenheck, 1998; Rowe et. al., 2009; Sadler et al., 

2000; Yeager et al., 2006). 

 Although the mean scores for mental health outcomes were relatively low, when 

scores were assessed for clinically significant cutoffs, some interesting findings emerged.  

Twenty-three percent of the officers met criteria for mild to severe anxiety, which was 

high compared to prevalence rates of 5.9% in Gulf War I female Soldiers (Black et al., 

2004); 12.7% among active duty military personnel in the DoD (Bray et al., 2006);  and 

14-15% in males returning from Iraq and Afghanistan, respectively (Hoge et al., 2004).  

Only 8% of the officer FSMs met the screening criteria for PTSD compared to prevalence 

estimates reported in the literature of 3.4% to 14% (Frayne et al., 2004; Riddle et al., 

2007; Smith et al., 2008).  However, as discussed in other studies, this was to be expected 

based on the lower levels of prior exposure to violence reported by this group (Breslau et 

al., 1998; Brewin et al., 2000).  Additionally, findings from this study are similar to 

findings in which there were lower rates of PTSD in female Vietnam veterans.  Those 

veterans were primarily nurses who were older, of higher rank, and better educated than 

male participants (Turner et al., 2007).  Thirty-eight percent of the officer FSMs met 

criteria for mild to moderate depression, which falls within the range reported in prior 
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prevalence studies in this population (Slusarcick et al., 2001; Wells et al., 2010).  

Twenty-three percent of officer FSMs exhibited one or more symptoms of alcohol abuse.  

This finding is commensurate with the sum of prior results reported in the literature for 

prevalence rates of heavy weekly drinking (8%), binge drinking (32%), and alcohol 

related problems (6.8%) among women after deployment (Jacobsen, Ryan, & Hooper, 

2008). 

 Interestingly, there were no significant bivariate correlations between social 

support, social conflict, or post deployment stressful life events and any of the mental 

health outcomes in the officer FSM group.  These findings do not reflect the findings in 

prior correlational studies of women veterans that showed lack of social support was 

strongly associated with greater PTSD, depression, and anxiety symptoms (Benda, 2005; 

Campbell et al., 2007; Fontana & Rosenheck, 2008; Greenberg et al., 2003; Schnurr et 

al., 2004; Vogt et al., 2005).  Likewise, it did not reflect the significant results of prior 

correlational studies that revealed a positive relationship between the number of post-

trauma stressful life events and the severity of PTSD and depression symptoms (Fontana 

& Rosenheck, 1994; King et al., 1999; Lapierre et al., 2007; Maes et al., 2001; Turner & 

Avison, 1989; Vogt et al., 2005). Furthermore, the findings did not reflect the significant 

positive relationship found between social conflict and poor mental health outcomes; 

however, these studies examined social conflict in women with breast cancer and 

adolescents (Makabe & Nomizu, 2007; Yarcheski et al., 2008). 

 The results did, however, demonstrate highly significant correlations between the 

mental health outcomes of PTSD and depression (r = .87, p < .01) and depression and 
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anxiety (r = .86, p < .01).  Therefore, participants reporting greater depression symptoms 

also reported a greater degree of anxiety and PTSD symptoms.  This supports previous 

prevalence estimates that 70-95% of combat veterans with PTSD also meet diagnostic 

criteria for major depressive disorder (Kessler et al., 1995; Orsillo et al., 1996).  

Moreover, the results support other research that showed PTSD to be highly comorbid 

with other psychiatric diagnoses such as major depression, anxiety, and alcohol and drug 

abuse or dependence (Black et al., 2004; Breslau, 2002; Brunello et al., 2001; Campbell 

et al., 2007; Davis et al., 2003). 

Enlisted FSM Sample Characteristics  

Overall, the enlisted FSMs were relatively young with 51% of the group falling 

between 19 and 25 years of age (M = 26.97, SD = 6.15).  Likewise, the women were early 

in their military careers with 48% reporting a rank of E-4, (Specialist), and 25% reporting 

a rank of E-5, (Sergeant).  However, the demographic characteristics of participants 

adequately reflected the overall percentages reported by the DoD (2007) on 

race/ethnicity, rank, marital status, and education level of enlisted FSMs in the Army.   

In this study, personal history of mental illness and history of exposure to 

violence were significantly correlated (r = .99, p < .01).  Twenty-nine percent of the 

group reported a history of physical assault, 30% had experienced sexual assault, and 

23% had experienced domestic violence.  These results were consistent with other studies 

reporting the prevalence rates of sexual assault, physical assault, and domestic violence in 

enlisted FSMs and the positive correlation between these events and negative mental 

health outcomes (Breslau et al., 1998; Brewin et al., 2000; Cabrera et al., 2007; Fontana 
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& Rosenheck, 1998; Gahm et al., 2007; Grant et al., 2005; Lapierre et al., 2007; Maes et 

al., 2001; Rowe et al., 2009; Sadler et al., 2000; Sayers et al., 2009; Suris & Lind, 2008).  

Similar to the findings reported for the officer FSMs, it supports the WHO’s (2008) 

hypothesis that women are at a greater risk of negative mental health outcomes due to 

gender-based violence.   

Of the 137 enlisted FSMs, 11% (n = 15) reported a prior history of PTSD; 34%  

(n = 47) a prior history of depression; 27% (n = 37) a prior history of anxiety; and 4%    

(n = 6) a prior history of alcohol abuse.  These lifetime prevalence rates were higher for 

depression and PTSD and lower for anxiety and alcohol abuse as compared to results 

from the National Comorbidity Survey Replication Study (2007), which reported lifetime 

prevalence rates of 20% for depression; 36.4% for anxiety; 9.7% for PTSD; and 7.5% for 

alcohol abuse (Kessler et al., 2004).  However, these comparisons should be viewed 

cautiously since the mean age of the enlisted group was only 27 years old. 

The enlisted FSMs reported an average of two post-deployment stressful life 

events (M = 1.96, SD = 2.14) and higher levels of social support (M = 53.50; SD = 8.90) 

than social conflict (M = 32.12, SD = 10.82).  The most frequently reported stressful life 

event experienced by 29% (n = 40) of the enlisted FSMs, was the death of someone close 

to them since returning from deployment.  Twenty-six percent (n = 36) reported going 

through a divorce or having been left by a significant, while another 23% reported the 

presence of a mental illness or life-threatening physical illness of someone close to them.  

The mental health symptoms, with respect to the levels of social support, social conflict, 

and stressful life events, trended in the expected direction with relatively low levels of 
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depression symptoms (M = 6.17, SD = 5.80); anxiety symptoms (M = 5.34; SD = 5.57); 

PTSD symptoms (M = 27.79, SD = 12.14); and alcohol abuse symptoms (M = .39;        

SD = .94).  The inverse relationship between social support and mental health symptoms, 

and positive relationship between stressful life events and mental health symptoms have 

been well established in prior studies (Andrews et al., 2003; Bolton et al., 2002; Hoge et 

al., 2004; House et al., 1988; Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001; Maguen et al., 2006; 

Schnurr et al., 2004; Vogt et al., 2005).   

Although the mean scores for both depression and anxiety in the enlisted FSMs 

were relatively low, they met the criteria for mild clinically significant symptoms (score 

of > 5 on the PHQ and GAD-7).  When scores were assessed for clinically significant 

criteria, some particularly salient findings emerged.  In this group of enlisted FSMs, 39% 

met the criteria for mild to severe anxiety.  This percentage of anxiety was relatively high 

compared to prevalence rates of 5.9% in Gulf War I female Soldiers (Black et al., 2004); 

12.7% among active duty military personnel throughout the DoD (Bray et al., 2006); and 

14-15% in males returning from Iraq and Afghanistan, respectively (Hoge et al., 2004). 

 Additionally, 9% of the enlisted FSMs met the screening criteria for PTSD which 

falls within prevalence findings reported in the literature of 3.4% to 14% (Frayne et al., 

2004; Riddle et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2008).  This finding was somewhat lower than 

expected, considering the high rate of pre-deployment violence exposure reported by this 

group.  Prior studies have shown significantly higher rates of PTSD in FSMs with a 

history of sexual assault, physical assault, or domestic violence (Breslau et al., 1998; 

Brewin et al., 2000; Cabrera et al., 2007; Fontana & Rosenheck, 1998; Gahm et al., 2007; 
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Grant et al., 2005; Lapierre et al., 2007; Maes et al., 2001; Rowe et al., 2009; Sadler et 

al., 2000; Sayers et al., 2009).  Moreover, the enlisted FSMs reported an average of two 

stressful life events during the post-deployment period and studies have shown the 

presence of stressful life events during this period is a significant risk factor for the 

development of PTSD (Brewin et al., 2000; King et al., 1999).  And finally, longer 

deployment cycles, like those experienced by the FSMs in this sample, produce higher 

rates of PTSD and depression (Adler et al., 2005).  Although the enlisted FSMs in this 

study displayed several factors that contribute to an increased risk for PTSD symptoms, 

the overall prevalence rate was only 9%. 

Forty-seven percent of the enlisted FSMs met criteria for mild to severe 

depression.  This rate is significantly higher than prior prevalence studies, which found 

post-deployment depression rates of 15-25% in FSMs (Frayne et al., 2004; Wells et al., 

2010).  On the PHQ-9 depression screening, 74% of respondents acknowledged some 

degree of difficulty falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much, and 73% reported 

some degree of feeling tired or having little energy.  These were the most frequently 

occurring symptoms of depression reported. 

Twenty-one percent of enlisted FSMs exhibited one or more symptoms of alcohol 

abuse.  This is proportionate to prior results reported in the literature for prevalence rates 

of heavy weekly drinking (8%), binge drinking (32%), and alcohol related problems 

(6.8%) among women after deployment (Jacobsen, Ryan, & Hooper, 2008). 

Overall, the prevalence of PTSD, depression, anxiety, and alcohol abuse 

symptoms were significantly higher than estimates cited in the 2001-2003 Millennium 
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Cohort’s baseline prevalence rates of mental disorders in military personnel; however, 

one of the limitations reported in that study was that the sample consisted of more highly 

educated personnel, more officers, and more married personnel, all of which could 

account for a reduced prevalence of symptoms (Riddle et al., 2007).  Of concern is that 

the depression and anxiety symptoms in this study were significantly higher than 

prevalence reports to date in enlisted FSMs returning from Iraq and Afghanistan (Frayne 

et al., 2004; Riddle et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2008; Wells et al., 2010).    

Research Question 1 

 What is the nature of the relationship between social support, social conflict, and 

stressful life events to mental health symptoms?   

 In the enlisted FSMs, there were moderate negative correlations between social 

support and depression (r = -.49, p < .01); social support and anxiety (r = -.52, p < .01); 

and social support and PTSD (r = -.44, p < .01).  A similar inverse relationship between 

social support and alcohol abuse was found, however, the association was not as strong            

(r = -.21; p < .05).  Therefore, as the presence of social support increased, the severity of 

mental health symptoms decreased.  These findings support the inverse relationship 

found in other studies between the absence of social support and the greater severity of 

mental health symptoms in returning service members (Benotsch et al., 2000; Boscarino, 

1995; Brewin et al., 2000; Campbell et al., 2007; Fontana & Rosenheck, 2008; Schnurr et 

al., 2004; Taft et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 2005). Furthermore, the strength of the 

relationship between social support and PTSD (r = -.44) mirrored the weighted 
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correlation found in the meta-analysis of PTSD risk factors performed by Brewin et al. 

(2000), which was reported as   r = .43 for military women. 

 There were moderate positive correlations found between social conflict and 

depression (r = .52, p < .01); social conflict and anxiety (r = .58, p < .01); and social 

conflict and PTSD (r = .58, p < .01).  Similar to the relationship found between social 

support and alcohol abuse, the relationship between social conflict and alcohol abuse was 

significant but not as strong (r = .29, p < .01).  Although no studies examining social 

conflict in military service members were found, the nature of the relationships found in 

this study do support what has been found in studies of social conflict in other 

populations, in which social conflict was related to poor physical and mental health 

ratings, poorer self-esteem ratings, lower psychological well-being, greater life stress, and 

higher depression scores (Kane & Day, 1999; Makabe & Nomizu, 2007; Rook, 1984, 

2001; Tilden et al., 1990a).    

 And finally, there were moderate positive correlations between the number of 

post-deployment stressful life events and the severity of depression symptoms (r = .45,    

p < .01), anxiety symptoms (r = .42, p < .01), and PTSD symptoms (r = .53, p < .01). 

Therefore, as the number of stressful life events increased, so did the severity of mental 

health symptoms.  These findings are commensurate with findings from other studies that 

demonstrated greater post-deployment stressful life events led to greater depression and 

PTSD scores (Brewin et al., 2000; Grieger et al., 2006; King et al., 1999; Koren et al., 

2005; Maes et al., 2001; McTeague et al., 2004; Schnurr et al., 2004; Turner & Avison, 
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1989) and greater difficulty with post-war reintegration (Peebles-Kleiger & Kleiger, 

1994; Pierce & Vinokur, 2007).  

 The only other significant correlations between the predictor variables and 

outcome variables were comorbid mental health symptoms.  PTSD and depression          

(r = .83, p < .01); PTSD and anxiety (r = .78, p < .01); and anxiety and depression          

(r = .79, p < .01) were all highly correlated.  Alcohol abuse also was significantly 

correlated to the presence of these symptoms; however, this correlation was low             

(r = .26 - .33, p < .01). These findings parallel prior study findings of the high rates of 

comorbidity among depression, anxiety, and PTSD (Black et al., 2004; Campbell et al., 

2007; Davis et al., 2003; Frayne et al., 2004; Lapierre et al., 2007; Marshall et al., 2001).  

Furthermore, the lower correlations between alcohol abuse and depression, anxiety, and 

PTSD symptoms mirror the findings in prior studies that report women tend to have 

lower rates of comorbid alcohol abuse (Bray et al., 2006; Davis et al., 2003).  

 From the correlational analyses, symptoms of co-morbid mental illness, post-

deployment stressful life events, social support, and social conflict were the only 

predictors identified for use in the regression analysis.  This is not similar to other 

studies, in which additional predictors have been found to be relevant in the prediction of 

mental health symptoms.  Predictor variables that have been identified in other studies, 

but not in this study, include: race/ethnicity, education, socioeconomic status, and history 

of exposure to violence (Schnurr et al., 2004); history of physical or sexual assault 

(Breslau et al., 1998; Brewin et al., 2000; Gahm et al., 2007; Maes et al., 2001; Wolfe et 

al., 1989); prior personal or family history of psychiatric disorders (Brewin et al., 2000); 
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and childhood adversity (Cabrera et al., 2007).  However unlike this study which 

included only FSMs, these studies sampled civilian populations, mixed samples of both 

male and female service members with an under-representation of female participants, 

military service members seeking mental health care, or military veterans from conflicts 

other than OIF/OEF.  Quite possibly for women serving in the military today, these 

predictors are important, although negligible, in the expression of mental health 

symptoms.  

Research Question 2a: Enlisted FSMs and Depression Symptoms 

 Because PTSD symptom severity had the highest zero-order correlation with 

depression symptom severity (r = .83, p < .01) as a co-morbidity, it was entered in the 

first step of the regression and accounted for a large percentage of the variance of the 

variance in depression symptoms.  With the addition of stressful life events in the second 

step, there was no significant change in the overall variance.  When social support and 

social conflict were entered in the third step of the regression, social conflict was 

excluded from the model all together.  Social support, however, remained and accounted 

for an additional 2% of the variance (R
2
∆ = .016, p < .001).  The final model, which 

included PTSD symptom severity, stressful life events, and social support, accounted for 

71% of the variance in depression symptoms in enlisted FSMs.  Having greater 

symptoms of PTSD and an absence of social support were significantly associated with 

greater depression symptom severity in enlisted FSMs.  Social conflict and stressful life 

events, however, were not significantly related to greater depression symptom severity in 

this group.   
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 The influence of social conflict has never been studied in relation to depression in 

this population.  However the findings from this study do support the findings of Pietrzak 

et al. (2009), in which lower post-deployment social support was significantly related to 

higher depression scores in OIF veterans.  Moreover, the findings in this study parallel 

those found by Vogt et al. (2005), in which the only interpersonal stressor found to be 

significantly related to greater depression symptoms in female OIF veterans was lack of 

social support.  

Research Question 2b: Enlisted FSMs and PTSD Symptoms 

 Because depression symptom severity had the highest zero-order correlation with 

PTSD symptoms (r = .83, p < .01) as a co-morbidity, it was entered in the first step of the 

regression model and accounted for 69% of the variance in PTSD symptom severity.  

Stressful life events, which was entered in the second step, accounted for an additional 

3% of the variance (R
2
∆ = .033, p < .001).  When social support and social conflict were 

entered in the third step, social conflict accounted for an additional 2% of the variance 

(R
2
∆ = .017, p = .01), while the absence of social support was found to be nonsignificant 

at this step (β = .007, t = .128, p = ns).  Therefore, the presence of social conflict is more 

highly associated with greater PTSD symptom severity in enlisted FSMs than the absence 

of social support.  Overall, the variables depression symptom severity, stressful life 

events, and social conflict, which were entered in three steps, accounted for 74% of the 

variance in PTSD symptom severity in this group of enlisted FSMs.  Therefore 

experiencing comorbid depression symptoms, a greater number of stressful life events, 
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and greater social conflict during the post deployment period is associated with greater 

PTSD symptom severity in enlisted FSMs. 

 As found in other studies, the presence of comorbid depression symptoms and 

stressful life events in the post-deployment period contributed significantly to the severity 

of PTSD symptoms (Frayne et al., 2004; Maes et al., 2001; McTeague et al., 2004; 

Schnurr et al., 2004).  However, the finding in this study regarding the greater influence 

of social conflict, rather than the absence of social support, in this population is unlike 

any found in the literature to date.  Prior studies of PTSD in veterans have found that the 

absence of social support is significantly related to greater PTSD symptom severity 

(Brewin et al., 2000; Greenberg et al., 2003; King et al., 1999; McTeague et al., 2004; 

Pietrzak et al., 2009; Schnurr et al., 2004); however, no studies were found that examined 

the quality of the social support, merely the absence or presence of it.  Riggs et al. (1998) 

did find that the degree of marital relationship distress in Vietnam veterans was 

correlated with the severity of the veterans' PTSD symptoms; however, because this was 

a cross-sectional study there was no way to determine if the social conflict was the result 

of the PTSD symptoms or vice versa. 

Research Question 2c: Enlisted FSMs and Anxiety Symptoms 

 Because depression symptom severity had the highest zero-order correlation with 

anxiety symptoms (r = .79, p < .01) as a mental health co-morbidity, it was entered in the 

first step of the regression equation and accounted for 63% of the variance (R
2 

= .627,     

p < .001) in PTSD symptom severity.  The addition of stressful life events in the second 

step was nonsignificant in the regression equation and accounted for less than 1% of the 
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variance in the model.  And finally, social support and social conflict were entered in the 

third step and accounted for an additional 4.5% of the variance (R
2 

= .678, p < .001).  In 

the final step, the presence of social conflict was slightly more influential than the 

absence of social support in predicting the severity of anxiety symptoms in this group of 

enlisted FSMs.  Overall, the variables (1) depression symptom severity, (2) the absence 

of social support, and (3) the presence of social conflict accounted for 68% (R
2 

= .678, p 

< .001) of the variance in anxiety symptom severity reported by this group of enlisted 

FSMs.  Therefore, having greater depression symptom severity, greater social conflict, 

and less social support in the post-deployment period is associated with greater anxiety 

symptom severity in enlisted FSMs. 

 Again, these findings are consistent with other studies that demonstrated the 

significant influence of depression comorbidity in the expression of anxiety symptoms 

(Black et al., 2004; Grant et al., 2005; Riddle et al., 2007; Sherbourne et al., 2009; Vogt 

et al., 2005).  Although the presence of more stressful life events does not significantly 

contribute to greater anxiety symptoms in this population, this finding does somewhat 

parallel a study of Navy enlisted active duty mothers during deployment.  It found that 

fewer stressful life events, combined with workplace social support, contributed to fewer 

anxiety symptoms in deployed Navy enlisted mothers (Tucker & Kelley, 2009).  To date, 

no other studies have been found for comparison that examines the influence of social 

support or social conflict in the expression of anxiety symptoms in this population.  

However, the findings from this study clearly demonstrate that enlisted FSMs are 

experiencing rates of anxiety that far exceed the prevalence of anxiety in male veterans 
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and civilian women.  Furthermore, the findings demonstrate that like PTSD, the presence 

of social conflict has a greater influence on the severity of anxiety symptoms than the 

absence of social support.   

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual frameworks that guided this study were Vaux’s Social 

Support/Social Network Theory and Berkman and Glass’s (2000) conceptual model of 

the relationship between elements of one’s social network and mental health.  The study 

was further informed by the feminist standpoint.    

Based on the findings of this study, the proposed relationships between the 

concepts in Berkman and Glass’s model were correct. Pathway 1 in the model 

represented the direct effect that social support and social networks have on mental 

health.  The significant negative correlations found between social support and the 

severity of mental health symptoms substantiated this direct relationship.  Likewise, the 

significant positive correlations found between social conflict and severity of mental 

health symptoms verified that direct relationship as well.  However, it is interesting to 

note that through the regression analysis, the unique contribution that social support 

and/or social conflict had to the severity of depression, anxiety, or PTSD symptoms 

emerged.  The absence of social support was more influential in depression symptom 

severity while the presence of social conflict was more influential in anxiety and PTSD 

symptom severity. 

Pathway 2 of the Berkman and Glass model suggests how social support and 

social networks can influence the frequency and exposure to stressors, such as in the case 
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of post-deployment stressful life events in this group.  The significant inverse correlations 

between stressful life events and social support (r = -.23, p < .01), as well as the 

significant positive correlations between stressful life events and social conflict (r = .34,  

p < .01) verified these relationships in the model, although the strength of the correlations 

were weak.  Likewise, stressful life events had moderate significant relationships with 

depression, PTSD, and anxiety symptom severity (p < .01). 

The original model did not include separate pathways for demographic, health, 

and social variables; although, the addition of these variables was recommended because 

of the demographic and pre-deployment variables that had previously been shown to 

influence the expression of poor mental health outcomes in service members (Brewin et 

al., 2000).  Demographic characteristics such as race and ethnicity, education, 

socioeconomic status, and history of exposure to violence (Brewin et al., 2000; Schnurr et 

al., 2004); history of physical or sexual assault (Breslau et al., 1998; Brewin et al., 2000; 

Gahm et al., 2007; Maes et al., 2001; Wolfe et al., 1989); and prior personal or family 

history of psychiatric disorders (Brewin et al., 2000) have been found to predict worse 

mental health outcomes.  However, the influence of these variables was not substantiated 

in the study findings.  The relationships within the model did not perform as expected in 

the officer FSMs either; however, as previously stated, this should be viewed with 

caution because of the small group size.  

 Viewing these study findings through the lens of a feminist standpoint perspective 

offered additional insights.  To begin with by studying only women, their unique 

perspectives were explored without assuming their experiences mirrored the realities of 
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male service members.  For the enlisted FSMs in this study, social conflict within their 

social networks helped explain a greater severity of their PTSD and anxiety symptoms 

while the absence of social support proved less influential.  This reflects Williams (1991) 

findings that female Marines are subjected to daily personal and professional conflict 

while serving within a hegemonic male-centric work place. Exploring the sources of this 

conflict in this population and whether it is personal or professional, is an important next 

step.  Hartsock (1987) recognized that there are invisible relationships between human 

beings and between human beings and institutional structures that influence one‟s reality 

in the world and need to be explored.  Finding that social conflict was influential in the 

expression of more severe mental health symptoms validates how these invisible 

relationships influence mental well being for the subordinate group.     

Furthermore, the significant group differences that emerged between the officer 

FSMs and enlisted FSMs with regard to education, income, violence exposure, and 

number of stressful life events explicated the influence of class structure on the women in 

this sample.  This supports Hartsock‟s (1987) epistemological assertion that material life 

fundamentally limits one‟s understanding of social relations, and when material life is 

structured in fundamentally opposing ways for two groups (officers versus enlisted 

FSMs), systems of domination emerge that contribute to social conflict. This can be 

further realized by the fact that although the chain of command at Fort Campbell was 

extremely supportive of this study, there were relatively few senior enlisted and officer 

FSMs to survey, thereby validating the fact that fewer women occupy positions of higher 

rank and authority within the military organization.  Furthermore, there were inherent 
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difficulties in getting senior enlisted and officer FSMs to participate.  Five participants, 

who originally agreed to participate, later refused during the consent process because of 

concerns over future career implications due to study participation. Feminist Marxist 

epistemology would argue this reticence to participate might be their attempt to safeguard 

their reputations and positions of power already gained by achieving higher rank within 

the military organization.   Moreover, income and rank emerged as having significant 

relationships with the severity of depression symptoms for enlisted FSMs.  Once again, 

this reaffirms the influence of class structure and material life in determining one‟s 

reality.   

Additionally, findings from this study supported Jaggar‟s (1994) exploration of 

women‟s oppression through various sources of alienation (arising from sexuality, 

motherhood, and intellectual capabilities), and how they contributed to social conflict in 

women‟s‟ lives.  According to descriptive findings for the entire sample of FSMs, 27.3% 

reported a prior history of sexual assault, which supports oppression of these women 

through alienation arising from women‟s sexuality.  Moreover, when examining 

individual items on the social conflict subscale, 29.2% of enlisted FSMs reported they 

“agree or strongly agree” to the statement “I spend time doing for others when I‟d really 

rather not.”  Thirty-eight percent responded similarly to the statement “there‟s someone I 

care about who I can‟t count on.”  While it‟s impossible to ascertain the source of this 

conflict from these quantitative findings, alienation arising from motherhood 

encompasses a woman‟s primary responsibility for unpaid domestic work and child-

rearing that occurs in addition to paid labor and the conflict that often arises between the 
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two.  Furthermore, prior research has confirmed work-family conflict is a significant 

burden carried by FSMs (Peebles-Klieger & Klieger, 1994; Pierce & Vinokur, 2007).  

According to Jaggar (1994) the final area of female oppression occurs with alienation 

from one‟s intellectual capabilities because women often feel reticent to publicly express 

their ideas for fear that their thoughts are not worth expressing or will be dismissed as 

irrational or emotional.  As previously discussed, there were inherent difficulties in 

getting senior enlisted and officer FSMs to participate because of concerns over future 

career implications due to study participation.  Moreover, when examining individual 

items on the social conflict subscale, 36% of enlisted FSMs reported they “agree or 

strongly agree” to the statement “some people in my life are too pushy.”  Thirty-one 

percent responded similarly to the statement “there is someone in my life who gets mad if 

we have different opinions.”  Again, while the exact source of this social conflict cannot 

be ascertained from these statements, they provide important clues as to the lived-realities 

of these enlisted FSMs.  As much as researchers are interested in performing research in 

this population, perceptions about career implications, the influence of hierarchical power 

structures in the intersection of class and gender, and sources of oppression that arise as a 

result of the military as a career choice reflect reality for these FSMs. Future studies of 

women in the military must recognize the inherent influence of these factors on the 

experiences of the women in the military. 
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Limitations 

 The limitations of this study included the use of a convenience sample of FSMs 

from a single geographic location, single branch of the military, and single deployed area.  

There are multiple variables that could not be controlled for in this sample.  With regard 

to geographic location, it is difficult to account for regional differences, such as access to 

mental health services and counseling and support of returning service members from the 

surrounding civilian communities.  Moreover, there are unit-specific differences, such as 

command attitudes that either facilitate or impede care-seeking for mental health services, 

perceived levels of command support, the way in which reports of military sexual trauma 

are handled by the chain of command, and the mission of the units when they are 

deployed that could increase the level of combat exposure or traumatic experiences of the 

FSMs.   

 Military-branch specific culture also may account for hidden barriers to mental 

health services or the stigma surrounding mental illness.  For example, does the war-

fighting warrior ethos of the Army and Marines mirror the same culture as the Navy or 

Air Force, and what effect does that have on mental illness, care-seeking, or being a FSM 

in that particular branch of service.   

 The area of deployment, length of deployment, and operational tempo are other 

factors that could influence mental health symptoms in FSMs.  For example in 2005, 

there was extensive fighting throughout the country of Iraq and very little in Afghanistan.  

Today, the opposite is true.  Additionally, units might be located in fortified support areas 

far from direct combat, while others could be located in austere environments with the 

constant threat of attack.  Furthermore, units from Fort Campbell were deployed for 15 

months; other units deploy for a year and still others only 6 months.  And, there was no 
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accounting for FSMs who had deployed multiple times or the length of stabilization 

between their deployments.    

 Additionally after discovering the between group differences based on officer and 

enlisted rank, there was an inadequate group size of officer and warrant officer FSMs to 

perform linear modeling analysis.  Therefore, the results reported on the officer group 

should be interpreted with caution due to the small group size.   

 Another limitation was the use of a cross-sectional design that measured 

outcomes at a single time point.  Causality cannot be inferred in this study.  Because there 

was no prior research about social conflict in the lives of FSMs during the post-

deployment period, the purpose of the study was to explore its influence on mental health 

symptoms in the presence of two known predictors, social support and post-deployment 

stressful life events.  However, it cannot be inferred that the presence of social conflict 

causes greater severity of mental health symptoms in FSMs.   

 And finally, lack of assessment of contemporaneous mental illness and treatment 

is a third limitation of this study.  It would have been important to ascertain whether the 

participant was under the on-going care of a mental health care provider or receiving 

medication or psychotherapy for a diagnosed mental illness at the time of survey 

completion.   

 Although this study had several limitations, it did provide the first examination of 

social conflict and its relationship to mental health symptoms in returning FSMs.  It 

expanded the current body of literature on social support and social conflict in this 

population.  Furthermore, it explicated the influence of perceived social conflict in the 

severity of PTSD and anxiety symptom expression in FSMs returning from deployment 
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and demonstrated the importance of social support in the severity of depression 

symptoms in this group.  

 
Implications and Recommendations  

      The implications of these study findings span multiple levels from military 

strategic health planning to nursing practice and future research.  Recommendations 

based on these implications are provided. 

Strategic Planning 

 The implications of these study findings for strategic health planning in the 

military begin with a focus on the sample characteristics and the significant correlates of 

mental health symptoms.  As the percentage of women in uniform increases and they 

deploy in ever greater capacities within the combat environment, their gender-specific 

health needs must be addressed.  When the World Health Organization and Institute of 

Medicine issued their assessment that gender remains a critical determinant in the 

expression of certain mental illnesses like depression and anxiety, military women were 

not immune from this reality.   Forty-seven percent of this sample of officer and enlisted 

FSMs screened positive for clinically significant depression symptoms, 38% screened 

positive for clinically significant anxiety symptoms, but only 9% screened positive for 

PTSD.  Furthermore, of those FSMs acknowledging any level of depression or anxiety 

symptoms, 64% with depression and 61% with anxiety reported that these symptoms 

contributed to some level of difficulty with their ability to do their work, take care of 

things at home, or get along with others. To date, the majority of congressional, military, 

and public attention and funding for research on mental health in returning service 
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members has focused on PTSD.  However, findings from this study support that 

depression and anxiety are having a far greater effect on the emotional, physical, and 

social health of the military force. Greater attention and research funding on effective and 

timely treatment of these mental health issues, as well as intervention development to 

reduce the emotional, physical and social implications at unit, family, and personal levels 

are needed. 

 Furthermore, 27% of this sample of FSMs reported a prior history of physical 

assault, 21% reported a history of domestic violence, and 27% reported a history of 

sexual assault.  These are critical issues affecting the health and well-being of FSMs; 

however, little research has been done with the active duty population regarding these 

issues because of the inherent difficulty in passing military Institutional Review Boards.  

While it is true that the military population is considered a vulnerable population and 

certain protections should be in place, the current military standard requires mandatory 

reporting of various mental health findings to the chain of command, social work, or 

other health care providers.  This mandatory reporting to the chain of command often 

hinders researchers‟ abilities to obtain participants from the population of interest in order 

to explore sensitive issues such violence or mental health symptoms.     

 And finally, the importance of social conflict within the social network, and its 

relationship to mental health, requires attention as well.  At present, Family Readiness 

Groups (FRGs) are the primary support system for service members‟ social networks 

during deployment.  However, they principally cater to female spouses of deploying male 

service members.  There needs to be an expansion and revamping of this program to 
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embrace male spouses, significant others, and family members of single soldiers.  This 

program should expand well beyond the deployment period and should not be run by the 

spouses of unit members, which can sometimes become a breeding ground for gossip and 

unit politics, thereby reducing the effectiveness of its assigned function.  A mental health 

nurse, social worker or psychologist should be assigned to oversee the FRGs of each 

Brigade Combat Team (BCT).  This provider could offer grief counseling services, 

divorce support groups, classes on effective communication and family problem solving, 

stress reduction and case management for the multiple stressful life events that service 

members encounter during the reintegration period.  As the system exists now, service 

members and their family members must reach out and seek mental health services or 

have a mandatory referral for mental health services from the chain of command, which 

often carries the perception of being punitive.   

 Currently, BCT‟s are assigned chaplains, who often fulfill the aforementioned 

services to the best of their abilities.  However, their primary mission is to address the 

service members‟ spiritual needs, which could alienate service members or family 

members who are not religious or who are not of the same religious denomination as the 

chaplain.  Furthermore, chaplains are not trained in the complexities of mental illness, 

comorbid mental illness, or conducting nondenominational support groups.  By assigning 

a brigade level mental health professional, there would be day to day contact with the 

service members and ongoing assessment by a professional of the overall mental health 

of the unit.  This would bring mental health to the unit level and promote preventative 
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mental health care and resilience, potentially improving job performance, deployability, 

and retention of experienced warriors.  

Nursing Practice 

 The implications and recommendations for nursing practice based on the study 

findings also begin with an examination of sample characteristics and the significant 

correlates of mental health symptoms.  As if deployment to a warzone were not stressful 

enough, the most frequently reported post-deployment stressful life events for these FSMs 

were the death of someone close to them, divorce or loss of a significant other, or a 

mental or physical illness of someone close to them.  And so, it is not surprising that the 

rates of anxiety and depression in this group of enlisted FSMs were significantly higher 

than rates previously reported in the literature.  Awareness that FSMs are susceptible to 

multiple life stressors, many of which are unavoidable by the very nature of their military 

service, is important when providing sensitive nursing care to these individuals. 

 Furthermore, mental health nurses and nurse practitioners working with FSMs 

returning from deployment must acknowledge that the predictors influencing the severity 

of depression, anxiety, and PTSD symptoms may be different for enlisted and officer 

FSMs and may be different based on the type of mental illness experienced.  Moreover, 

they must recognize that the presence of co-morbid mental illnesses is common in this 

population, which can further complicate treatment efforts and require aggressive multi-

modal treatments to achieve remission of symptoms and return to normal functioning.  

Currently, there is aggressive screening at all primary care and specialty visits for 

depression, PTSD, alcohol abuse, and physical abuse.  However, screening is not done 
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for generalized anxiety disorder, the presence of stressful life events, or other forms of 

abuse (verbal, emotional, sexual).  Keeping in mind that the pre-appointment screenings 

at these visits are already lengthy, this screening is only recommended for service 

members who have deployed.  The existing 6 month classification as the “post-

deployment period” should be extended to 12 months, because many of these mental 

health and stressful life events do not arise for 6-12 months following deployment.  

Therefore, screening for these issues should be done for a full year after deployment.   

 For enlisted FSMs, co-morbid mental illness, stressful life events, the absence of 

social support, and the presence of social conflict were significantly related to the 

severity of anxiety and PTSD symptoms reported.  Accurate and timely assessment for 

the presence of stressful life events, social support, and social conflict in enlisted FSMs 

with anxiety, depression, and/or PTSD should be integrated into mental health 

assessments.  Appropriate referrals to mitigate sources of social conflict, alleviate 

stressful life events, and bolster social support may make a difference in intervention 

outcomes for enlisted FSMs.  

 Moreover, significant correlates of greater mental health symptoms for enlisted 

FSMs also include a prior history of mental illness, family history of mental illness, and a 

prior history of rape, physical assault, or domestic violence.  Exposure to violence is 

typically assessed in the mental health setting by nurses and providers.  However, a large 

proportion of mental health care occurs in the primary care setting because of the stigma 

surrounding mental illness in the military.  Although assessments of past medical history, 

family history, and domestic violence typically occur in the primary care setting at every 
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visit, there are currently no formal assessments for exposure to physical or sexual trauma.  

Integrating an assessment of exposure to all forms of violence into the initial assessment 

of patients presenting for mental health concerns should be instituted.  Female service 

members may be reluctant to report such a history when seen by unit providers at the 

Troop Medical Clinic, who are usually male.  Therefore assessments by mental health 

nurses at pre- and post-deployment screenings may be helpful. 

 Another practice opportunity would be the implementation of a mental health 

program to reduce stigma and improve mental health care in the military setting.  

Changing the vernacular from mental illness to mental health and normalizing the 

presence of mental health problems during post-deployment readjustment could help 

remove barriers and facilitate care-seeking.  Establishing a nurse-practitioner mental 

health clinic within the primary care setting, at one of the newly established Resiliency 

Centers, or as previously addressed, at the brigade level, that specializes in a holistic, 

individualized approach to managing mental health in the post-deployed service member 

would better connect service members to the treatment they need.  Furthermore, mental 

health interventions should be tailored to address the needs of service members 

experiencing co-morbid mental health problems.  The findings from this study clearly 

emphasize the need to address anxiety and depression as comorbid conditions. 

Nursing Research 

 There are several recommendations for future research involving the mental 

health of service members returning from deployment in the context of social support, 

social conflict, and stressful life events.  First, recruitment of a larger sample size from 
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multiple military bases, across several military services, and incorporating sufficient 

representation of all ranks would provide a more representative sample of the general 

population of military service members.  Additionally, future studies of social conflict 

and social support should examine their influence in both male and female service 

members in the post-deployment period.  Qualitative studies that identify sources of 

conflict within the social network and its perceived effect on the service member also are 

needed.  Furthermore, studies are needed that examine whether deployment-related 

factors such as length and frequency of combat tours contribute to levels of social conflict 

during the post-deployment period.  The inclusion of the deployment/war-zone factors 

subscales of the Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory (King et al., 2006) and 

questions related to length and frequency of deployments might add to the prediction of 

mental health symptoms in this population.    

 Studies using longitudinal research designs, with measurements at several time 

points both before and after deployment, might offer a better understanding as to whether 

social conflict is a key factor responsible for greater anxiety, depression, and PTSD 

symptoms in some returning service members.  Because service members are supposed to 

be screened for PTSD and depression at 1 and 6 month post-deployment health 

reassessments and at every health care visit, a concurrent review of the patient medical 

record or post-deployment health reassessments could substantiate the accuracy of their 

mental health symptom reporting on the survey and any concurrent medical treatment for 

a diagnosed mental illness.  And finally, future nursing research also should address the 

effects of educational and interventional program development for service members, 
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families, and military commanders to reduce social conflict and facilitate socially 

supportive environments for returning service members. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter summarized the purpose, sample, data collection, analyses, and 

findings of this descriptive correlational study, which examined the influence of social 

support, social conflict, and stressful life events on mental health symptoms in a sample 

of 150 FSMs 6-12 months after deployment to Iraq.  The study findings were then 

compared to prior research. Limitations of the study, as well as implications and 

recommendations relative to strategic planning, nursing practice, and future research 

were discussed.  This research focused on understanding the influence of social conflict 

on mental health symptoms during post-deployment reintegration.  Results from this 

study will be included as preliminary findings for a larger, multi-site, multi-service 

follow-on study. 
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Female Soldiers: 
We Need YOU! 

 
To participate in a research study that will examine how social support, social conflict, and stressful life 

events either help or hinder the mental health and well-being of female service members  
during the post-deployment period.   If you are an active duty female service member  

who is six to twelve months post-deployment from Iraq, visit one of our  
study volunteers today or call the Principal Investigator,  

Ann Nayback-Beebe, at (210) 367-1992, to find out more.                                                                                                                                                                        
Study participation is entirely voluntary. 
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Appendix B 

Informed Consent Document
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BROOKE ARMY MEDICAL CENTER/WILFORD HALL MEDICAL CENTER 
INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT 

(ICD Template Version 6, Mar 09) 

 
Post-deployment Social Support and Social Conflict in Female Military Veterans 

 
 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:  Ann Marie Nayback-Beebe, MSN, FNP-BC 
 
If you choose not to participate in this research study, your decision will not affect your 
eligibility for care or any other benefits to which you are entitled. 
 
DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE OF RESEARCH: 
 
INTRODUCTION: You are being asked to consider participation in this research study 
because you are an active duty female service member who is six to twelve months post-
deployment from Iraq.  Participation is entirely voluntary. 
 
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to explore the influence that the presence or 
absence of social support, social conflict, and stressful life events have on the mental 
health of female service members following deployment to the Iraq Theater of 
Operations.  Up to 300 active duty female service members, who served in the Iraq 
combat theater of operations 6 to 12 months prior to study participation, will be enrolled 
in this study at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. 
 
PROCEDURES: As a participant, you will be asked to complete a total of five 
questionnaires at a single time period.  The five questionnaires are: (1) The Deployment 
Risk and Resiliency Inventory: Post-deployment stressors subscale; (2) Patient Health 
Questionnaire; (3) Posttraumatic Stress Checklist-Military Version; (4) Interpersonal 
Relationships Inventory-Short Form; and (5) Health and Social History.  The survey 
booklet will be numbered for the sole purpose of identifying the number of study 
participants surveyed.  There will be no identifying information that links your signed 
informed consent to the survey booklet.  At no point will your signed informed consent 
be stored with your completed survey booklet.  You can mark answers to the interview 
questions yourself, or the study researcher will be glad to assist you.   
 
If you are unable to stay to complete the survey or are uncomfortable with the privacy 
accommodations available at the location of data collection, you will be asked to sign the 
Informed Consent and HIPPA forms and to complete a 3”x5” note card that includes your 
name, address, unit, telephone number, and a good time to be contacted for survey 
completion. You will be contacted by the Principal Investigator within 72 hours to  
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complete the five instruments by telephone interview. This 3”x5” note card will be 
destroyed immediately following the telephone interview.   
 
Prior to signing this consent form, you will be given the opportunity to review the survey 
instrument, ask any questions regarding the research study, and to decline participation in 
the study.    
 
RISKS OR DISCOMFORTS: 
 
You may experience some minor emotional discomfort while answering the mental 
health questionnaires.  If you become upset at any time while answering the 
questionnaires, you may stop answering the questions.  The Principal Investigator 
acknowledges that you are agreeing to spend your time and share personal information, 
which you might not otherwise do.  It is estimated that it should take no more than 20 
minutes to complete the study questionnaires.  Breach of confidentiality may also be a 
potential risk for study participation, particularly for military personnel, because 
information regarding your health may be required to be reported to appropriate medical 
or command authorities.  Overall, there is low risk anticipated in this study. 
 
There may also be unforeseen risks associated with this study. 
 
BENEFITS: 
 
There is no guarantee you will receive any benefit from this study other than knowing 
that the information may help future patients. 
 
PAYMENT (COMPENSATION): 
 
You will not receive any compensation (payment) for participating in this study. 
 
ALTERNATIVES TO PARTICIPATION: 
 
Choosing not to participate in this study is your alternative to volunteering for the study. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS OF STUDY PARTICIPATION:  
 
Records of your participation in this study may only be disclosed in accordance with 
federal law, including the Federal Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C.552a, and its implementing 
regulations.  DD Form 2005, Privacy Act Statement - Military Health Records, contains 
the Privacy Act Statement for the records. 
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By signing this consent document, you give your permission for information gained from 
your participation in this study to be published in medical literature, discussed for 
educational purposes, and used generally to further medical science.  You will not be 
personally identified; all information will be presented as anonymous data. 
 
Your records may be reviewed by the Brooke Army Medical Center/Wilford Hall 
Medical Center Institutional Review Board, The University of Texas at Austin 
Institutional Review Board, and other U.S. governmental agencies as part of their normal 
duties. All records will be kept in a confidential form.  Otherwise, only the Principal 
Investigator (Ann Marie Nayback-Beebe, MSN, FNP-BC) and her Dissertation 
Committee Chairperson (Linda H. Yoder, MSN, MBA, PhD) conducting this study will 
have access to the records from this study. 
 
Complete confidentiality cannot be promised, particularly for military personnel, because 
information regarding your health may be required to be reported to appropriate medical 
or command authorities. Confidential information may be disclosed to an appropriate 
medical or behavioral health professional if your survey responses indicate a potential for 
self-harm or serious medical/behavioral risk. 
 
 
ENTITLEMENT TO CARE: 
 
In the event of injury resulting from this study, the extent of medical care provided is 
limited and will be within the scope authorized for Department of Defense (DoD) health 
care beneficiaries. 
 
Your entitlement to medical and dental care and/or compensation in the event of injury is 
governed by federal laws and regulations, and if you have questions about your rights as 
a research subject or if you believe you have received a research-related injury, you may 
contact the Brooke Army Medical Center Protocol Coordinators, (210) 916-2598; BAMC 
Judge Advocate General, (210) 916-2031; and/or Jody L. Jensen, Ph.D., Chair, The 
University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human 
Subjects at (512) 232-2685 or the Office of Research Support at (512) 471-8871 or email: 
orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  
 
You are encouraged to ask any questions, at any time, that will help you to understand 
how this study will be performed and/or how it will affect you. You may contact the 
study PI, Ann Marie Nayback-Beebe at (210) 367-1992. 
 
 
BLOOD & TISSUE SAMPLES: N/A 
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VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION: 
 
The decision to participate in this study is completely voluntary on your part.  No one has 
coerced or intimidated you into participating in this project.  You are participating 
because you want to.  The Principal Investigator or one of his/her associates has 
adequately answered any and all questions you have about this study, your participation, 
and the procedures involved.  If significant new findings develop during the course of 
this study that may relate to your decision to continue participation you will be informed 
by the Principal Investigator, Ann Marie Nayback-Beebe, MSN, FNP-BC. 
 
You may withdraw this consent at any time and discontinue further participation in this 
study without affecting your eligibility for care or any other benefits to which you are 
entitled.  Should you choose to withdraw, you must notify the Principal Investigator prior 
to completion of the study questionnaire.  Once the questionnaire has been completed and 
collated with other completed questionnaires there will be no way of identifying your 
survey responses from other participants.   
 
The investigator of this study may terminate your participation in this study at any time if 
he/she feels this to be in your best interest. 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION: 
 
Principal Investigator (PI) 
The Principal Investigator will be available to answer any questions concerning 
procedures throughout this study. 
 
Principal Investigator: Ann Marie Nayback-Beebe, MSN, FNP-BC 
Phone: (210) 367-1992 
Email: ann_nayback@yahoo.com                                   
 
Your consent to participate in this study is given on a voluntary basis.  All oral and 
written information and discussions about this study have been in English, a language in 
which you are fluent. 
 
A signed and dated copy of this form will be given to you. 
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Volunteer’s Signature 
 
 

 Phone #  Date 

     

Volunteer’s Printed Name 
 

 Date of Birth   

     

Volunteer’s Address  
(street, city, state & zip code) 

 
 

    

     

Consenting Individual’s  Signature 
(Can only be signed by an investigator or 
staff whose name is listed in the protocol 
and approved to consent) 
 
 

 Phone Number  Date 

     

Advising Investigator’s Printed Name 
 
 
 

    

     

Witness’ Signature 
(Must witness ALL signatures) 

   Date 

 
 

    

Witness’ Printed Name     
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Post-deployment Social Support and Social Conflict in Female Military Veterans                          
Date: 2 June 2009 

 
BROOKE ARMY MEDICAL CENTER 

AUTHORIZATION TO USE AND DISCLOSE PROTECTED HEALTH 
INFORMATION FOR RESEARCH 
(APHI Template Version 4, March 09) 

You are being asked for permission to use or disclose your protected health information 

for research purposes in the research study entitled “Post-deployment Social Support 

and Social Conflict in Female Military Veterans.”  

The Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law 104-109 

(also known as HIPAA), establishes privacy standards to protect your health information.  

This law requires the researchers to obtain your authorization (by signing this form) 

before they use or disclose your protected health information for research purposes in the 

study listed above. 
 
Your protected health information that may be used and disclosed in this study 
includes:  
 

 Demographic Information: marital status, education, age, race/ethnicity, 
annual household income, military rank 

 Family, Social and Psychiatric Health History 

 Mental health outcomes/results  
 

Your protected health information will be used for:  
 

 Studying the influence that the presence or absence of social support, social 
conflict, and stressful life events have on the mental health of female service 
members following deployment to the Iraq Theater of Operations.  

 Reporting demographic information about people in this study (as a total group). 

 Education of health care providers about the mental health needs of female 
service members during the post-deployment period. 

 Presenting research and clinical findings to health care workers caring for female 
service members in hospitals, outpatient clinics, and community settings. 
 

The disclosure of your protected health information is necessary in order to be able to 
conduct the research project described. Records of your participation in this study may 
only be disclosed in accordance with state and federal law, including the Privacy Act (5 
U.S.C. 552a) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and its 
implementing regulations (45 CFR 160 & 164). Note:  Protected health information of 
military service members may be used or disclosed for activities deemed necessary by  
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appropriate military command authorities to ensure the proper execution of the military 
mission. 
 
By signing this authorization, you give your permission for information gained from your 
participation in this study to be published in medical literature, discussed for educational 
purposes, and used generally to further medical science.  You will not be personally 
identified; all information will be presented as anonymous data. 
 
 

The Principal Investigator may use and share your health information with: 

 BAMC, WHMC or Department of Defense representatives  

 State and Federal Government representatives, when required by law 

 The BAMC/WHMC, The University of Texas at Austin (UT), and The 

Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences (USUHS) Institutional Review 

Boards.   

 BAMC/WHMC, USUHS, UT, or Department of Defense (DoD) representatives 

 The TriService Nursing Research Program (TSNRP) 

 Principal Investigator‟s Dissertation Chair and members of her doctoral 

dissertation committee 

 

The researchers and those listed above agree to protect your health information by using 

and disclosing it only as permitted by you in this Authorization and as directed by state 

and federal law.  

You need to be aware that some parties receiving your protected health information may 

not have the same obligations to protect your protected health information and may re-

disclose your protected health information to parties not named here.  If your protected 

health information is re-disclosed, it may no longer be protected by state or federal 

privacy laws. 
 

 You do not have to sign this Authorization.  If you decide not to sign the 
Authorization:  

 It will not affect your treatment, payment or enrollment in any health plans or affect 
your eligibility for benefits.  

 You may not be allowed to participate in the research study.  
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After signing the Authorization, you can change your mind and: 

 

 Notify the researcher that you have withdrawn your permission to disclose or use 
your protected health information (revoke the Authorization).  

 If you revoke the Authorization, you will send a written letter to If you revoke the 
Authorization, you will send a written letter to: Cain Center for Nursing Research, 
UT School of Nursing, ATTN: Ann M. Nayback, Beebe, MSN, FNP-BC, PI;  1700 
Red River, Austin, TX 78701 to inform him/her of your decision.  

 If you revoke this Authorization, researchers may only use and disclose the protected 
health information already collected for this research study.  

 If you revoke this Authorization your protected health information may still be used 
and disclosed should you have an adverse event (a bad effect).  

 If you withdraw the Authorization, you may not be allowed to continue to participate 
in the study.  

 

If you have not already received a copy of the brochure entitled “Military Health System 
Notice of Privacy Practices,” you may request one. DD Form 2005, Privacy Act 
Statement - Military Health Records (located on your medical records jacket), contains 
the Privacy Act Statement for the records.  If you have any questions or concerns about 
your privacy rights, you should contact the Brooke Army Medical Center Privacy Officer 
at phone number (210) 916-9259 or Wilford Hall Medical Center Privacy Officer at (210) 
292-4599. 
 

This Authorization does not have an expiration date.  
 
You are the subject or are authorized to act on behalf of the subject.  You have read this 
information, and you will receive a copy of this form after it is signed.  
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Volunteer’s Signature  
 

 Date 

 
 
 
 

  

Volunteer’s Printed Name  
 

  

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

Signature of Witness  Date 
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Survey Instruments 
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Health and Social History 

Mark the circle that describes you: 

1. Marital Status: O Single (never married)  O Divorced or separated  

   O Partnered not married  O Widowed 

   O Married 

 

2. Education-Years of regular school completed. (Mark highest level completed only): 

   O Grades 9-11    O College Graduate 

   O High School Graduate  O Post-College Education 

   O Some College 

 

3. Race/Ethnicity: O African American   O Hispanic  

   O Asian    O Native American 

   O White    O Other 

 

4. Age at last birthday: ______________ 

 

5. Military Rank:  O E-1  O E-6   O O-1  O O-6 

   O E-2  O E-7  O O-2  O O-7 

   O E-3  O E-8  O O-3  O O-8 

   O E-4  O E-9  O O-4  O O-9 

   O E-5  O E-10  O O-5  O O-10 
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6. Annual Household Income:  

   O $10,000-19,999  O $60,000-69,999 

   O $20,000-29,999  O $70,000-79,999 

   O $30,000-39,000  O $80,000-89,999 

   O $40,000-49,999  O$90,000-99,999 

   O $50,000-59,999  O >$100,000 

    

7. Have you ever been diagnosed with, or treated for: 

  Depression  O Yes  O No 

  Anxiety  O Yes  O No 

  PTSD   O Yes  O No 

 Alcohol Abuse  O Yes  O No 

    

8. Has any member of your immediate family (parents, siblings, or children) been 

 diagnosed with, or treated for: 

 Depression  O Yes  O No 

  Anxiety  O Yes  O No 

  PTSD   O Yes  O No 

 Alcohol Abuse  O Yes  O No 

 

9. Have you ever been a victim of: 

 Physical assault O Yes  O No 

 Sexual assault  O Yes  O No 

 Domestic violence O Yes  O No 
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Alcohol Screening Questionnaire 

Have any of the following happened to you more than once in the last 6 months?   

(Mark the circle that describes you) 

 

a. You drank alcohol even though a doctor suggested that you stop drinking because of 

a problem with your health.  

  O Yes  O No 

 

b. You drank alcohol, were high from alcohol, or hung over while you were working, 

going to school, or taking care of children or other responsibilities. 

  O Yes  O No 

 

c. You missed or were late for work, school, or other activities because you were

 drinking or hung over. 

   O Yes  O No 

 

d. You had a problem getting along with other people while you were drinking.   

  O Yes  O No 

 

e. You drove a car after having several drinks or after drinking too much.    

  O Yes  O No 

 
 
 

 

Copyright (c) Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved.  Reproduced with permission. 
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Post-Deployment Life Events Questionnaire 

The next statements refer to events you may have experienced SINCE RETURNING 
FROM YOUR DEPLOYMENT.  Please circle “yes” or “no” for each of the items below. 

7.   …experienced stressful legal problems (for example, being sued  
          or suing someone else). 

Yes No 

8.    …witnessed someone being assaulted or violently killed. Yes No 

9.    …been robbed or had my home broken into. Yes No 

10.  …had a family member with a serious drug or alcohol problem. Yes No 

11.  …been unemployed and seeking employment for at least 3  
           months. 

Yes No 

12.  …been emotionally mistreated (for example, shamed,  
           embarrassed, ignored, or repeatedly told I was no good). 

Yes No 

13.  …experienced unwanted sexual activity as a result of force, 
           threat of harm, or manipulation. 

Yes No 

14.  …been physically injured by another person (for example, hit,      
           kicked, or  beaten up). 

Yes No 

15.  …lost my job Yes No 

16.  …gone through a divorce or been left by a partner or significant  
           other. 

Yes No 

17.  …had problems getting access to healthcare. Yes No 

Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory. All rights reserved. Reproduced with permission.

Since returning home, I have experienced…                                                                                               

1.  …a natural disaster (for example, a flood or hurricane), a fire, or 
         an accident in which I was hurt or my property was damaged. 

Yes No 

2.  …exposure to a toxic substance (such as dangerous chemicals or  
         radiation). 

Yes No 

3.  …combat or exposure to a war-zone (in the military or as a 
         civilian). 

Yes No 

4.  …a serious operation. Yes No 

5.  …a mental illness (for example, clinical depression or anxiety    
         disorder), or life-threatening physical illness (for example, cancer  
         or heart disease) of someone close to me. 

Yes No 

6.  …the death of someone close to me. Yes No 

Since returning home, I have… 
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                          Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) 
 
 Over the last 2 weeks have you been bothered by any of the following problems? 
 (Circle the number that best describes the frequency of your symptoms.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           

 Not at 
all 

 
 

Several 
days 

 
 

More 
than half 
the days  

 

Nearly 
every day  

 

1. Little interest or pleasure in doing things  
0 1 2 3 

2. Feeling down, depressed or hopeless  
0 1 2 3 

3. Trouble falling or staying asleep, or 
sleeping too much 0 1 2 3 

4. Feeling tired or having little energy 
0 1 2 3 

5. Poor appetite or overeating  
0 1 2 3 

6. Feeling bad about yourself-or that you 
are a failure or have let yourself or your 
family down 

0 1 2 3 

7. Trouble concentrating on things, such as 
reading the newspaper or watching 
television  

0 1 2 3 

8. Moving or speaking so slowly that other 
people could have noticed. Or the opposite-
being so fidgety or restless that you have 
been moving around a lot more than usual 

0 1 2 3 

9. Thoughts that you would be better off 
dead, or of hurting yourself in some way  0 1 2 3 

 

NOTE:  If you checked off any problems, how difficult have these problems made it for you to 
do your work, take care of things at home, or get along with other people? 
Not difficult at all_____ Somewhat difficult_____ Very difficult_____ Extremely difficult_____ 

 
  Copyright (c) Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduced with permission. 
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Patient Health Questionnaire (GAD-7) 
 
     Over the last 2 weeks have you been bothered by any of the following problems? 
     (Circle the number that best describes the frequency of your symptoms.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright (c) Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduced with permission.

 Not at all 
 
 
 

Several 
days 

 
 

More 
than half 
the days  

 

Nearly 
every day  

 
 

1. Feeling nervous, anxious, or on edge  0 1 2 3 

2. Not being able to stop or control worrying  0 1 2 3 

3. Worrying too much about different things 0 1 2 3 

4. Trouble relaxing 0 1 2 3 

5. Being so restless that it is hard to sit still  0 1 2 3 

6. Becoming easily annoyed or irritable 0 1 2 3 

7. Feeling afraid as if something awful might 
happen  

0 1 2 3 

 
 

NOTE:  If you checked off any problems, how difficult have these problems made it for you to do 
your work, take care of things at home, or get along with other people? 
Not difficult at all_____ Somewhat difficult______ Very difficult_____ Extremely difficult_____ 
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PCL-M 

Instructions:  Below is a list of problems and complaints that veterans sometimes have in 
response to stressful military experiences.  Please read each one carefully, then circle one of 
the numbers to the right to indicate how much you have been bothered by that problem in 
the past month. 

 Not  
at all 

A little 
bit 

Moder-
ately 

Quite a 
bit 

Extremely 

1. Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or 
images of a stressful military experience? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Repeated, disturbing dreams of a stressful 
military experience? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. Suddenly acting or feeling as if a stressful 
military experience were happening again (as 
if you were reliving it)? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. Feeling very upset when something reminded 
you of a stressful military experience? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

5. Having physical reactions (e.g. heart 
pounding, trouble breathing, sweating) when 
something reminded you of a stressful 
military experience? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

6. Avoided thinking about or talking about a  
stressful military experience or avoiding  
having feelings related to it? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

7. Avoiding activities or situations because they 
reminded you of a stressful military 
experience? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

8.  Trouble remembering important parts of a  
stressful military experience? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

9. Loss of interest in activities that you used to 
enjoy? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
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PCL-M 

continued 
 

 Not  
at all 

A little 
bit 

Moder-
ately 

Quite a 
bit 

Extremely 

11. Feeling emotionally numb or being 
unable to have loving feelings for those close 
to you? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

12. Feeling as if your future somehow will be 
cut short? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

13. Trouble falling or staying asleep? 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Feeling irritable or having angry 
outbursts? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

15. Having difficulty concentrating? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

16. Being “superalert” or watchful or on 
guard? 

1 2 3 4 5 

17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PCL-M for DSM-IV (11/1/94) Weathers, Litz, Huska, & Keane National Center for PTSD-Behavioral Science Division. 
Reproduced with Permission.
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                         Interpersonal Relationships Inventory (IPRI) 

Most relationships with people we feel close to are both helpful and stressful.  Below are  
statements that describe close personal relationships. Please read each statement and circle  
the number that best fits your situation.  There are no right or wrong answers.  

 
 
 

These first statements ask you to disagree or 
agree. 

Strongly 
Disagree 
 

Disagree Neutral Agree  Strongly 
  Agree  

1. I know someone who makes me feel confident  
in myself 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Some people I care about share similar  
views with me 1 2 3 4 5 

3. There is someone I can turn to for helpful  
advice about a problem 1 2 3 4 5 

4. I can talk openly about anything with at  
least one person I care about 1 2 3 4 5 

5. There is someone I could go to for anything 
1 2 3 4 5 

6. Some people in my life are too pushy 
1 2 3 4 5 

7. I can count on a friend to make me feel  
better when I need it 1 2 3 4 5 

8. There is someone in my life who gets mad  
if we have different opinions 1 2 3 4 5 

9. It’s safe for me to reveal my weaknesses to  
someone I know 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Someone I care about stands by me  
through good times and bad times 1 2 3 4 5 

11. I have the kind of neighbors who really  
help out in an emergency 1 2 3 4 5 

12. There is someone I care about that I can’t  
count on 1 2 3 4 5 

13. If I need help, all I have to do is ask 
1 2 3 4 5 

14. I have enough opportunity to talk things  
over with people I care about 1 2 3 4 5 
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Interpersonal Relationships Inventory (IPRI) 

 
 
 
 
 
Copyright (c) Interpersonal Relationships Inventory. All rights reserved. Reproduced with permission. 
 

These next statements ask you how often  
something occurs. 

Never Almost 
Never 

Some- 
times 

Fairly 
Often 

Very  
Often 

15. I have enjoyable times with people I care about 
1 2 3 4 5 

16 I spend time doing things for others when  
I’d really rather not 1 2 3 4 5 

17. Some people I care about invade my  
privacy 1 2 3 4 5 

18. I am embarrassed by what someone I care  
about does 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Someone I care about tends to take  
advantage of me 1 2 3 4 5 

20. Some people I care about are a burden  
to me 1 2 3 4 5 

21.  I wish some people I care about were  
more sensitive to my needs 1 2 3 4 5 

22. People I care about make me do things  
I don’t want to do 1 2 3 4 5 

23. There is tension between me and someone 
 I care about 1 2 3 4 5 

24. I have trouble pleasing some people I care 
 about 1 2 3 4 5 

25. At least one person I care about lets me  
know they believe in me 1 2 3 4 5 

26. Some people I feel close to expect too  
much from me 1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix E 

Participant Information Handout 
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War-Zone-Related Stress Reactions: 

What Veterans Need to Know 
A National Center for PTSD Fact Sheet 

Traumas are events in which a person has the feeling that he or she may die or be seriously 

injured or harmed, or events in which he or she witnesses such things happening to others. 

Traumatic events are of course common in the war zone, but they are common in the civilian 

world too, so that in addition to war zone experiences, many military personnel will have 

experienced one or more traumatic events in their civilian lives. 

When they are happening, traumas often create feelings of intense fear, helplessness, or 

horror. Often in the days and weeks that follow trauma, there are longer-lasting stress 

reactions that can be surprising, distressing, and difficult to understand. By understanding 

their traumatic stress reactions better, Iraq War veterans can become less fearful of them and 

better able to cope with them. While reviewing the list of effects of trauma below, keep in 

mind several facts about trauma and its effects: 

 It is very common to have problems following exposure to war or other trauma. But 

traumatic stress reactions often become less frequent or distressing as time passes, 

even without treatment.  

 Veterans with PTSD often worry that they are going crazy. This is not true. Rather, 

what is happening is that they are experiencing a set of common symptoms and 

problems that are connected with trauma.  

 Problems that result from trauma are not a sign of personal weakness. Many mentally 

and physically healthy people experience stress reactions that are distressing and 

interfere with their daily lives at times.  

 If traumatic stress reactions continue to cause problems for more than a few weeks or 

months, treatment can help reduce them.  

Traumatic war experiences often cause many of the following kinds of (often temporary) 

reactions in veterans: 

Unwanted remembering or re-experiencing 

Almost all veterans experience difficulty controlling distressing memories of war. Although 

these memories are upsetting, on the positive side, the memories provide an opportunity for 
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the person to make sense of what happened and gain mastery over the event. The experience 

of these memories can include: 

 Unwanted distressing memories as images or other thoughts  

 Feeling like it is happening again (flashbacks)  

 Dreams and nightmares  

 Distress and physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding, shaking) when reminded of the 

trauma  

Physical activation or arousal 

The body's fight-or-flight reaction to a life-threatening situation continues long after the event 

is over. It is upsetting to feel like your body is overreacting or out of control. However, on the 

positive side, these fight-or-flight reactions help prepare a person in a dangerous situation for 

quick response and emergency action. Signs of continuing physical activation, common 

following participation in war, can include: 

 Difficulty falling or staying asleep  

 Irritability, anger, and rage  

 Difficulty concentrating  

 Being constantly on the lookout for danger (hyper-vigilance)  

 Being startled easily for example, when hearing a loud noise (exaggerated startle 

response)  

 Anxiety and panic  

Shutting down: Emotional numbing 

When overwhelmed by strong emotions, the body and mind sometimes react by shutting down 

and becoming numb. As a result, veterans may have difficulty experiencing loving feelings or 

feeling some emotions, especially when upset by traumatic memories. Like many of the other 

reactions to trauma, this emotional numbing reaction is not something the veteran is doing on 

purpose. 

Active avoidance of trauma-related thoughts and feelings 

Painful memories and physical sensations of fear can be frightening, so it is only natural to try 

to find ways to prevent them from happening. One way that most veterans do this is by 

avoiding anything people, places, conversations, thoughts, emotions and feelings, physical 

sensations that might act as a reminder of the trauma. This can be very helpful if it is used 
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once in a while (e.g., avoiding upsetting news or television programs). But when avoidance is 

used too much, it can have two big negative effects. First, it can reduce veterans’ abilities to 

live their lives and enjoy them, because they can become isolated and limited in where they 

go and what they do. Second, avoiding thoughts and emotions connected with the trauma 

may reduce veterans’ abilities to recover from it. It is through thinking about what happened, 

and particularly through talking about it with trusted others, that survivors may best deal with 

what has happened.  By constantly avoiding thoughts, feelings, and discussions about the 

trauma, this potentially helpful process can be short-circuited. 

Depression 

Most persons who have been traumatized experience depression. Feelings of depression then 

lead a person to think very negatively and feel hopeless. There is a sense of having lost 

things: one's previous self (I'm not the same person I was), a sense of optimism and hope, 

self-esteem, and self-confidence. With time, and sometimes with the help of counseling, the 

trauma survivor can regain self-esteem, self-confidence, and hope. It is important to let others 

know about feelings of depression and, of course, about any suicidal thoughts and feelings, 

which are sometimes a part of feeling depressed. 

Self-blame, guilt, and shame 

Many veterans, in trying to make sense of their traumatic war experiences, blame themselves 

or feel guilty in some way. They may feel bad about some thing(s) they did or didn't do in the 

war zone. Feelings of guilt or self-blame cause much distress and can prevent a person from 

reaching out for help. Therefore, even though it is hard, it is very important to talk about guilt 

feelings with a counselor or doctor. 

Interpersonal problems 

Not surprisingly, the many changes noted above can affect relationships with other people. 

Trauma may cause difficulties between a veteran and his or her partner, family, friends, or co-

workers. Particularly in close relationships, the emotional numbing and feeling of disconnection 

that are common after traumatic events may create distress and drive a wedge between the 

survivor and his or her family or close friends. The survivor's avoidance of different kinds of 

social activities may frustrate family members. Sometimes, this avoidance results in social 

isolation that hurts relationships. 

Others may respond in ways that worsen the problem rather than help recovery. They may 

have difficulty understanding, become angry with the veteran, communicate poorly, and fail to 

provide support. Partners and families need to participate in treatment; by learning more 
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about traumatic stress, they can often become more understanding of the veteran and feel 

more able to help. Some kinds of traumatic experiences (e.g., sexual assault) can make it 

hard to trust other people.  

These problems in relationships are upsetting. Just as the veteran needs to learn about 

trauma and its effects, people who are important to him or her also need to learn more. As the 

survivor becomes more aware of trauma reactions and how to cope with them, he or she will 

be able to reduce the harm they cause to relationships. 

Physical symptoms and health problems 

Because many traumas result in physical injury, pain is often part of the experience of 

survivors. This physical pain often causes emotional distress, because in addition to causing 

pain and discomfort, the injury also reminds them of their trauma. Because traumas stress the 

body, they can sometimes affect physical health, and survivors may experience stress-related 

physical symptoms such as headaches, nausea or other stomach problems, and skin problems. 

The veteran with PTSD will need to care for his or her health, seek medical care when 

appropriate, and inform the doctor or nurse about his or her traumas, in order to limit the 

effects of the trauma. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Department of Veterans Affairs. (2008). Warzone-related stress reactions: What veterans need to know. A National Center for PTSD 
Fact Sheet Retrieved February 3, 2009 from http://www.ncptsd.va.gov/ncmain/ncdocs/handouts/iraq_clinician_guide_app_j2.pdf] 
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APPENDIX F 

Fort Campbell Resources Handout
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GLOSSARY 

Glossary of Acronyms 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Acronym                                 Words or Phrase Represented 
________________________________________________________________________ 
CAPS    Clinician Administered PTSD Scale 

DoD    Department of Defense 

E(#)    Enlisted(rank) 

FHX    Family History 

FRG    Family Readiness Group 

FSMs    Female Service Members 

DSM-IV-TR   Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-4
th

 Edition Text Revision 

DRRI    Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory 

IOM    Institute of Medicine 

IPRI    Interpersonal Relationships Inventory 

NBC    Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical 

O(#)    Officer(rank) 

PCL-M   Post-traumatic Symptom Checklist-Military Version 

PHQ    Patient Health Questionnaire 

PHX    Prior History 

PTSD    Post-traumatic Stress Disorder 

SC    Social Conflict 

SES    Socioeconomic Status 

SPSS    Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

SS    Social Support 

VA    Veterans Affairs Administration 

WO(#)    Warrant Officer(rank) 

WHO    World Health Organization 
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